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Abstract

The foreign exchange (FX) market is the largest and most liquid �nancial

market in the world. Like the centre of a spider web, the foreign exchange market

connects to all other �nancial markets around the world. It is a global network that

allows its participants to trade 24 hours 5 days a week from di�erent geographical

locations. Given this unique nature of the FX market, millions of daily tick data,

referred to as high frequency data (HFD), are generated as a result of market

participants' decisions and interactions.

To understand market dynamics, our approach is to explore the microscopic

world of the FX market by analysing in depth the millions of daily tick-by-tick

prices and the micro-behaviour of FX participants, which in turn formulate a

collective market macro-behaviour. This thesis conducts its analysis using an

event-based approach. Events are actions taken by traders in the market. We

carry out three studies with the aim to get an insight into how these events drive

the FX market. With these studies, we aim to make general inferences about

market behaviour. The �rst two studies are empirical research based on analysing

a unique high frequency real transaction data set of FX traders, whereas the third

study formalises the market micro-dynamics.

To prepare for our empirical studies, we have produced, to the best of our

knowledge, the biggest set of HFD ever, which comprises tick transactions carried

out by over 45,000 FX traders on an account level for over 2 years. In addition to

cleaning the data set from any erroneous observations and validating the quality

of the data, we provide strong indicators that the data set is representative of the

of the global FX market. This con�rms the reliability and validity of this research

results. This data set is invaluable to future researchers.

The �rst empirical study tracks and analyses the FX market seasonal activity

from a microscopic perspective, using the tick transactions of the HFD produced.

We provide empirical evidence that the unique signature of the FX market season-

ality is indeed due to the di�erent time zones market participants operate from.

However, once normalised using our custom-designed procedure, we observe a pat-

tern akin to equity markets. Thus, we have revealed an important FX market

property that has not been reported before.

The second empirical study conducts a microscopic analysis of FX market

activity of the produced data set along price movements. Given the high frequency
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and irregular nature of FX tick data, we adopt an intrinsic time scale approach

proposed by Olsen Ltd. Intrinsic time is de�ned by exchange rate turning points of

a pre-speci�ed threshold, which are called directional change events. We provide

empirical evidence for decaying market liquidity and price ticks changes at the end

of the price movement, the overshoot period. We �nd that a price overshoot stops

due to more participants placing counter trend trades. The overshoot period is of

special importance as it measures the excess price move of a given threshold and

indicates the extent of imbalance in the market for the speci�ed threshold. To our

knowledge, this is the �rst study that deciphers FX market activity during price

overshoots. It lays the foundations for understanding how FX market activity

changes as the price movement progresses and how small imbalances of market

activity in large overshoots can alter the price trajectory.

The third study formalises market dynamics using calculus. In this approach,

we de�ne the di�erent market states mathematically and demonstrate the conse-

quences of placing an order into the market. This calculus enables us to analyse

market dynamics and properties scienti�cally. For example, it allows us to study

feedback loops, which account for the full e�ects of cascading margin calls. It

also allows us to compute how big a sell order has to be to cause the market to

fall by a certain percentage in a simple double auction market model. This work

demonstrates how market dynamics and properties can be studied rigorously. It

lays a solid foundation for extensive scienti�c analysis of complex market models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter is an introduction to the thesis. It provides a general overview of

the research work done, and discusses its aim and main objectives. The thesis

structure is then described in detail. Finally, all the published thesis results are

listed.

1.1 Overview

The behaviour and dynamics of �nancial markets have been analysed by researchers

since the 1770s, starting with Adam Smith's notion of the �Invisible Hand�, which as-

sumes homogeneous and rational behaviour of investors and has developed into classical

economics [166]. However, many of the phenomena observed in market microstruc-

ture, as also in the behaviour of high frequency traders and the intricacies of electronic

trading platforms are highly complex and are outside the scope of classical economics.

Studying the impact of traders' psychology, heterogeneous expectations and techni-

cal trading on the market [26, 143, 189, 193]; exploring the market microstructure

[42, 71, 95, 133, 170, 199]; applying agent based modelling and arti�cial intelligence

techniques [102, 118, 119, 182], are all attempts to gain insights into traders' behaviour

and market dynamics.

The foreign exchange (FX) market, focus of this thesis, is the largest �nancial mar-

ket worldwide, with a daily average turnover of 4 trillion USD and an average daily

transaction volume for spot currencies of 1.4 trillion USD or equivalent of 10 percent

of the GDP of the US [20]. The FX market determines the exchange rates of global

trade and is an important factor in determining the relative wealth of countries. The

importance of FX markets has developed with increased global trade, capital �ows and
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investment, and with real-time high frequency trading brought about by advances in

technology and the spread of electronic trading platforms [136]. The participants in the

FX market are diverse and include �nancial institutions, hedge funds, corporations and

retail traders. Like the centre of a spider web, the foreign exchange market connects to

all other �nancial markets around the world [159]. Therefore, it has become essential

to study the dynamics and understand the behaviour of the FX market, which in turn

a�ect the global economy.

The �nancial crisis that started in 2007 has stimulated new research to understand

the market dynamics, reduce unforeseen losses, increase market e�ciency and develop

an early warning system to prevent market crashes. The market dynamics cannot be

explained by macroeconomic data only. We need to dig deeper and analyse the buy

and sell �ows in �nancial markets. We have to analyse the millions of daily tick-by-

tick market prices (called high frequency data, HFD) and the transactions of market

participants and their interactions [41, 165]. The market consists of a network of people

who are the real decision makers and who interact and decide in human ways, pursuing

human goals and satisfying their human needs. �If you understand what everyone else

is doing, and why everyone else is doing it, it makes it very easy to understand what is

going to happen� [159].

Thus, drawing analogies from physics, where �ndings are being generalized from

microscopic observations [195], we believe that exploring the microscopic world of �nan-

cial markets in general and the FX market in particular would provide an insight into

the collective macro-behaviour of �nancial traders and explain many of the unjusti�ed

market phenomena.

However, there are three main challenges associated with adopting this research

approach on the FX market:

First, we must have access to a rich data set of real tick transactions of FX traders,

whose micro-behaviour can be tracked and analysed to make general inferences about

FX market dynamics. Access to FX transaction data has only been recently enabled.

In addition, it has been always restricted to a few currencies and to an aggregate level

of transactions that does not di�erentiate between the di�erent participants placing the

trades. Accordingly, activity of individual traders cannot be tracked and the impact of

the di�erent participants on the market cannot be analysed.

Second, the foreign exchange market generates millions of daily tick data, referred
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to as high frequency data (HFD), as a result of market participants' decisions and

interactions. To understand the FX market behaviour, we need to analyse and dig

into this HFD. However, there are several challenges associated with its analysis. It

has no standard structure, as it depends on the institution's policy with regard to

the production and storage of data[39]. Moreover, HFD may contain a great deal of

erroneous or misleading observations that may result from computer system errors or

internal system procedures[49, 204]. Therefore, prior to data exploration, an important

laborious step is to clean the data from any outliers and produce a reliable data set that

can be used to analyse and make general inferences about traders' behaviour.

The third challenge is the analysis of the high frequency data. There is no established

framework or methodology to follow from previous research, especially given that both

the type of data and the research sought in this work are unique.

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives

The aim of this research is to conduct a microscopic analysis of FX market traders'

behaviour, using event-based approaches, in order to lay a solid foundation for accurate

modelling of FX traders and their behaviour. This comprises the following objectives:

1. Study the complex structure of the FX market and its unique nature of trading

that would impact FX traders' behaviour.

2. Survey the various approaches adopted in the literature for studying the FX market

behaviour and explore their limitations.

3. Explore and understand the high frequency data set supplied by the OANDA

Corp [156], an online FX trading platform, for our research work. The data set

covers over 140 million tick transactions on an account level, carried out by more

than 45,000 accounts on the OANDA platform for over two years. A thorough

understanding of this large unique high frequency data set is a vital step to con�rm

the data set representativeness of the FX market and its potential usefulness for

understanding FX traders' behaviour.

4. Prepare the data set for analysis by cleaning the data set from any erroneous obser-

vations and validating the quality of data. This involves tracking the transactions
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of each individual trader from positions opening to closure in each currency pair

to ensure the consistency and reliability of trades. A proper data set preparation

process is crucial to ensure the validity of our research results.

5. Given the complex nature of FX trading and its irregular spaced high frequency

data, we need to develop new approaches for studying traders' micro-behaviour

and for making general inferences about market dynamics, with an ultimate goal

of laying a solid foundation for modelling market dynamics. Following are three

critical issues in the FX market, which are studied in this thesis from a microscopic

perspective:

a) One of the most common conventions in the literature, is that the FX market's

unique and complex nature, as compared to equity markets, is due to the

existence of di�erent overlapping world trading sessions, from which traders

can operate 24 hours 5 days a week. Therefore, the di�erent geographical

locations of FX traders, is one of the parameters of primary importance in

analysing and modelling their behaviour. Consequently, the objective is to

develop an approach for normalising traders' time zones and to examine if

new market dynamics are revealed after normalisation.

b) The presence of a large variety of traders with di�erent sleeping hours and

trading strategies causes a discontinuous �ow of physical time. This means

that each clock tick of the uniformly progressing physical time does not nec-

essarily correspond to a transaction in the FX market. Traders' actions are

usually associated with exchange rate price movements, which in turn are

determined through a complex market making process. Thus, one of the

controversial issues in the FX market is traders' behaviour with exchange

rate price movement. Both traders' transactions and exchange rate series

are discontinuous and irregularly spaced. The objective is to develop an ap-

proach for synchronizing market activity along price movements and derive

rhythmic behavioural patterns, from which we can possibly understand new

market dynamics.

c) The FX market attracts many traders, because the liquidity of the market

enables market makers to o�er their customers a high degree of leverage.
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Traders buy a currency by selling another currency using a loan facility pro-

vided by the market maker on the basis of a collateral, referred to as margin,

that the trader has deposited. The degree of leverage might be as high as 50

times the underlying capital of the trader. Foreign exchange trading seems

to o�er fast riches, but is in fact highly risky. Traders can easily get trapped

in losing positions. If their equity drops below a critical threshold, margin

calls are triggered forcing traders to close out their positions, possibly at the

worst possible moment, thus incurring large losses. Since many traders may

be trapped in the same situation, market price can be a�ected, which in turn

can lead to further positions close-outs and losses. Hence, the objective is

to develop an approach to formalise the consequences of margin trading and

study the impact of such feedback loops, through which we can provide early

market warnings.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The thesis structure is based on the aims and objectives discussed in the previous section.

It begins with a comprehensive background and literature review in chapter 2, describing

the FX market structure, trading nature and its main stylized facts. The greater part

of the chapter is then devoted to the main research approaches adopted in previous

studies to understand the FX market behaviour and some of its dynamics. These are

then contrasted with the proposed microscopic analysis approach of the thesis.

Chapter 3 prepares the high frequency data set provided by [156] for the microscopic

analysis of traders' behaviour. A cleaning procedure is carried out to remove all er-

roneous or misleading observations from the set that would a�ect the validity of any

forthcoming results. The quality of data is then validated, ensuring a clean and consis-

tent transaction data set. Moreover, evidence is provided for the representativeness of

the data set of the global FX market. This makes the produced data set an invaluable

source for understanding FX traders' behaviour and any future research. The produced

data set is used in chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 investigates the nature of the FX seasonal activity against the one in

equity markets and questions whether the di�erent signature in the two markets is due

to the overlapping FX world trading sessions. In an attempt to answer this question,
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the chapter introduces a new event-based algorithm to normalise the time zones of the

di�erent traders according to their daily sleeping hours. The results of implementing the

normalisation procedure is then reported, and a detailed description is given of how the

normalized seasonal activities of all traders can be synchronized and aggregated along

one time window. The resulting new signature of the normalized FX seasonality is then

depicted and discussed. Finally, the chapter describes how the �ndings of this empirical

study can be used to make general inferences about the position management of FX

traders during the trading day.

Similar to chapter 4, chapter 5 tracks and analyses traders' activity but from a dif-

ferent event-based microscopic perspective. It studies the FX market activity patterns

with price movements. Given the high frequency and discontinuous nature of the FX

data, the chapter highlights the problems associated with using the traditional physical

time scale for market activity synchronization. The chapter then proposes an alter-

native directional change event-based time scale, the so called intrinsic time, which is

de�ned by price turning points of a pre-speci�ed threshold. An algorithm for de�ning

the intrinsic time scale is then outlined and applied on several price series of di�erent

currencies supplied by OANDA Corp. The chapter then expands into a further in-depth

analysis by discretising each price movement into smaller sub-events to synchronize and

decipher market activity on a microscopic level. Empirical results are then reported and

evidence is provided for new market dynamics that are valid across all magnitudes of

price events.

A third microscopic angle, from which traders' behaviour can be also analysed, is

presented in chapter 6. It introduces the market-calculus as a new event-based micro-

scopic approach to formalise and analyse market dynamics and feedback loops, like

cascading margin calls. Due to the lack of knowledge of the FX market maker model

in the literature, the chapter illustrates the high potentiality of the market-calculus ap-

proach in the context of a simpli�ed version of the popular double-auction market. The

chapter starts by explaining how the proposed calculus approach can formalise market

mechanisms and enable rigorous reasoning. Then it formalises two models for market

clearance in a double auction market. Given this de�nite formalism, the chapter pro-

poses methods for market risk assessment and illustrates how the impact of an order of

any size can be computed; or how big a sell order has to be to cause the market to fall

by a certain percentage. Finally, using the same logic, a demo simulator is implemented,
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to demonstrate market clearance dynamics, margin trading feedback loops and market

risk assessment.

The thesis is concluded with chapter 7. It summarizes the work done in the thesis,

lists its main contributions, and discusses possible further work.

1.4 Publications

Some of the original work done in this thesis has been published in the following peer-

reviewed papers:

1. Masry, S., Dupuis, A., Olsen, R., Tsang, E., 2013. Time zone normalisation of FX

seasonality. Journal of Quantitative Finance, in press .

2. Tsang, E.P.K., Olsen, R., Masry, S., 2013. A formalization of double auction

market dynamics. Journal Quantitative Finance, in press .

3. Masry, S., Dupuis, A., Olsen, R. & Tsang, E., April 2013. Deciphering FX market

activity in price overshoots. Journal of Empirical Finance, under review.

4. Masry, S., Tsang, E.P.K., 2011. Simulating market clearance dynamics under a

simple event calculus market model. In: Proceedings of the 3rd Computer Sci-

ence and Electronic Engineering Conference, Colchester, ISBN: 978-1-4577-1300-2

,United Kingdom, IEEE.

5. Masry, S., ALOud, M., Dupuis A., Olsen, R., Tsang, E. K., 2010. High frequency

FX market transaction data handling. In: 4th CSDA International Conference on

Computational and Financial Econometrics, London, United Kingdom.

6. Masry, S., Tsang, E.P.K., December 2010. Monitoring the �nancial market using

event calculus. Workshop in Accounting, Finance and Management, BCS SGAI

International Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence, Cambridge, United Kingdom.

7. Masry, S., Aloud, M., Tsang, E., Dupuis, A., Olsen, R., 2010. A Novel approach for

studying the high frequency FX market. In: Proceedings of the 2nd Computer Sci-

ence and Electronic Engineering Conference, Colchester, ISBN: 978-1-4244-9029-5,

United Kingdom, IEEE.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter we describe the nature of the foreign exchange (FX) market from
di�erent aspects and provide a synthesis of the di�erent approaches used in studying
the FX market behaviour.

2.1 Introduction

The fast growth of FX and the unique characteristics of its trading environment have

drawn the attention of many researchers and experts. FX is the largest �nancial mar-

ket in the world, opening 24 hours a day, 5 days a week. The Bank for International

Settlements (BIS) Triennial Survey in 2010 [20] reports an average daily turnover of

4 trillion USD in the FX market, which is 30 times larger than the turnover of both

NASDAQ and NYSE [156]. In addition to �nancial institutions, companies and hedge

funds engaged in FX trading, the evolution of internet trading has also attracted indi-

vidual currency traders. In general, the ability of trading at any time and responding to

currency �uctuations on the spot, having high level of liquidity, narrow spreads and low

margin requirements, has attracted various types of traders to the FX market. Hence,

studying FX market dynamics and behaviour is a fertile research area and provides a

broader perspective for behavioural analysis.

The fact that classical economics has not captured many of the exchange rate fea-

tures has opened the gate for various research approaches to study the FX behaviour.

Surveying the FX literature reveals two main streams of research studies of the FX

market, the �rst one exploring the market microstructure and its stylized facts while

the second one studies the market behaviour leading to these stylized facts.
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Digging further into the second research area, we �nd three main perspectives from

which market behaviour has been analysed. We discuss each one in the following sec-

tions.

The �rst perspective is the behavioural �nance approach, which is mainly concerned

with how traders' psychology contributes to their over- or under-reaction to new infor-

mation and price movement. The literature shows a long strand of researchers providing

empirical evidence for several psychological biases in the FX market. Traders' heteroge-

neous expectations and beliefs [81, 82, 106, 132, 142, 157], overcon�dence [22, 86, 160],

loss aversion [155], disposition e�ect [188] and feedback trading [3, 32, 117] are all ex-

amples of biases that have been reported and empirically proven in the FX market.

A di�erent perspective for explaining the market dynamics has been adopted by the

FX market microstructure researchers, pioneered by Evans and Lyons. Using empirical

models, they analyse the e�ect of cumulated order �ow [29, 63, 66], news arrival [7,

10, 44, 62, 67], fundamentals [63, 67], feedback trading [59, 63, 83] and institutional

interventions [149, 173] on exchange rate movement and the general market state .

The third and most recent approach for explaining the FX market is agent-based

modelling (ABM), which models the features of a real �nancial market. ABM represents

the �nancial market as a group of interacting heterogeneous agents, the basic units of the

model, which can adapt to their environment, learn from the information they obtain,

and interact dynamically with each other and with their environment [118, 182]. The

aim is to make inferences about market behaviour and the causalities of the emergence

of the di�erent market anomalies.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes the FX market

structure. Section 2.3 discusses the most important FX market stylized facts discovered

so far. Section 2.4 introduces the di�erent research approaches adopted to understand

the emergence of these stylized facts and the market behaviour. Conclusions and dis-

cussion of the main limitations of the various approaches used in the literature are given

in section 2.5.

2.2 Foreign Exchange Spot Market Structure

The FX market consists of two dominating parts, the FX spot and the continuously

growing FX derivatives (forwards, swaps, options and futures). The operations of the
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FX spot market account for 90% of the FX market volume. According to the BIS

Triennial Survey [20], the average daily transaction volume for spot currencies reached

1.4 trillion USD in 2010. The high frequency data produced by this market serve as a

role model for the exploration and analysis of high-frequency data, leading to inferences

about market microstructure and traders' intraday behaviour [49]. This research tackles

only the FX spot market. The FX spot market structure can be generally characterized

by the following main aspects:

First, FX markets by their nature are decentralized and distributed in several �nan-

cial centres and thus not controlled by any central authority.

Second, the participants in FX can be categorized into FX dealers, brokers and

customers. FX dealers, representing mainly major commercial banks, trade among each

other and with external customers, who in turn, may be large corporations, �nancial

institutions or retail investors.

Third, the transactions between the di�erent FX participants can take place through

di�erent channels: i) Inter-dealer trades, which accounts for 43% of the FX market

turnover [19] , can be executed either directly (over-the counter) or indirectly via voice

brokers (for low volume currencies), or the now prevailing electronic brokerages like

(EBS) and Reuters Dealing 3000; ii) Dealer- institutional customer trades can be ei-

ther directly via dealer banks, or indirectly via electronic brokerages or now the smaller

internet trading platforms. These can be either platforms developed by banks or con-

sortiums of banks, also called electronic communication networks, like FxConnect and

Hotspot FXi. Financial institutions and large corporations can also now trade using

non-banking trading platforms such as OANDA FXTrade. While electronic brokerages

can only be used by inter-bank foreign exchange traders, internet trading platforms can

now be used by all types of customers; iii) the third channel is individual or retail trades

which are settled through internet trading platforms [120, 170].

Finally, it is important to di�erentiate between the two main trading mechanisms

in the FX market; the direct (over-the-counter) market and the indirect (brokered)

market via voice brokers or electronic brokers. The direct market is quote driven, as

the dealer gives quotes on request, and the initiator decides on the time, quantity and

direction of the trade. Transactions are completed through private bilateral deals among

traders and are not disclosed to other market participants. However, direct trading is

non-anonymous, as the client's identity is revealed to the dealer. In contrast to the
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direct market, the indirect market, which is nowadays dominated by electronic brokerage

systems like EBS and Reuters Dealing 3000, is order-driven. Transactions are mediated

by brokers and prices and quantities are set altogether. Although traders' identity

is kept anonymous during trading, prices, quantities and order types of the di�erent

transactions are communicated to the rest of the market [32, 198].

2.3 FX Stylized Facts

Since the end of the Second World War, a long strand of researchers have enriched

the FX market exchange rate theory, starting from the simple model of exchange rate

determination (in the 1950s), through the intersection of the demand and supply curves

for FX, to the portfolio balance model and the Dornbush's stick price monetary model

in the late 1970s and early 1980s. All these models were mainly based on the e�cient

market and rational expectations concept. The most important notion of the rational

expectation model is that exchange rates follow fundamentals (in�ation, output growth,

interest rates, GDP, etc.) and that changes occur only due to unexpected news or shifts

in fundamental variables. Despite the popularity of all these theories, their empirical

failure has been proven by the work of Meese and Rogo� in 1983 [139]. They showed

that there is no stable relationship between exchange rate and fundamentals in the

short run, referred to as the exchange rate disconnect puzzle by [161]. This has led

to a large empirical literature exploring several empirical puzzles and stylized facts of

the FX spot market, which could not be explained by former models [144]. The list of

exchange rate stylized facts and puzzles is long, but we cite here the most popular ones

discovered so far in the literature for di�erent data frequencies, ranging from ultra-high

frequency(tick-by-tick) to low frequency (years).

One of the most examined stylized facts is exchange rate volatility. A long standing

research shows that exchange rates generally exercise both excessive volatility, exceeding

the volatility of most of the fundamentals and economic variables thought to a�ect them,

and volatility clustering, where exchange rates exhibit periods of high and low volatility

[73, 76, 79, 128].

There is also evidence of seasonal heteroskedasticity in the form of intra-daily and

intra-weekly, but not for lower frequency, FX price volatility clusters [16, 17, 105]. Ac-

cording to [49], this puzzle can be partially explained by fat tailed return distributions,
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which is another stylized fact of exchange rates. Despite the various views regarding

the distributions of FX returns, all researchers agree that daily returns are fat tailed for

short-term horizons and deviate from a Gaussian random walk model [49].

A further statistical property is the positive relationship of exchange rate volatility

with trading volume across di�erent currency markets, as proved by [35, 90] and more

recently by [33]. They all con�rm the strong positive relationship between volume and

trading for long horizons. For high frequency (minute data), [29] show that volume and

volatility rise sharply at certain times of the day and exhibit a double U-shape pattern,

where peaks occur during the overlapping sessions of the FX market.

The behaviour of spreads with volume and volatility is another interesting stylized

fact. According to [170], bid-ask spreads almost perfectly mirror the pattern of volume

and volatility. FX spreads also exhibit a clear weekend pattern, as foreign exchange

trading largely ceases from about 21 GMT on Fridays until 21 GMT on Sundays. FX

spreads on Saturdays and Sundays can have double and more the size of those on

weekdays. Other studies have also shown that this week end e�ect can last till Monday

morning, where spreads can be exceptionally wide in some markets like Tokyo (see

[49, 170]).

Returns autocorrelation and correlations with other currencies have been also spot-

ted in the FX market. Several studies on Reuters FX indicative quotes �nd strong signs

of a �rst order moving average negative auto-correlation at the highest frequency, dis-

appearing as the information process is over [17, 88�90]. Examining USD/DEM quotes

for the period (1987-1993), [49] show that there is signi�cant autocorrelation up to a

4 minutes lag, whereas insigni�cant for longer lags. The autocorrelations mainly lie

within the 95% con�dence interval of an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. Daily returns of

di�erent currencies are also correlated as a result of the news e�ect. The correlation

between daily euro-dollar and sterling-dollar returns, for example, is 70 percent, while

correlations between these European exchange rates and dollar-yen are smaller: both

are 46% [170].

Pro�table speculations based on exchange rate movements are another property

of exchange rates. Research has long shown that pro�ts can be earned in the FX

market by speculating relatively on a short term basis via the use of various types of

technical trading rules (see [143, 144] ). Moreover, several studies show that foreign

exchange dealers rely heavily on speculative pro�ts, and that their main pro�t is from
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exchange rate movement rather than from spread. Their speculative positions are based

on information gathered from customers, from professional colleagues at other banks,

and from real-time news services [170].

[170] also shows that some dealers also engage in arbitrage across markets, such

as triangular arbitrage or covered interest arbitrage. Arbitrage opportunities, though

typically short-lived, arise frequently and occasionally provide sizeable pro�ts [6]. A

more recent study by [75] reveals that triangular arbitrage opportunities exist in the

spot foreign exchange market with short durations and small magnitudes, but generally

have decreased in recent years, implying an increasing price e�ciency.

Finally, scaling laws have been found for mean absolute returns and mean squared

returns over varying time intervals, from few minutes to few months. It states that

absolute or squared returns are proportional to a power of the interval size [49]. A

comprehensive list of more recent scaling laws for exchange rates can be found in [87],

where they have been able to unveil 12 new scaling laws holding across 13 exchange

rates for up to three orders of scaling magnitude.

2.4 Research Approaches for Explaining the FX

Market Behaviour

As mentioned earlier, the second stream of research in the FX market aims to understand

the FX market behaviour and the emergence of its stylized facts. We introduce here the

three main approaches adopted to understand market and traders' behaviour. These

approaches are not restricted to FX markets only; on the contrary, they were �rst applied

on stock markets and other �nancial markets, and, as a natural evolution for research,

they have been also adopted in studying the FX market. Although referring sometimes

to studies made on other �nancial markets, we mainly focus here on the FX research.

In this section, we will brie�y cite some of the scholarly works done in each approach.

2.4.1 Behavioural Finance Approach

The study of traders' psychology has been advocated for by the behavioural �nance

group many years ago, seeking for psychology-based theories to explain stock market

anomalies. According to [186], behavioural �nance attempts to show how psychological
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factors can contribute to traders' under- or over-reacting to new information and the

consequent price movement. Within the behavioural �nance paradigm it is assumed that

the information structure and the characteristics of market participants systematically

in�uence the investment decision as well as market outcomes. The roots of behavioural

�nance go back to the 18th century, where Adam Smith was the �rst proponent of a

link between economics and psychology describing some of the psychological principles

of individual behaviour in his book `The Theory of Moral Sentiments'. While, the

1850's, witnessed strong opposition from the proponents of natural sciences and the

developing theories of rationality and homo economicus, John Maynard Keynes and

Irving Fisher, in the 20th century, based much of their theories on psychological factors

in�uencing economics and market behaviour. The rationalists then took over in the

1960's and 1970s with the hypothesis of e�cient markets and rational agents. However,

the failure of the theory of e�cient markets and the supposedly rational behaviour of

investors to explain many of the stock market anomalies has directed many researchers to

behavioural �nance again in the 1980s. In classical �nance it is argued that behavioural

�nance has no uni�ed theory similar to utility maximization and rational beliefs. Even

though this critique is valid, behavioural �nance is based on actual observations of how

people behave, using extensive experimental evidence. This is di�erent from rational

theories that make assumptions of how people behave, introducing a priori constraints

in our understanding of the phenomena of �nancial markets [189, 193].

Studies in the �eld of traders' psychology are enormous, covering academic work,

experiments, professional and institutional articles. For detailed reviews, see [26, 189,

193].

In the following sub-sections, we cite only the main scholarly works that provide

empirical evidence and experiments of the most popular traders' biases and how their

psychology can a�ect their trading behaviour.

2.4.1.1 Traders' Decision Making Process

One of the major researches carried out to understand traders' psychology is studying

their decision making process and linking it with their psychological traits. For instance,

[122] describe an experiment undertaken with a sample of ten professional stock traders

where they attempted to verify the link between decision making and emotions by mea-
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suring the real time psycho physiological characteristics. They suggest that experts

judgements are often based on intuition not explicit analytical processing. [99] also in-

troduced a new understanding of the individual's decision making process and refers to

`seven well-known biases in human decision making', titling them as `The Seven Deadly

Sins in Financial Decision Making', which apply to both open outcry and electronic

traders. These sins are: con�rmation bias, optimism bias and illusion of control, over-

con�dence in predictions, mistaken beliefs, risk aversion, mental accounting biases; the

construction of values and preferences; and �nally overreaction.

Steenberger, in his book `The Psychology of Trading' [192], explains the challenges of

being a professional trader and the ways in which traders can bene�t from understanding

the information contained within their emotional, cognitive and behavioural patterns.

He had the opportunity to analyse the psychology of a group of traders and was suc-

cessful in getting worthwhile insights into their minds. He �nds certain behavioural

patterns that can be observed with individuals who are trading for living.

As for FX traders, one of the most interesting and comprehensive studies was pro-

vided by [159] in his book, `The Psychology of the Foreign Exchange Market'. He

describes and explains many of the decisions made a�ecting FX market dynamics. He

engages in his analysis a variety of psychological perspectives ranging from social market

dynamics to traders' personality characteristics and cognitive biases and intuitions.

2.4.1.2 Expectations, Heterogeneity of Beliefs and Technical Trading

Two important strands of literature, based on traders' psychology, that have emerged to

explain the high levels of trading volume in �nancial markets are the � heterogeneity of

beliefs� literature and the �overcon�dence� literature [86]. Heterogeneity of expectations

can arise from the way participants respond to news signals, the way they react to past

exchange rate movements, the way they forecast future exchange rate values and the

way they perceive risk.

The heterogeneity of traders' beliefs and their various expectations and behaviour

to news events, creating a complex dynamic trading environment, has been extensively

surveyed and evidenced by several authors including [9, 55, 61, 80, 106, 158, 159, 192,

194].

The heterogeneity of traders' beliefs can be also shown in the way they judge ex-
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change rate movements and upon which they develop their trading strategies. It has

been shown that the majority of traders do not only base their strategies on fundamental

information but also on technical trading, especially over short and medium horizons,

where exchange rates are more manipulated by speculative behaviour, technical trading

and bandwagon e�ects rather than macroeconomic fundamentals. For a good review of

technical analysis in FX see [143].

One of the earliest studies conducted in the eighties by [79] tried to estimate the

proportion of chartists and fundamentalists in the aggregate exchange rate expectation

of the US Dollar. The reliance of FX traders on technical analysis and their heterogeneity

in exchange rate forecasts has been further studied by a long strand of researchers such as

[4, 46, 81, 82, 98, 121, 126, 132, 140, 141, 148, 150, 157, 158, 176, 194, 197]. A more recent

empirical study of technical trading in the FX market has been carried out by [142],

showing that foreign exchange traders rely heavily on technical analysis. It is of high

importance among foreign exchange professionals such as dealers and fund managers, a

�nding that has held from the 1970s to the present day. They explore a huge data set,

covering 15 years of exchange rate expectations. They �nd that in�uences arising from

chartists' and fundamentalists' behaviour are most useful in explaining heterogeneity.

2.4.1.3 Overcon�dence

As mentioned earlier, investors' overcon�dence is the second strand of literature beside

�heterogeneity of beliefs� that is assumed to cause the high trading volumes in �nancial

markets [86].

According to [55], overcon�dence is �the key behavioural factor needed to understand

the trading puzzle�. Overcon�dence is sometimes referred to as �miscalibration� because

perceived probabilities are poorly calibrated to true probabilities [160]. As described in

[26], overcon�dence may in part stem from two other biases, self-attribution bias and

hindsight bias. Self-attribution refers to a person's belief that any success is due to his

talents and any failure is just bad luck, leading the person to be overcon�dent after

having some successive successes. Hindsight bias refers to �the tendency of people to

believe, after an event has occurred, that they predicted it before it happened �, giving

them the illusion of being able to accurately predict the future.

Empirical evidence of overcon�dence, using di�erent proxies, have been shown by
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several authors such as [21, 86, 110, 191], and more recently for currency markets [155,

160]. The latter show that currency dealers exhibit two types of overcon�dence. They

tend to overestimate both the precision of their information and their personal success.

They also show that there is no di�erence between junior and senior currency dealers,

and that overcon�dent dealers are not driven out of the market as would have been

expected due to their irrationality.

In general the overcon�dence bias has been used to explain several market anomalies

like short-run momentum and long run reversals and the resulting pro�tability of trend-

following technical strategies in currency markets[160]; excessive trading volumes, high

volatility in exchange rates and the engagement of market participants in excessive

levels of risk [21, 54, 77, 86] ; and also intensive diversity among price forecasts and

heterogeneous beliefs [26, 30, 104].

2.4.1.4 Feedback Trading

Another important behavioural aspect of traders that is related to the previous two

biases is feedback trading. Feedback traders are traders whose demand is based on

the history of past returns rather than expectations of future fundamentals. Based on

traders' beliefs, they can be negative or positive feedback traders. In the case of foreign

currency, positive feedback trading exists when traders buy (sell) after the exchange

rate has depreciated (appreciated), and negative feedback trading exists when traders

buy (sell) after the exchange rate has appreciated (depreciated).

A simple factor motivating positive feedback trading can be extrapolative expecta-

tions, where investors' expectations of future returns are based on past returns [26].

Other possible reasons for positive feedback trading are portfolio insurance strategies,

margin call-induced selling after periods of low returns, extensive use of stop-loss or-

ders, and also central bank interventions in the foreign exchange markets. Negative

feedback trading, on the other hand, is mainly a result of trading strategies seeking

pro�ts with the currency appreciation (depreciation). Thus, while positive feedback

stabilizes the currency exchange rate, negative feedback exercise further pressure on the

exchange rate to either appreciate or depreciate and hence deviate the currency from

its long-term value [3].

The literature has shown for a long time the role of feedback trading in stock markets
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and other types of assets. For instance, empirical evidence of feedback trading in the

US stock market has been found by [184] and in several developed European markets

by [34, 113] and Asian stock markets [113].

The �rst study on the role of feedback trading in exchange-rate markets was carried

out by [3]. Contrasting [3] results against the stock market literature, they �nd that,

similar to stock markets, feedback trading in foreign currency markets is more present

during high volatility causing market instability. However, there is only feedback trading

in less developed currency markets, whereas feedback trading exists in both developed

and emerging stock markets. Besides, negative feedback trading is more prevalent in

foreign currency markets. More recent empirical evidence of both positive and negative

feedback trading in FX has been found by several other authors. In contrast to [3],

[117] show a presence of negative/positive feedback trading in several industrial and

emerging economies' exchange rates with respect to the US dollar but an absence of

such behaviour for the Euro, indicating the credibility of the Euro currency in the eyes

of foreign currency traders. Other empirical studies of feedback trading in FX have been

carried out by [32, 137] who show evidence for negative feedback trading in semi-daily

commercial-customer order �ow but not in corresponding �nancial-customer order �ow.

[50] also �nd evidence of feedback trading in transaction-level inter-dealer trading data.

More recently, [180] �nd evidence for positive feedback trading in inter-dealer order �ow

using Granger-causality tests applied to the Evans and Lyons [70] daily data.

2.4.1.5 Disposition E�ect

One of the most widely reported biases in traders' behaviour is the disposition e�ect,

namely �sell winners too early and ride losers too long�, a phenomenon documented by

[188]. This behavioural bias is mainly based on the prospect theory of Kahneman and

Tversky (1979), where gains and losses are often judged according to a reference point,

a function of the asset purchase price. Investors then become risk averse in the case of

pro�ts and risk seeking in the case of losses. As a result, they hold onto the losing stock

for a chance to break even [188].

Empirical evidence for the disposition e�ect in stock (and other assets markets)

has been provided by many researchers for both retail [48, 56, 123, 162, 175, 201] and

institutional investors [38, 92]. In contrast to [162, 175, 201], who demonstrated the
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disposition e�ect by aggregating across individual investors, [56] analyse the disposition

e�ect at an individual level, trying to link the underlying investors in their used data

set with their characteristics. They show that wealthier investors, professional investors,

and investors trading more frequently exhibit a smaller disposition e�ect. Many of them

actually show �reverse disposition�. [175] shows that the disposition behaviour also

varies with the �rm size, i.e., it is concentrated in stocks among the top 60 percent of

the market capitalization distribution.

For the FX market, empirical evidence for the disposition e�ect seems to be not

in complete conformity with the existing literature for stock markets. [155] use a pro-

prietary currency traders' database (State Street Corporation) of large institutional

investors. Following the same methodology of [162] and the methodology of [92] in

measuring the disposition e�ect, they �nd that institutional currency traders are not

susceptible to the disposition e�ect. On the contrary, they aggressively reduce risk in

the increase of losses, and mildly increase risk in the wake of gains. Moreover, any

increases in risk-taking are short-lived, reversing themselves within a calendar quarter.

These basic results are pervasive across the major currencies. [155] argue, in contrast to

[92], that institutional currency traders are sophisticated enough to fall into a common

pitfall like the disposition e�ect. As for FX retail traders, a study has been carried out

by [152, 153] examining the disposition e�ect among retail foreign exchange traders,

by applying a panel duration approach on a data set acquired from OANDA FXTrade.

The authors �nd no general disposition e�ect for the di�erent roundtrips as it varies

with the size of pro�ts or losses obtained over a round trip. While the usual disposition

is reported for large pro�ts and losses, an inverse disposition e�ect can be found for

small pro�ts and losses. The study also shows that overcon�dent traders (captured by

high trading volumes and past trading success) exhibit a more severe form of disposition

e�ect.

2.4.1.6 Loss aversion

Another important behavioural aspect introduced under the prospect theory framework

by Tversky and Khaneman (1979) is loss aversion. It indicates that people are more

sensitive to losses than to gains. An investor can be loss averse over changes in his

total wealth, or over changes in the value of his portfolio or individual stocks[189].
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Many experiments show that individuals usually exhibit narrow framing, i.e. consider

narrowly de�ned gains and losses [23]. Theoretical studies and models of investors' loss

aversion and narrow framing to understand stock market behaviour have been carried

out by researchers like [23, 24, 28].

The �rst study on the FX market, showing empirical evidence of the model intro-

duced by [24], was carried out by [155] on a large data set of currency institutional

traders. They show that investors are loss averse; they are more sensitive to losses in

�nancial wealth than to gains, and they become more loss averse if their previous in-

vestment results have been poor. According to [155], institutional fund managers are

more likely to be risk averse and to derive utility from past performance than retail or

professional investors, as they manage other people's accounts and any bad performance

would a�ect their reputation.

Having all this empirical evidence literature of traders' behavioural biases in the

FX market, many models, both theoretical and computational, have been developed to

replicate the features of exchange rate series based on agents' heterogeneous expectations

and many of the above-discussed behavioural aspects. This is discussed further in the

following sections.

2.4.2 FX Market Microstructure Approach

The last two decades have witnessed tremendous research in an important branch of

economics and �nance, the market microstructure. O'Hara states that it is � the study

of the process and outcomes of exchanging assets under a speci�c set of rules� [163].

The access to rich data from a variety of sources in recent years has rapidly increased

knowledge of microstructure and has allowed the development of many complex empir-

ical models. The FX market microstructure research is pioneered by Evans and Lyons.

For excellent reviews of the most important empirical models of market microstructure

see [63, 95, 133, 199]. In the following subsections, we brie�y cite the main scholarly

work in market microstructure that aims to explain the market behaviour.

2.4.2.1 Order Flow Empirical Evidence and Modelling

The complexity of exchange price behaviour and the strong need to understand the

market dynamics has led to a long strand of empirical research proposing di�erent
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approaches to exchange rate determination, trying to link it with order �ow, news arrival,

fundamentals and feedback trading. The empirical microstructure literature has been

substantially examining the role of foreign exchange order �ow. Order �ow is de�ned as

the cumulative �ow of signed transactions, where each transaction is signed positively

or negatively depending on whether the initiator of the transaction (the non-quoting

counterparty) is buying or selling, respectively [131]. It is important to di�erentiate

order �ow from trading volume, as the order �ow sign conveys information. Positive

(negative) order �ow indicates to a dealer that, on balance, their customers value foreign

currency more (less) than his asking (bid) price. By tracking who initiates each trade,

order �ow provides a measure of the information exchanged between counterparties in

a series of �nancial transactions [65, 69].

Since the FX market has inter-dealer trading and dealer-customer trading, we have

two types of order �ow, namely customer order �ow and inter-dealer order �ow. Empir-

ical evidence for the explanatory power of the inter-dealer order �ow on exchange rate

returns has been provided by several researchers on di�erent currencies. For instance,

[62] use a 4 month period of inter-dealer transactions for DM/Dollar and Yen/Dollar

currency pairs; [63] use a four month period of interbank order �ow for seven currencies

against the dollar, showing an increase in the predictive power of order �ow for exchange

rate returns with an increase in the currencies; [172] use a large number of transactions

from the indirect spot market; [29] use a long data set of 6 years of inter-dealer and ex-

change rate data for Euro/Dollar and Dollar/Yen currency pairs from EBS; and [178] use

one year of high frequency data of three major exchange rates (USD/EUR, USD/GBP,

USD/YEN) collected from Reuters (D2000-2) inter-dealer trading platform.

The relation between customer order �ow and returns has been also examined in some

studies, showing a di�erence in the results among the di�erent customer groups, indicat-

ing that �nancial customer order �ow is positively related to returns, while commercial-

customer order �ow is negatively related to returns. According to [65], customer orders

should also have explanatory power for depreciation rates, as customer orders are orig-

inally motivated by information, which are in turn aggregated and carried in the inter-

dealer order �ow. Similarly, using a unique data set covering almost all transactions in

the SEK/EUR market on a day-to-day basis, [32] �nd that a positive correlation between

net purchases of currency of �nancial customers and the exchange rate is matched by a

negative correlation between the net purchases of non-�nancial customers and changes
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in the exchange rate. Thus, when �nancial investors buy SEK, the SEK tends to ap-

preciate. The correlation becomes stronger for lower frequencies. [72, 83] show similar

results in the sense that they �nd a positive correlation between �nancial customers net

purchases of foreign currency and changes in the foreign exchange rate. [72] �nd that

extreme exchange-rate movements at high-frequency are generally associated with large

net �ows from �nancial institutions; in contrast, low frequency trends are associated

with secular net �ows from non-�nancial corporations. According to [170], this pattern

suggests that �nancial customers are typically net consumers of overnight liquidity while

commercial customers are typically net suppliers.

When it comes to modelling, one of the most in�uential order �ow models, always

discussed in literature, is the Evans and Lyons model [62, 63], which is based on Kyle's

(1985) sequential equilibrium model. In contrast to Kyle's model, Evans-Lyons model

does not assign private information to a single participant, but it is scattered among

traders and then aggregated through the trading process. The main idea of this mi-

croeconomic approach for exchange rate modelling is that the equilibrium is a function

of the dealers quoted prices at certain point in time, and information will only impact

exchange rates when it a�ects dealers' quotes. Dealers revise their quotes either in

response to direct information captured from public information and macroeconomic

announcements or in response to indirect dispersed information re�ected in orders re-

ceived from customers and other dealers. According to Evans and Lyons [62, 63, 70],

the trading day includes three rounds, where dealers trade with customers in the �rst

round, then trade among each other in the second round and �nally trade again with

customers in the third round to absorb dealers' imbalances, leaving them with no open

positions overnight.

Discussions of the Evans-Lyons model and its contrast with the Kyle's model can be

found in [63, 65, 70, 181]. But to sum up the key features of the Evans and Lyons model

[63] is that order �ow has contemporaneous impact on prices at very high frequencies,

but the inverse causality (through feedback trading) is not true. This is in contrast to

[50], who show that when aggregating order �ow over time, a simultaneous impact can

be observed, a phenomenon called �contemporaneous feedback trading� by [50]. This is

however ruled out in order �ow models. Hence, they propose a VAR model that allows

contemporaneous feedback trading, showing that the price impact of trades is much

stronger when such a feedback trading strategy is incorporated.
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According to [181], despite the usefulness of the Evans-Lyons model, it should not

be referred to as the model accurately describing the FX market, as the underlying

assumption of the Evans-Lyons model that customers absorb daily inventory imbalance

does not totally re�ect real market practice. For instance, hedge fund traders �will of-

ten trade against their own positions in small size in order to encourage the inter-dealer

community to adopt similar positions, subsequently reversing this tactic with substan-

tially greater volumes to e�ect a short squeeze on the market� [181]. Another example is

the currency overlay managers, who split their large orders into smaller ones distributed

amongst di�erent dealers, sharing risk among the di�erent dealers and decreasing their

trading pro�t. Accordingly, [181] propose a primary push-pull trading model. They

classify customers into push or pull customers. Large active traders or traders who are

assumed to be informed are expected to initiate price movements and hence are called

�push customers�. Less informed, passive traders or traders who mainly rely on techni-

cal analysis, are pulled into the market by price movements and hence are called �pull

customers�. Therefore many assumptions of the Evans-Lyons model like customers'

absorption of daily inventory and risk neutrality will be released [181].

The signi�cance of signed transactions �ows has been also addressed in several other

models. [97] provide an integrated analysis of exchange rates, equity prices and equity

portfolio �ow trying to capture the interaction between optimal portfolio choice under

market incompleteness and exchange rate dynamics in a simple model. They show that

equity �ows a�ect exchange rates via induced currency transactions and focus on how

shocks in equity markets and dynamics rebalancing of equity portfolios initiates FX

order �ow, which in turn a�ect exchange rate movements.

Another empirical model on the impact of order �ow on exchange rate has been also

introduced by [15]. The fact that most short-run exchange rate volatility is related to

order �ow [63], which in turn is associated with investor heterogeneity, was the primary

motive for Bacchetta and Wincoop's model [15]. They introduce heterogeneous/disperse

information into a standard rational dynamic monetary model that can explain the

exchange rate determination puzzle and the evidence on order �ow. They show that

the model can explain important stylized facts like disconnect puzzle for exchange rates

from fundamentals over short and medium horizons, but the close relation of exchange

rate changes to fundamentals over long horizons, the weak predictive power of exchange

rate changes to observed fundamentals and �nally the close relation of exchange rate to
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order �ow.

A new framework for modelling exchange rate dynamics has been also introduced

by [67], where they connect the dynamic general equilibrium (DGE) and microstructure

approaches to exchange rates, combining risk-averse decision making, heterogeneous in-

formation and social learning in the sense that agents learn from the equilibrium actions

of others. Their model accounts for many exchange rate stylized facts like persistent

gaps between exchange rates and macro-fundamentals, excess volatility, exchange rate

movements due to trades/order �ow without the existence of macro news, and also little

exchange rate movements with the occurrence of macro news.

2.4.2.2 Order Flow, Fundamentals, Information and Feedback Trading

While in the previous section, we have shown that order �ow has an explanatory power

for exchange rate movements, in this section and the following, we address the studies

explaining the source of the order �ow and how its explanatory power comes into e�ect.

[178] use data for three main exchange rates from Reuters, and documents that

information in order �ow is intimately related to a broad set of economic fundamentals.

They show the importance of macroeconomic information in driving trading and asset

allocation decisions of foreign exchange market participants and, as a consequence, in

moving exchange rates. They even provide evidence that order �ow has a predictive

power of future fundamentals, a �nding that has been previously supported by [67],

who argued that order �ows convey information about fundamentals that is not yet

common knowledge to all dealers.

Another interesting �nding by [67] is that the pace of information aggregation is

slow, which may be a possible explanation for the longstanding puzzles in exchange rate

economics; the disconnection between spot exchange rates and fundamentals over short

and medium horizons. One factor that might contribute to the slow pace of information

aggregation is the presence of price-contingent order �ow generated by feedback trading.

Stop loss orders, for example, represent a form of positive feedback trading, in which a

fall in the FX price triggers negative order �ow from customers wishing to insure their

portfolios against further losses. In line with Evans and Lyons, [169] also argues that

feedback trading will be an important component of order �ow when quotes approach

the points at which stop-loss orders cluster. A fall in FX quotes at these points can
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trigger a self-reinforcing price-cascade where causation runs from quotes to order �ow.

The e�ect of feedback trading has been also shown by [83] in a study assessing the

relation that exists between order �ow, exchange rate returns and fundamentals. Their

results indicate that some traders employ positive feedback rules over short-term hori-

zons and then unwind their speculative position. As a consequence, they appear to

follow negative feedback trading rules over long horizons. Their results show insigni�-

cant values for the covariance between fundamental news and �ow surprises, expected

short-term innovations in order �ow, expected long-term innovations in order �ow and

total innovations in order �ow. They conclude that the positive impact of order �ow

on exchange rate is a transitory phenomenon not necessarily related to fundamental

information. The latter argument, that the information carried by the order �ow is not

necessarily fundamental, is in line with [29] �ndings. They �nd that inter-dealer foreign

exchange order �ow has a strong impact on short- and medium-term exchange rate re-

turns, but much less explanatory power for long-term exchange rate �uctuations. The

fact that order �ow may carry non-fundamental information has been nicely discussed

in [170], citing evidence for the relevance of non-fundamental information and arguing

that the large scale speculative high frequency trading in the FX market may not be

based on future views of fundamentals. Dealers consider non-fundamental information

relevant, even though it has a transitory impact on the market.

2.4.2.3 News Arrival and Order Flow

The analysis of the e�ect of news arrival on exchange rates goes back to the series of

studies started by Meese and Rogo� in the 1980s [139], who revealed the disconnection

between exchange rate forecasts and fundamentals or macroeconomic variables. Since

then, several researchers have tried to examine the impact of macroeconomic variables on

exchange rates by adopting a new approach, namely measuring the e�ect of fundamental

shock and macro announcements on daily and intra-daily exchange rates as well as on

order �ow.

Generally, we can �nd two strands of research concerning the e�ect of news arrival

on exchange rates. The �rst strand examines the direct e�ect of news on exchange rate

movements, while the second strand examines the channels (e.g. order �ow) through

which this e�ect is transmitted. Researchers like [7, 58, 88] have shown that macroe-
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conomic news announcements lead to short lived jumps in exchange rates. One of the

most cited studies on the e�ect of news arrivals, is a study conducted by [10], who use

a large data set consisting of six years of real-time exchange rate quotations, macroeco-

nomic expectations, and macroeconomic realizations (announcements.). They show that

unexpected fundamental shocks signi�cantly a�ect exchange rates, whereas expected

macroeconomic information has no e�ect on exchange rates. A more recent study by

[43] uses a surprise announcement of an increase in German interest rates coupled with

concurrent transactions of DM/USD data, trying to examine dealers' reactions to this

news. From 30 seconds after the announcement a huge volume of seller-initiated trades

takes place. Dealers holding long positions in Dollar, place market orders at existing

bid prices, whereas dealers having short position in Dollar, and have open buy limit

orders for dollars, book their pro�t and let the market hit their bids. [43] attribute the

continued high volume and price volatility of the DM/USD to the speculative activity

when the news was announced.

Studying the channel through which news is transmitted to exchange rates, [178]

argue that order �ow can be seen as a vehicle that carries aggregate interpretations of

news and expectations of fundamentals to exchange rate. [124] analyse the e�ect of

news arrival on exchange rates by studying the interrelation between order �ow, spot

rates and macro news. They study the e�ect of news arrival on exchange rates and order

�ow separately; the impact of order �ow on exchange rates around announcement dates;

and �nally the e�ect of news arrival and order �ow on exchange rates simultaneously.

Love and Payne [124] �nd that exchange rates react immediately to news arrival even

at high frequencies (1-minute). They also show that news arrival a�ects order �ow,

with both immediate and delayed e�ects, where 30-60% of the simultaneous impact of

news on exchange rates is transmitted by order �ow. They conclude that nearly 50% of

public information simultaneously released to all market participants is impounded into

exchange rates via order �ow.

In contrast to [124], [64, 67] argue that public information/news does not a�ect order

�ow and is immediately incorporated in currency values. According to them, the order

�ow is only a�ected by the private component of information and changes exchange rates

consequently, noting that private information here refers to possible di�erent traders'

interpretations to macro news. Evans and Lyons calculate that roughly 70% of daily

exchange rate variance due to news arrival is via order �ow and 30% is via the direct
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e�ect.

Trying to provide interpretations for the fact that common news can be a source for

customer order �ow, [67] argue that this news may imply heterogeneous views about

future returns, which in turn induces portfolio adjustment. They �nd evidence that the

exchange rate e�ects of macro announcements operate via both a direct channel (i.e.,

when the announcement contains common knowledge (CK) news on GDP, unemploy-

ment etc.) and an indirect channel, which operates via order �ow and conveys dispersed

information about fundamentals to dealers. [69] address again the presence of an indi-

rect channel through which public news a�ects prices. Their intraday data shows that

order �ow contributes more to changing FX prices in the period immediately following

the arrival of news than at other times. With both the direct and indirect channels

operating, they estimate that macro news accounts for 36 percent of total FX price

variance in daily data.

2.4.2.4 Foreign Exchange Intervention

Foreign exchange intervention is the practice of monetary authorities buying and selling

currency in the foreign exchange market to in�uence exchange rates. Two approaches

have been recently adopted to understand the e�ect of interventions: event studies and

high frequency data.

Event studies examine the market's reaction to the event and its e�ect on the price.

High-frequency data use both exchange rates and intervention data to better understand

the behaviour of exchange rates immediately around intervention. Most central banks

routinely �sterilize� their foreign exchange operations; that is, they buy and sell domestic

bonds to reverse the e�ect of the foreign exchange operation on the domestic money

supply [149].

Theoretically, sterilized intervention a�ects the value of currencies and the level of

activity in FX markets, either through a portfolio-balance channel, supplies of bonds

denominated in di�erent currencies, or via a signalling channel, communicating infor-

mation about future monetary policy or the long-run equilibrium value of the exchange

rate. News of an intervention operation would quickly spread in the market through the

inter-dealer section of the FX markets. Usually, the di�usion of news of foreign exchange

intervention is so rapid that newswire services would report intervention activity in the
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space of few minutes [198].

Some researchers suggest that foreign exchange intervention can be e�ective because

it carries information. This is because central banks are the most informed agents in

the market, which trade on superior information and consequently alter securities prices.

This way, order �ow in foreign exchange markets a�ects exchange rates as it transmits

private information possessed by central banks. For a comprehensive list of central bank

intervention in FX, see surveys by [149, 198].

2.4.2.5 Price Discovery in the FX market

Another important line of models in the FX microstructure research focuses mainly

on the dealer behaviour with regards to price setting and risk management. This is

in contrast to general equilibrium Evans-Lyons models [63, 68], that mainly focus on

how the entire market builds such a consensus and settles on an exchange rate [179] .

The �rst study addressing the price discovery process by FX dealers was Lyons [130]

based on the Madhavan-Smidt model [134]. They �nd that the dealer increases his

spread with trade size to protect against private information, and adjusts the midpoint

in the spread to induce trade in a preferred direction to adjust inventory. According to

[171] this adverse selection framework, which focuses on the information advantage of

customers over dealers, for the price discovery process has been adopted in most of the

foreign exchange rate microstructure studies.

However, empirical evidence shows violation of this theory. Using the same model as

Lyons, [32] provide empirical evidence of no support for such information or inventory

e�ects. They suggest that this might be due to the change in the trading environment

caused by the introduction of electronic brokers. [171, 174] also show that customer

spreads are inversely related to trade size and are narrower for the customers that

dealers assume to be most informed.

Another alternative price discovery framework is proposed by [171] for which they

provide some empirical evidence. The pricing mechanism involves the way dealers trade

and the type of orders (market or limit orders) they place in the inter-dealer market

after individual customer trades. The framework is based on the condition that price

discovery must take place in the inter-dealer market, since customers' information is

not immediately re�ected in the prices they pay. Since dealers trade with informed
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customers, they will tend to place market orders, motivated by their inventory and their

newly acquired information. In this way the information from customer trades will be

re�ected in inter-dealer prices. In contrast, after trading with uninformed customers,

dealers �will be more likely to place parallel limit orders or to wait for incoming calls,

leaving price relatively una�ected �[171] . For a good review of the price discovery

process in currency markets see [111, 171].

2.4.3 Heterogeneous Agent Based Modelling Approach

As described in section 2.4.2, the order �ow model can account for 50% of the explana-

tion of the exchange rate behaviour[131]. However, an alternative explanation for the

discrepancy between short- and long-term exchange rate expectations is the heteroge-

neous expectations and forecasting rules of the FX participants. Hence, an important

route of microstructure modelling focuses on capturing traders' heterogeneous beliefs

and strategies. In this recent behavioural agent-based approach, computer simulation

models are the main modelling framework. For an excellent review on heterogeneous

agent-based modelling in economics and �nance, see [102] . In this section, we brie�y

introduce heterogeneous agent-based models of the FX market.

The robustness of agent-based models is attributed to their ability to replicate many

of the exchange rate stylized facts, such as high volatility, fat tails, volatility cluster-

ing, exchange rate disconnect and large trading volumes. One main source for this

heterogeneity, and upon which most models in the literature are based, is the chartist-

fundamentalist (CF) trading approach. The �rst foreign exchange rate heterogeneous

agent model with a CF framework was originally suggested by [79], which was then

extended by several other researchers. According to the CF approach, agents are clas-

si�ed into chartists, fundamentalists and portfolio managers. According to [79, 81] the

log of the exchange rate is determined by portfolio managers, who buy and sell foreign

currency in response to changes in the expected exchange rate and a set of other contem-

poraneous variables. The expected exchange rate is in turn generated using a weighted

average of chartist forecasts and a weighted average of fundamental forecasts. In this

model, forecasts are generated by fundamentalists using a long run equilibrium, while

chartists predict the future rate using spot rate. Using simulation, the model reveals

that portfolio managers keep learning the model by subsequently revising the weights
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given to chartists and fundamentalists, leading �rst to a bubble in the exchange rate

that smooths out after a while, as the portfolio manager model leans to the correct one

and fewer revisions are made [4].

Extending the Frankel-Froot CF model, di�erent types of chartist-fundamentalist

set-ups have been implemented into a wide range of di�erent exchange rate models and

have been introduced by several researchers. For instance in [203], exchange rate is mod-

elled with fundamentalists having regressive expectations, where the perceived funda-

mental value of the exchange rate follows changes with the arrival of news, and chartists

form their expectations using a variety of technical rules. The simulation of [203] model

displays many of the exchange rate dynamics. Another more general heterogeneous

agent asset-pricing model with a CF setup, has been developed by [101]. The model

was originally developed for the stock market but can also be generalized to the FX

market. [101] calls his model an �adaptive belief system for �nancial markets�, involving

evolutionary competition between trading strategies of chartists and fundamentalists.

[53] also propose another non-linear exchange rate model including transactions costs

and heterogeneous agents who switch between their trading rules based on the past

pro�tability of these rules. They show that their model displays many of the exchange

rate dynamics.

Another group- but few- of exchange rate models combine target zone models, �rst

introduced by Krugman [116], with chartist-fundamentalists beliefs. A target zone im-

plies setting a central parity around which the exchange rate is allowed to �uctuate

within an interval. When the exchange rate approaches the limits of the interval, the

monetary authority intervenes in the domestic monetary market and prevents the ex-

change rate from deviating outside the interval. Thus, an undervalued (overvalued)

currency is bought (sold) when the distance between the exchange rate and its funda-

mental value exceeds a critical threshold value. There are very few target zone models

including the chartist-fundamental behaviour as a source for heterogeneity of traders'

beliefs. Two recent studies by [27, 177] combine target zone type intervention models

with chartist-fundamentalist setup to model exchange rates, showing that these inter-

ventions have a stabilizing nature on the exchange rate prolonged by both chartists and

fundamentalists and that the impact of speculative activity declines within the target

zone regime.

The heterogeneity of beliefs is not the only behavioural aspect embedded in market
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modelling; there are other behavioural biases like feedback trading, overcon�dence, loss

aversion, and disposition e�ect, for which empirical evidence has been described in

section 2.4.1. In contrast to the stock market, where we �nd several market models and

frameworks embedding these behavioural biases [18, 23, 25, 54, 103], we �nd few evidence

of integrating these behavioural aspects, except for feedback trading, in foreign exchange

market agent-based modelling. The case for feedback trading is di�erent, as it is already

implied in technical trading rules, in which traders depend on past performance [102].

As for other biases like overcon�dence and disposition e�ect, we �nd a very recent FX

framework addressing them, introduced by [154]. The authors �nd that the standard

disposition e�ect is complemented by the impact of the total portfolio performance on

the length of investment periods. The model also delivers detailed insights into investors'

overcon�dence, leading to clustering of trades and to longer holding periods.

With the availability of large machine-readable market data sets and the advances

of computational technologies, many researchers have adopted a recent approach to

understand and replicate market properties, namely the �Arti�cial Financial Market�

model. The dynamics of an arti�cial market model (computational agent based model)

are solely determined by either naive or more intelligent computer programs that model

the various behaviours of the market and its interacting agents [196]. The Santa Fe

Institute Arti�cial Stock Market was the �rst and most in�uential multi-agent arti�-

cial �nancial market, introduced by [12], that motivated further research on arti�cial

�nancial markets. It consists of various types of agents who choose from among many

investment strategies. Agents' investment decisions are a�ected by their expectations

about future prices, which in turn a�ect realized prices, leading to new beliefs and so

on and so forth. Thus, agents keep adapting their behaviour with every new obser-

vation �ltering out less successful strategies. Hence, the market co-evolves over time

[102]. When constructing an arti�cial �nancial market the researcher is faced with a

large number of basic design issues, including agent preferences that can vary from very

simple to very sophisticated ones, price determination, evolution and learning that can

be based on several arti�cial intelligence techniques, information representation, social

learning rules determining how agents interact and learn from each other, and �nally

benchmarks (calibration) which concerns validating the agent based market against well

de�ned market dynamics [118, 119].

Generally, the literature cites several agent based models for the FX market be-
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haviour ranging from simple and partially computational models like [4, 52, 197, 202] to

more rich extensive computational multi-agent exchange rate models like [11, 57, 115,

129], where some of them use genetic algorithms to evolve decision rules that were used

to determine the composition of the agents' portfolios in a foreign exchange market. For

a detailed overview of various agent based �nancial market models see [118, 119, 182].

2.5 Conclusions

Having surveyed the various approaches for studying the FX market behaviour, we �nd

that the new paradigm is towards studying the behaviour of markets, either through

behavioural biases of traders, or through micro-structural studies of market dynamics,

or through agent-based modelling and simulation. The latter can also combine the

second approach by embedding traders' behavioural biases in modelling trading agents.

In the end, the same objective is always sought, namely to explain and model one

or more of the foreign exchange rate puzzles. For instance, we have shown in the

previous sections, that many of the above cited models, aim to explain and replicate the

exchange rate disconnect puzzle from fundamentals over short and medium horizons.

In the micro-structural approach, this puzzle has been explained and replicated by the

aggregate order �ow model and the associated information [14, 15, 63, 67, 83]. As

for agent-based modelling, the disconnect puzzle in addition to other exchange rate

stylized facts have been replicated after embedding some behavioural biases of traders

like the chartist-fundamentalist trading approach, overcon�dence and feedback trading

[102, 118, 119], for which empirical evidence has been already provided by behavioural

�nance researchers.

Despite the success of these models in replicating an important stylized fact like the

disconnect puzzle, however, there is lack of information about the real high frequency

individual traders' activity, which in turn is the main driver for the market behaviour

[159, 165].

This is mainly due to two reasons. First, the analysis of previous studies has been

restricted to either large samples of low frequency data or very small samples of high

frequency data. However, it has been empirically proven that most of the FX transaction

volume is intraday, as dealers can hold only limited overnight positions. Hence, they

provide only intraday liquidity in FX markets and ful�l buy and sell orders at their
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posted bid/ask quotes throughout the trading day, but are less likely to do so for longer

horizons [32, 33, 130]. Also the fact that trading in the FX market is extremely frequent

with orders being ful�lled on the spot, the market volume has a very short duration.

Hence, to understand the FX market dynamics, we need to analyse and dig further into

its high frequency tick transactions. Therefore, this research is empowered by a unique

high frequency data set of more than 140 million real tick transactions carried out by

over 45,000 FX traders for over 2 years on the OANDA FX trading platform [156]. The

production process of this high frequency data set is discussed in details in chapter 3.

Second, the transactions analysed by previous research are not on an account level,

giving no possibility for tracking individual traders' transactions and portfolio manage-

ment along with exchange rate movements. As a result, the impact of traders' activities

and trading positions on the market has not been actually studied in depth before. For

instance, all previous studies dealing with transaction data focus on opening trades and

do not take into su�cient account that part of the of the volume is closing trades. How-

ever, traders have both opening and closing positions. Studying when traders close their

positions and de�ning at what point they accept to clear their positions is missing in the

literature. Understanding such a behavioural aspect can reveal important information

about market dynamics and lay a solid foundation for market modelling. Given these

facts, we use our unique data set to track and analyse FX traders' activity in chapters

4 and 5.

In chapter 4, we track individual traders' seasonal activity, which enables us to nor-

malise the di�erent time zones from which FX traders operate. The resulting normalised

seasonality conveys new information about FX traders trading intensity and positions

closure during the day.

In chapter 5, we analyse and synchronize traders' activity with price movements.

Given the second by second transaction volume in the FX market, the BIS triennial

study states that 1.4 trillion USD spot are traded per day. This represents a microscopic

transaction volume of 16.2 mill transaction per second; 8.1 mill buying volume and 8.1

mill selling volume[20].With such a small volume per second in the global FX market,

any small imbalance in the buying or selling volume can trigger disproportionate price

moves. In an attempt to understand the impact of microscopic activity on the global

FX price move, we decipher the FX market activity in chapter 5 along an intrinsic time

scale, based on exchange price turning points of a pre-speci�ed threshold, and provide
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empirical evidence for further new market dynamics.

The microscopic second by second liquidity of the FX market, along with its 'random

price spikes', has also a great impact on market movement when associated with leverage

trading. This is an important aspect that has not been discussed in the literature.

Leverage is the factor of the actual position size relative to the assets deposited in

the account that is the underlying collateral. Investors can open positions larger than

their assets, because brokers provide them with a loan facility to buy currencies. Some

brokers are ready to provide leverage up to 50 times the underlying capital or even

more. Leverage trading is also referred to as margin trading, where margin is the

minimum amount required to be deposited and held by the investor in reference to

the total value of his/her trades . In contrast to other �nancial markets, FX o�ers

a much higher leverage, increasing its traders' purchasing power[156]. High leverage

is always attractive as long as traders make pro�ts. However, once they start losing,

their losses are multiplied, leading to a closure of their positions either willingly through

stop loss orders or forcefully through margin calls, which are triggered once the account

balance is below the speci�ed margin requirement. Since many traders may be trapped

in the same situation, there may be a cascade of margin calls to close out their losing

positions. This ampli�es the �ow imbalance of buyers over sellers or vice versa. If a

trader was short and the price moves up to an extent that a margin call is triggered,

then the trader has to close the short position by buying the underlying traded currency,

which in turn increases the price imbalance. This is a destabilizing force in the market.

We can only understand how such situations come about, if we understand the trader

behaviour. Such micro-behaviour has not been published before. Chapter 6 introduces

a new event-based microscopic approach to formalise and analyse market dynamics and

feedback loops like cascading margin calls, existing in both FX and stock markets, using

a simplistic double auction market model.

Hence, despite the various contributions of the di�erent approaches studying the FX

market, they still leave several open questions about traders' and market behaviour.

As brie�y described, in the next chapters, we propose new microscopic approaches for

studying and analysing the FX market behaviour, using a large sample of high frequency

transaction data of FX traders on an account level. The size and the level of details of

the data set allows us to carry out an in-depth analysis of traders' behaviour.
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Chapter 3

High Frequency FX Data Set

Production1

The foreign exchange market generates millions of daily tick data, often referred
to as high frequency data (HFD), as a result of market participants' decisions. By
analysing these data, one could reveal many of the market properties. However,
HFD may possibly contain observations that are not reliable in terms of actual
market activity. In this chapter, we manipulate a real data set storing the full
transaction history of more than 45,000 traders on an account level for 2.25 years.
Prior to exploring the data to discover basic mechanisms of the market dynamics,
we perform a cleaning and preparation process to remove any erroneous or mis-
leading observations from the set, and to validate the consistency of transactions
that would a�ect the reliability of any forthcoming results. We can con�rm a clean
transaction data set allowing for a better understanding of the �nancial market
and invaluable future research

.

3.1 Introduction

The high liquidity of the FX market makes it an important source for high frequency data

(HFD). HFD refers to a large amount of data, irregularly spaced in time, representing the

1Some of the work presented in this chapter has been taken in parallel by myself and Monira AlOud,
a PhD student at the College of Computing at the University of Essex. However, we adopted di�erent
methodologies and accordingly developed di�erent code. Fortunately, our results for the cleaned data
set are very similar, which indicates that both of us successfully eliminated all erroneous observations
from the data set. Furthermore, such similarity of results con�rms the validity of the produced data
set.
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full record of transactions and their associated characteristics at tick-by-tick frequencies,

where a tick can be a second or less [49, 60]. To understand the FX market behaviour,

we need to explore the millions of tick data generated each day as a result of the market

participants' decisions.

Research in �nancial markets microstructure has been recently using HFD to detect

trends and patterns of di�erent magnitude in price time series. The objective is to

study �nancial markets stylized facts and to model real time market dynamics [204].

Even though advances in databases and computing power have made these data sets

increasingly accessible, several challenges are associated with its analysis. There is no

standard structure for HFD. It depends on the institution's policy with regard to the

production and storage of data [39]. In addition, high frequency data sets can have

a variety of erroneous or misleading observations and data gaps that may result from

computer system errors or internal system procedures using dummy ticks [49, 204]. A

failure to recognize erroneous data may a�ect the research validity. Hence, cleaning and

�ltering an HF data set is an inevitable laborious step prior to data exploration. There

are some contributions [37, 39, 49, 168] in the literature dealing with HFD �ltering

issues. However, each study presents a di�erent approach adjusted to the data set being

processed. The criteria for �ltering HFD di�er with reference to the structure and types

of errors of the underlying data set. The key is that handling a high frequency data set

cannot be standardized and must be customized according to the nature of the available

data. Generally, to handle a HF data set one should �rst understand the data set and

its potential usefulness, then state the objective from data cleaning and �nally decide

on the cleaning process.

In this chapter, we deal with a unique high frequency data set representing the

transactions history of thousands of FX traders on an account level. The data set is

provided by OANDA Corp., an online trading platform. The data set is invaluable and

its nature promotes for close monitoring and a microscopic analysis of individual traders'

activities, which in turn can possibly explain several market dynamics. Therefore, the

objective is to �lter the data set from any possible non-reliable transactions in terms

of traders' actual activity. This chapter describes all the steps carried out to clean the

data from all erroneous or misleading observations as well as to validate its cleanness

and prepare the data set for the microscopic analysis. Section 3.2 describes the OANDA

data set and its potential usefulness. Section 3.3 states the objective from the cleaning
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process. The data set cleaning and preparation process is then discussed in section 3.4.

Main conclusions are then given in section 3.5.

3.2 The Data Set

3.2.1 The OANDA FxTrade Platform

In this chapter, we handle a high-frequency data set of FX traders' transactions supplied

by OANDA Corp [156]. The OANDA corporation, short for "Olsen And Associates" is a

�nancial services provider of currency conversion, online retail foreign exchange trading

(OANDA FxTrade), online foreign currency transfers, corporate hedging consultancy,

and FX information.

OANDA FxTrade (Figure 3.1) is a market maker and one of the largest non-bank

Futures Commission Merchants (FCMs) that specializes in spot FX trading. Over 20%

of the world's online spot FX transactions take place on its servers. The platform serves

a wide range of traders, from novice individual traders to corporations and �nancial

institutions. It also o�ers several innovative and unique features relative to other on-

line trading platforms. Traders are not subject to any lot size restrictions. That is,

they all trade under the same terms and conditions, in particular the same prices with

competitive tight spreads for small and large orders. Tight spreads are enabled through

fast seamless execution. Using Straight Through Processing (STP), all transactions are

fully automated and instantly settled. Another unique feature of the platform is the

application of continuous second-by-second interest. This is in contrast to the standard

method of interest calculation by brokers, who apply interest only once a day on open

positions. This may create an arti�cial bias toward shorting weaker currencies (with

higher interest rates) and potentially reward buyers of stronger currencies with lower

rates of interest. Finally, OANDA is of one the few market makers that tries to achieve

an open transparent market by publishing the underlying market open short/long posi-

tions to help traders judge the depth of the market for a given currency pair. In contrast,

most banks and FX market makers either do not share their data on open positions and

pending orders or give it only to select clients.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the OANDA online trading platform (FxTrade). Source:

http://fxtrade.OANDA.com

3.2.2 Importance of the Data Set

The available data set covers all tick transactions on an account level, made available

on an anonymous basis, carried out on the OANDA platform from January 1, 2007 to

March 5, 2009. This makes a total of more than 147 million transactions carried out by

45,845 di�erent accounts trading in 48 di�erent currency pairs. About 64 % of the data

set transactions are in 7 out of the 48 currency pairs traded in the data set (Figure 3.2).

These are EUR/USD, USD/JPY, GBP/JPY, EUR/JPY, AUD/JPY, AUD/USD and

GBP/USD in order, where EUR/USD has the highest trading proportion (∼ 37.59%)

and GBP/USD has the lowest proportion (∼ 7.16%). The remaining 36% of the total

transactions are distributed among the other 41 currency pairs.
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Figure 3.2: Currency pairs traded on the OANDA platform for the 2.25 years of the

data set period.

It is worth noting that there is no platform apart from OANDA that stores the

details of traders' transactions and their positions' history over several years, represent-

ing the worldwide exposure of traders in FX . Understanding the FX market requires

exploring its high frequency (tick-by-tick) data, especially given that traders' decisions,

formulating the collective market behaviour, are based on observing this high frequency

data [49]. Therefore, having access to such a unique and large high frequency data set,

from a trusted source like OANDA, can lead to a new generation of research on the

high-frequency FX market.

Access to transaction data in FX markets has been only recently enabled. Having

surveyed the various approaches for studying the FX behaviour in chapter 2, we �nd that

despite the various time horizons and frequencies (large samples of low frequency data

or small samples of HF data) of the transaction data explored by previous studies, it

has been restricted to few currencies. Most important, the studied market transactions

are not on an account level. They do not di�erentiate between the impacts of the

di�erent participants trading in the market, leaving many open questions about the

market behaviour.

In contrast, our data set records more than 147 million physical transactions of
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more than 40,000 traders at an account level in all traded currency pairs, making it

the largest set of HFD ever. The size and level of details of the data set, allows for

tracking individual traders' transactions and analysing their trading behaviour on a

microscopic basis, which in turn formulates the collective market behaviour. In the

following chapters, we describe in details how we can conduct a microscopic analysis

of FX traders' actual behaviour using the underlying data set. Thus, this chapter

represents a major contribution by producing such an invaluable data set, not only for

our work but also for future research.

3.2.3 Description of the Data Set Fields

Each transaction record contains detailed information about the transaction number, the

account (anonymised) placing the transaction, the timestamp at which the transaction

is executed, the traded currency pair, the executional price, the number of units and

amount value traded. However, no information is provided about the accounts' balances.

Below is a description of each �eld. Table 3.1 shows a snapshot of some transactions

records of one account.

Table 3.1: Snapshot of a random account transactions

TransId a AccountIdb Timestampc CurrencyPaird Typee Pricef Unitsg Amounth

59697811 4 1196438200 EUR/USD BuyOrder 1.46974 5 7.3487
59697812 4 1196449156 EUR/USD CloseTradeB 1.46738 5 7.3369
65085899 4 1197982896 EUR/USD SellOrder 1.44068 10 14.4068
65085900 4 1197983022 USD/JPY BuyOrder 113.438 50 5671.9
65085901 4 1197987388 EUR/USD CloseTradeS 1.44294 10 14.4294
65085902 4 1197988337 USD/JPY CloseTradeB 113.252 50 5662.6
74388724 4 1205220700 EUR/USD BuyOrder 1.53604 7 10.75228
74388725 4 1205221715 GBP/USD BuyOrder 2.00877 10 20.0877
74388726 4 1205221716 GBP/USD BuyOrder 2.00877 20 40.1754
74388727 4 1205222761 GBP/USD ClosePositionB 2.00688 30 60.2064
74388737 4 1205222784 EUR/USD SellOrder 1.53636 7 10.75452

aTransId: unique transaction identity
bAccountId: anonymised account identity
cTimestamp: timestamp of executed transaction
dCurrencyPair: pair of currencies exchanged
eType: type of transaction (order)
fPrice: execution price.
gUnits: number of traded units expressed in base currency.

hAmount: transaction value in account's home currency
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Trans ID: The transaction id (Trans ID) is a unique identity, stored once a transaction

is carried out on the OANDA FxTrade platform. A transaction is an action per-

formed on the customer account. The di�erent types of transactions are explained

in the data set �eld 'Type'. A transaction is equal to one record in the data set.

More than one transaction can be executed at the same timestamp.

Account ID: The account id is a unique and anonymised number characterising each

account. The account numbers do not represent the real identities of OANDA

traders. They have been changed by OANDA for privacy issues. One trader may

have di�erent accounts.

Timestamp: The timestamp indicates the time at which the transaction has been

executed. It is stored in Unix format, which is measured as the number of seconds

between the date of interest and Jan 1 1970.

Currency Pair: The currency pair (Base/Quote, e.g. EUR/USD) indicates what one

buys (sells) in base and sells(buys) in quote.

Type: This is the type of the executed transaction. A transaction can be of type:

BuyOrder (SellOrder): buying (selling) a number of units in the base currency

and selling (buying) the same number of units in the quote currency of the

currency pair. A BuyOrder (SellOrder) can occur in the data set as more than

one transaction, closing previous open sell (buy) orders previously placed by

the trader.

CloseTradeB (CloseTradeS): Closes a single previously made buy (sell) order.

ClosePositionB (ClosePositionS): Closes a sequence of open buy (sell) or-

ders, equivalent to the customer's total long (short) position in a certain

currency pair. ClosePositionB (ClosePositionS) is recorded in the system as

di�erent transactions. Each one of these transactions has a number of traded

units equivalent to the total size of the open buy (sell) orders being closed.

Units: The number of traded units expressed in base
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Price: This is execution price of the transaction.

Amount: The amount is calculated as (Price * Units), converted in home currency,

the currency of the account.

3.3 Objective of the Cleaning Process

As described in the previous section, the available high frequency data set is considered

an invaluable source for tracking and analysing FX traders' behaviour on a microscopic

basis, from which general implications about the market behaviour can be made. Hence,

our objective is to clean the data from any erroneous or misleading observations not

corresponding to traders' actual activity.

To achieve this objective, we need �rst to carry out an exploratory data analysis and

get a 'look and feel' of the underlying data and its complexity. We are handling millions

of transactions in di�erent currency pairs carried out by thousands of traders, who

have di�erent trading behaviours and di�erent trading strategies. The heterogeneity

of traders and the complexity of their transactions can be visualised by Figure 3.3,

which depicts the tick transactions of only 10 sample accounts, carrying out over 9000

transactions over the 2.25 years of the data set period.

As illustrated by Figure 3.3, traders vary in terms of trading frequency, trading

volume (number of units) and even in their trading time window, where some traders

are only active for a few months and others trade over the whole data set period.
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Figure 3.3: Tick Transactions of 10 sample accounts

What makes it more complex is that this heterogeneity is not only among the dif-

ferent traders, but also within the trading �ow of each account. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.4, where we take one sample account from Figure 3.3 and aggregate its number

of transactions on a minute, hourly and daily basis. In each time span we can observe

some outliers at certain points relative to the whole trading period. The question is

whether these outliers are due to a sudden change in the account's trading frequency,

or are misleading and erroneous observations. These can be due to several factors, dis-

cussed in the following sections, like dummy transactions of internal system procedures,

spurious transactions entered by OANDA's accounts for testing purposes, or even plat-

form dependent storage policies of executed transactions, where one trade can be stored

in many transaction records in the database. A failure to understand the origin of

these outliers and to recognize erroneous transactions can distort the research analysis.

Therefore, we need not only an aggregate level but also an in-depth data exploration to

ensure the cleanness and reliability of the data on an account level.
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Figure 3.4: Aggregated number of transactions for one sample account on a a) daily

b) hourly and c) minute basis. Circled data points represent possible outliers resulting

from erroneous observations

3.4 The Data Cleaning and Preparation Process

After identifying the objective from the cleaning process, we carry out in this section

a step-by-step procedure, depicted in Figure 3.5, to remove non-reliable transactions

in terms of traders' actual activity and to prepare the data set for analysis. First, we

study OANDA's internal system storage procedures causing any misleading observations

and a�ecting the data reliability. Going a step further to understand and produce a

validated clean data set for research analysis, we explore the aggregate trades' �ow of

all accounts over the whole data set period (2.25 years). Then, we dig further into the

traders' activities and track each account's transactions and positions, to con�rm their

consistency in terms of the types and size of orders placed and the consequent open

and closed positions. Finally, we analyse traders' intraday seasonality (activity pattern)

and compare it with the benchmarked intraday FX market seasonality reported in the

literature.
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Figure 3.5: Data cleaning and preparation process

3.4.1 OANDA's Internal Procedures

3.4.1.1 Execution and Storage of Transactions

To understand the execution and storage of transactions on the OANDA platform, we

use a demo account to carry out several trading experiments on OANDA's 'FxTrade

Practice' platform (see Figure 3.6 ). This is a real-time version of OANDA's foreign

exchange trading platform, FxTrade, where the trader can trade under real market

conditions with live prices and spreads for any period of time [156].

The fact that the system stores all executed transactions has allowed us to view all

activities performed on the experiment account over any time span. Studying the exper-

iment's transactions, retrieved from the 'FxTrade Practice' database system along with

the underlying data set, we �nd that one trade can be stored in many transaction records

in the database. Possible reasons include placing a buy (sell) order that closes several

previous open sell (buy) orders; closing a position using order types 'ClosePositionB' or

'ClosePositionS'; and placing a stop loss order to automatically close an open position

when the price moves against the trader and reaches a speci�ed threshold. Another

reason can be forced close-outs (margin call) in case of margin trading. Margin trading

allows the trader to enter into positions larger than his/her actual account balance,

given that the trader has su�cient collateral referred to as margin. Once the trader's

account value depresses to a value speci�ed by OANDA, a margin call takes place, which

automatically closes out all of the trader's open positions.
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Figure 3.6: Snapshot of the demo account trades on the OANDA 'FxTrade Practice'

platform. Source: https://fxtrade.OANDA.com

Analysing the transactions in the current status can provide misleading information

about the traders' behaviour in terms of frequency of trading and adopted strategies.

Therefore, we carry out a merging procedure on all related transactions. These can be

generally categorized into three groups illustrated in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Data set transactions groups

AccountId Date Timestamp CurrencyPair Type Price Units Group

8 1/1/2007 9:57:07 EUR/USD ClosePositionB 1.3197 500

A
B

8 1/1/2007 9:57:07 EUR/USD ClosePositionB 1.3197 1000

8 1/1/2007 9:57:07 EUR/USD ClosePositionB 1.3197 2000

8 1/1/2007 9:57:10 EUR/USD ClosePositionB 1.3197 200

8 1/1/2007 10:50:00 EUR/USD BuyOrder 1.3195 100
C

8 1/1/2007 10:50:00 EUR/USD BuyOrder 1.3196 100

1. Group A includes transactions placed by the same account in one currency pair

at the same timestamp and price using one type of order. Each set of related
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transactions are merged into one trade. For each resulting trade, we aggregate the

total units and amount traded as well as the number of merged transactions.

2. Group B is restricted only to transactions of order types 'ClosePositionB' and

'ClosePositionS'. It is similar to Group A except for one �eld. The transactions

have di�erent timestamps, usually a gap of few seconds. To know whether these

transaction records belong to one trade or not, we check whether the trader has

opened a position in this currency pair in the time gap between them. If no orders

took place, then the transactions are merged. Total units and amounts traded and

the number of merged transactions are then aggregated. Algorithm 3.1 explains

the merging procedure for Group B transactions.

3. Group C includes transactions placed by the same account in one currency pair

at the same time timestamp but at di�erent prices. Group C transactions are

either buy or sell orders. Despite the fact that these transactions belong to one

trade, we decided not to merge them, as this would require �nding an average

price for the trade. A change in the original price can lead to an information loss

of actual executional prices and the pro�tability of each transaction.
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Algorithm 3.1 Merging Group B Transactions

Input:
D /* data set transactions (tuples). D is ordered ascending wise by the �elds : Account No,
Currency Pair, Timestamp. An identity �eld ID is then added to the ordered database. D={
T|T=(id,account,currency,timestamp,type,price,totalUnits,totalAmount)} */

Output:
Merged Transactions of type 'ClosePositionS'/ 'ClosePositionB'

Begin

For i �1 to n // number of D tuples

fetch Ti from D ; //retrieve tuple (i) from D

If (Ti.type=('ClosePositionB' or 'ClosePositionS')) Then {

id �Ti.id ; ac �Ti.account ; curr �Ti.currency ;

type �Ti.type; price �Ti.price;

While (ac=Ti.account and curr=Ti.currency and type=Ti.type

and price=Ti.price)

gap�Ti.id - id;

If (gap≤ 1) Then {

/*merge current tuple(Ti) with prev. tuple and

update totalAmount and totalUnits*/

If (gap=1) Then mergeTuples(Ti, id) ;

id �Ti.id ; i� i+1 ;

fetch Ti from D

}else break ;

End While

}//end of If

End
End

3.4.1.2 OANDA's Interest Payment Internal Procedure

As mentioned earlier, OANDA applies a continuous second-by-second interest on its

trading platform. The data set does not contain any information about interest pay-

ments. However, OANDA's internal procedure for the interest calculation must be

considered in the data cleaning process. The system enters spurious (dummy) trans-

actions having an amount value of zero referring to incurred interest payments. These

transactions are then merged once a day, though frequency may vary, to calculate the

interest for the open positions. The reason for doing this is to speed up daily interest
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payment calculation. To account for possible erroneous analysis as a result of these

spurious transactions, they are completely removed from the data set. Figure 3.7 shows

the number of dummy transactions removed every month.
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Figure 3.7: Monthly dummy transactions removed from data set

3.4.2 Aggregate Flow of Trades

After handling the system's internal procedures, we start exploring the aggregate num-

ber of trades per month. We use now the terminology `trade' after carrying out the

merging process in the previous section . Figure 3.8 shows the monthly evolution of the

transactions and trades before and after accounting for the internal system procedures

respectively against the number of accounts.

The variation of the number of accounts from month to month is natural, as new

accounts keep being created, while others stop trading either for some time or up till

the end of the data set period.

The evolution of the number of trades at OANDAmirrors market volatility, especially

in August 2007, where foreign exchange markets experienced an extensive increase in

volatility as a consequence of major dislocations in other �nancial markets. This rise

in volatility was accompanied by higher turnover in the foreign exchange spot market.
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According to the Bank for International Settlements 78th annual report [19], the spread

of electronic trading platforms has generally contributed to the unprecedented rise of

FX turnover in 2007, in part because it has enabled large �nancial institutions to set

up algorithmic trading systems, and has provided trading facilities to retail investors.

A questionable observation in the data is that, even though the number of accounts

increased, their trading activity dropped from September 2007 onwards. It is worth

noting that the drop in the number of accounts in March 2009 is a data artefact and

must be ignored, as we have data for only 5 days in March 2009.
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Figure 3.8: Monthly evolution of number of accounts vs. number of transactions/trades

(Jan07-Mar09). Traders' activity is referred to as 'transactions' before handling internal

system procedures, and as 'trades' after the handling.

In an attempt to understand the current trades �ow relative to the number of ac-

counts evolution, we examine the trading frequency of all accounts over the whole data

set period, to decide on whether the di�erent behaviour from 2007 to 2008/2009 is due

to traders' varying trading frequency or due to spurious transactions. We de�ne trading

frequency as the maximum number of daily trades executed by each account per month
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(30 days period). To calculate the daily number of trades, we use a moving average of

a 30 days window. The n day simple moving average for day d is computed by:

MAd =

∑n
i=1 T(d−i)+1

n
, where n = 30 (3.1)

We �nd that accounts daily trading activity can largely vary from one trade to

thousands of trades per day. Figure 3.9 shows the moving average daily trades of two

sample accounts having di�erent trading frequencies.
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Figure 3.9: Actual and moving average daily trades for two sample accounts having

di�erent trading frequencies

Categorizing these trading frequencies into classes, we come up with eight di�erent

trading frequency classes (AA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,L), as shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Range of trading frequency classes

Trading Frequency Class Max Nb of Trades Per Day

AA >1000

A >500 && <=1000

B >300 && <=500

C >200 && <=300

D >100 && <=200

E >50 && <=100

F >20 && <=50

G >10 && <=20

L >0 && <=10

It is a complex task to assign an account to a certain trading frequency class, as

accounts have various trading frequencies over the di�erent trading periods. Further-

more, accounts have di�erent trading windows. Some accounts trade for a few months

whereas others trade for the whole data set period. In addition, many accounts have

gaps in their trading windows. For instance, an account might be trading for a total of

six non-consecutive months, which are spread over the whole data set time period. So,

taking an average of an account trading frequency over the whole data set period (27

months) can be misleading. Also, comparing accounts belonging to the same class can

be misleading due to the di�erent length and order of the trading windows. Considering

all these complications, we have classi�ed the accounts into the di�erent classes over

various time spans; yearly, quarterly and monthly. The accounts considered in each

time window, are only those trading in each month of the window. This way, accounts

belonging to the same class are comparable as they have the same trading window. The

trading frequency of each account has been calculated by taking the average trading fre-

quency over the considered time span. The shorter the time window, the less variance

we have in the trading frequency of each account over the di�erent months and the more

accounts we have trading for the whole window. For all trading windows, class 'L' is the

dominant class, showing that the majority of accounts exercise a low trading frequency.

Figure 3.10 shows the percentage number of accounts in each trading frequency class

over yearly, quarterly and monthly time spans.
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Figure 3.10: Yearly, quarterly and monthly trading frequency of all accounts

Accounts trading more than 1000 trades at least for one day in a month are de�ned

as ultra high frequency (HF) accounts. An account that is de�ned as HF in one month

may not trade high frequency in the next one. Searching the data set for HF accounts,

we �nd 114 HF accounts of which some accounts trade in all 27 months and others

trade high frequency for only a few months in 2007. Figure 3.11(a) displays the number

of HF accounts per month, showing more high frequency traders in 2007 relative to

the remaining data set time period. To measure the impact of HF accounts on the

aggregate trades �ow, we use linear correlation (eq. 3.2 ) between HF accounts daily

trades and both the absolute (r=0.8915) and moving average (r=0.9324) total number

of daily trades in the data set (Figure 3.11(b,c)). We �nd a strong positive correlation,

indicating that the increase in the number of trades in year 2007 is not only due to

market volatility but also due to HF accounts.

rX,Y =
1

n

∑
(
Xi − µx

σx
∗ Yi − µy

σy
) (3.2)
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Figure 3.11: a) Number of HF accounts per month b) Correlation of the HF accounts'

actual daily trades and the data set total daily trades. (r=0.8915) c) Correlation of the

HF accounts' moving average daily trades and the data set total daily trades (r=0.9324).

The extracted HF accounts contribute largely (~44%) to the number of trades of

the whole data set. However, the volume of their trades represents only ~0.68% of all

accounts' trades volume. The volume is the sum of the total traded units over a speci�c

period of time. Having such an extremely small trading volume relative to the number

of trades, the identi�ed HF accounts may be spurious accounts. Questioning OANDA

quants about this trading behaviour, they con�rm that such accounts are indeed spurious

and are only entered into OANDA's trading platform for testing purposes. Therefore,

we remove 114 HF accounts and their related trades. Figure 3.12 shows the number

of trades after removing the HF accounts. We can still observe the sudden increase

in August 2007 resulting from the high market volatility during this period, but the

evolution of the number of accounts goes now in line with the monthly �ow of trades.
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Figure 3.12: Monthly evolution of number of accounts vs. number of trades (Jan 07-

Mar09) after removal of HF Accounts.

3.4.3 Tracking Individual Traders' Positions

In this step, we dig further into the data by tracking individual traders' activities from

opening to closing their positions. The objective is to validate the consistency of the ac-

counts' trades in terms of the number of units bought and sold and the resulting opened

and closed positions in the market. Given a closed currency position, the account's

exposure in this currency must be equal to zero. The exposure Ex (eq. 3.3) represents

the aggregated holdings of the traded currency pair, by computing the net sum of all

traded units since the last �at position up till the current timestamp (t). The units are

signed according to the trade type. If the trade (eg. buy order) increases the account's

holdings, the traded units u(ti) are positive. If the trade decreases the holdings (e.g.

sell order), u(ti) is negative. Eventually, the resulting exposure is also signed. A posi-

tive exposure means an open long position, while a negative one means an open short

position in the underlying currency. Consequently, a zero exposure indicates a closed

(long/short) position.
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Ex(t) =
n∑

i=1

u(ti), where t1 < t2 < ...tn < t (3.3)

To con�rm that the exposure of closed positions is zero, we need �rst to identify when

each account opens and closes its positions in the di�erent currency pairs. Generally, a

trader makes a trade to open a new long (buy) or short (sell) position in a currency pair;

switch from one position to another; manage the current open position by decreasing

or increasing its size; or just close an existing open position. Following is a de�nition of

the di�erent functionalities of an account's trades:

Opening Trade: This is any trade of type 'BuyOrder' or 'SellOrder' occurring after

an account's position has been closed in a certain currency pair. A 'BuyOrder'

opens a long position where a 'SellOrder' opens a short position in the underlying

currency pair.

Closing Trade: This is any trade that closes the long (short) position of an account

in a certain currency pair. There are three possibilities for a closing trade:

ClosePositionB (ClosePositionS) trade : This trade closes the already open

total long (short) position of the account in a certain currency pair.

CloseTradeB (CloseTradeS) trade : Once a CloseTradeB (S) occurs, then

we know for sure that the account has a zero short (long) position, as an

account can hold only either a short or a long position in a currency pair. A

CloseTradeB (CloseTradeS) decreases the long (short) position. However, a

CloseTradeB(S) can close the long (short) position, in case it closes the last

open BuyOrder (SellOrder)

SellOrder (BuyOrder) trade : A SellOrder (BuyOrder) decreases the long (short)

position. However, a SellOrder (BuyOrder) can close the long (short) posi-

tion, in case it matches against all the units of the remaining open buy orders

(sell orders) of the long (short) position.

Switching Trade: This is any trade that closes one position and opens another position

simultaneously. This means switching from long (short) to short (long) position

in a certain currency pair using a Sell Order (Buy Order). For instance, say an
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3.4. The Data Cleaning and Preparation Process

account holds a long position of 100 units. Placing a sell order of 150 units will

close the long position and open a short position of 50 units.

Managing Trade: This is any trade that increases or decreases the long or short

position of an account in a certain currency pair. Trades managing the long

position are ' BuyOrder', 'SellOrder' and 'CloseTradeB', while trades managing

the short position are ' BuyOrder', ' SellOrder' or' CloseTradeS'.

To extract these trades, we implement Algorithm 3.2. We start by identifying the �rst

timestamp, where the account's position in the underlying currency pair is �attened.

This is identi�ed by either locating the �rst occurring 'ClosePositionB(S)' or 'Close-

TradeB(S)', whichever comes �rst. In the case of 'ClosePositionB(S)', we know for sure

that the account's total position is closed and �attened and any consequent trade must

be either a 'BuyOrder' or 'SellOrder' to open a new long or short position respectively.

In the case of 'CloseTradeB(S)', we do further calculation. For instance, if we locate a

'CloseTradeB', then we are certain that the account is holding a long position that is

being either managed (decreased) or closed by the underlying 'CloseTradeB' order. To

decide on whether the long position is being closed, we calculate the size of the position

by tracking back all previous trades. We add up the units of all previous buy orders

that increase the long position while we deduct all units of any previously made sell

orders. If the resulting net sum is equal to the size of the 'CloseTradeB', then the po-

sition is �attened, otherwise, we continue tracking the account's trades after the placed

'CloseTradeB' order, until the position is �attened.

Once the �rst �attened position for the speci�ed currency and account is located, we

start tracking all the account's subsequent currency trades. As illustrated in Algorithm 3.2,

we consider the di�erent order types ('BuyOrder', 'SellOrder', 'CloseTradeB', 'Close-

TradeS', 'ClosePositionB', 'ClosePositionS') o�ered by the OANDA platform to identify

when the trader opens, increases, decreases or closes a (long/short) position.

Having this information , we can easily calculate an account's exposure Ex, de�ned

in eq. 3.3, from opening up till closing a position in a certain currency pair. Figure 3.13

shows the exposure of one sample account after tracking its trades in EUR/USD during

one hour. The depicted account has opened and closed four positions during one hour

and consequently has a zero exposure, each time the account's underlying long/short

position is closed.
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3.4. The Data Cleaning and Preparation Process

Tracking all accounts trades in the di�erent currency pairs, we are able to con�rm

the reliability of the data set and its consistency in terms of the number of units bought

and sold and the resulting opened and closed positions in each currency pair.
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Figure 3.13: Closing, opening, managing and switching trades of one sample account

during one hour. Each bar represents an order placed by the trader: Sell, Buy, CTS

(CloseTradeS), CPS (ClosePositionS), CPB (ClosePositionB). The exposure (Ex) is zero

when the account's underlying long/short position is closed. This account has opened

and closed four positions during one hour after the starting point.
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Algorithm 3.2 Tracking Traders' Positions
Input:

Ac //Account ID

C //Currency Pair

Output:

Identify the closing, opening, switching and managing trades

Begin

//Return the timestamp of the �rst closing trade (ClosePositionB(S),CloseTradeS(B))
�attening the position of Ac in C

startTime�getFirstClosingTradeTimestamp (Ac,C);

//Return trades of Ac in currency pair C

Trades←getTrades (Ac, C, startTime);

/*Trades={T|T=(time, type ,units ,long, short ,E)}, where T.time ≥startTime,
long(short)=size of long(short)position,

E=trade e�ect='Closing' |'Opening' |'Managing' |'Switching' .Up till this point the �elds
(long, short ,E) have no values.*/

For i ←1 to n // number of Trades

If (Ti.time= startTime) Then{

Ti.short← 0; Ti.long← 0; Ti.E←'Closing';

}Else if (Ti.time>startTime) Then {

If (Ti−1.E='Closing') Then{

If Ti.type='BuyOrder' Then {Ti.long←Ti.units; Ti.short← 0;}

Else if Ti.type='SellOrder' Then {Ti.short←Ti.units; Ti.long← 0;}

Ti.E ←'Opening';

}Else If (Ti−1.E='Opening' or Ti−1.E='Managing') Then{

If (Ti−1.long= 0 and Ti−1.short> 0) Then

/*increase short position if type='SellOrder' and

decrease if type='BuyOrder'| 'CloseTradeS'| 'ClosePositionS' */

adjustShortPosition(Ti.type,Ti.units);

Else if(Ti−1.long> 0 and Ti−1.short= 0) Then

/*increase long position if type='BuyOrder' and

decrease if type='SellOrder'| 'CloseTradeB'| 'ClosePositionB' */

adjustLongPosition(Ti.type,Ti.units);

//Update trade e�ect E

If (Ti.long= 0 and Ti.short= 0) Then Ti.E←'Closing' ;

Else if (Ti.long > 0and Ti.short= 0) or (Ti.long= 0 and Ti.short>0)

Then Ti.E←'Managing' ;

Else if (Ti.long < 0 and Ti.type = 'SellOrder') Then

{Ti.short�-Ti.long; Ti. long← 0; Ti.E←'Switching'};

Else if (Ti.short< 0 and Ti.type='BuyOrder') Then

{Ti.long←-Ti.short; Ti.short← 0; Ti.E ←'Switching'};

}}

End //end of for
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3.4. The Data Cleaning and Preparation Process

3.4.4 Traders' Intraday Seasonality

Analysing traders' intraday activities and comparing this with the benchmarked FX

market seasonality reported in the literature is a further validation procedure of the

data set cleanness. Seasonality is periodical (intra-daily, intra-weekly, intra-monthly)

patterns of market activity [49]. We de�ne intraday seasonality as the sum of trades in

each hour (h=0,1,2..23) of the day, divided by the total number of trades over the whole

data set period. The intraday seasonality is revisited in more detail in chapter 4.

Seasonality(h) =

∑
trades(h)

totalTrades
(3.4)

Several empirical studies provide evidence for the FX market intraday double U-

shape or 'camel-shape' pattern [49, 108]. Analysing the intraday activity of the dirty and

cleaned data set, we can observe a clear di�erence in the trading pattern. As depicted by

Figure 3.14, the unprocessed data set shows a noisy pattern due to the spurious dummy

transactions resulting from OANDA internal procedures, whereas the cleaned data set

reveals a double U-shape pattern, going in line with the reported for FX market activity

in the literature. It is generally assumed that activity peaks occur as a result of the

overlapping trading sessions of the di�erent markets around the world [49, 108]. Hence,

the �rst peak occurs when the Tokyo and London sessions overlap, while the second one

takes place when the London and New York sessions overlap (Figure 3.14(b)). With this

analysis, we can con�rm the representativeness of our cleaned data set of the global FX

market.
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Figure 3.14: FX traders intraday seasonality a) before and b) after the cleaning and

preperation process of the data set.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have produced, as far as we know, the biggest set of HFD ever, of

the tick transactions carried out by over 45,000 FX traders on the OANDA FX trading

platform for 2.25 years. There is no platform apart from OANDA that stores the details

of traders' transactions and their positions' history over several years. This makes our

data set unique, as it includes detailed information about each transaction on an account

level. To prepare the data set for analysis, we have explored the structure and the unique

properties of the data set dictated by the speci�c context of the OANDA platform.

Taking this into consideration, we have cleaned the data set from any erroneous or

misleading observations that would a�ect the research validity. We have also validated

the quality of data by tracking traders' activity from positions opening to closure to

con�rm the consistency and reliability of traders' transactions.

In addition to cleaning and validating the quality of the data set, we have provided

strong indicators that the data set is representative of the whole market. We show how

the trades �ow of the cleaned data set mirrors market volatility in August 2007 and

how its intraday pattern mirrors the double U-shape of the global FX market activity

reported in the literature. This goes back mainly to the nature of the OANDA platform,
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3.5. Conclusion

which serves a wide range of traders under the same terms and conditions, in particular

the same prices with competitive spreads, representing a worldwide exposure of FX

traders.

With such a unique and detailed data set, researchers can study trading patterns, as

demonstrated in chapter 4, and trading behaviour in microscopic perspective, as demon-

strated in chapter 5. Our use of this data set is limited by our knowledge of the market

micro-dynamics, which chapter 6 attempts to formalise. However, the production of

such a unique and invaluable HF data set is a major contribution for future research.
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Chapter 4

Time Zone Normalisation of FX

Seasonality

This chapter tracks and analyses the FX market seasonal activity from a micro-
scopic perspective, using the tick transactions carried out by FX traders on the
OANDA FX trading platform. To account for the FX market continuous trading
process around the world and its di�erent trading sessions, we design an event-
based procedure to normalise the traders' time zones. Our study provides empirical
evidence that the particular intraday seasonality observed in the foreign exchange
market is indeed due to the di�erent geographical locations of its traders. The re-
sulting normalised intraday seasonality shows a pattern akin to the ones observed
in regulated exchanges, where traders are more active at the beginning and at the
end of their trading session. We also provide empirical evidence that the trading
intensity at the end of the day is due to traders closing their positions.

4.1 Introduction

The Foreign Exchange (FX) market is a sleepless market, operating 24 hours 5 days a

week as earlier described in chapter 2. Unlike stock markets, foreign exchange trading

is not dealt across a trading �oor during a �xed period of eight hours a day. Instead

trading is done online via telephone and computer networks between dealers in di�erent

trading centres around the world. These trading centres cover most of the world's time

zones, allowing traders to respond to market dynamics day and night. FX trading begins

on Sunday evening when the market opens in Sydney for the start of the trading week.

As the clock moves, other trading centres around the globe come online, starting with
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4.1. Introduction

Tokyo, followed by London and then New York. At the time the New York trading

session closes, 4:30 PM EST, Sydney reopens for the next trading day. Traders can

continue trading around the clock until the New York session closes on Friday.

Having di�erent trading natures, foreign exchange and equity markets reveal di�erent

intraday activity, the so-called seasonality. Several empirical studies show that equity

markets exhibit a single U-shaped intraday seasonality, where high activity takes place

at the beginning and end of the day [2, 78, 85, 96, 109]. This is mostly due to market

participants opening fresh positions in the morning and closing positions at the end of

the working day to prevent them from carrying the risk overnight. In contrast, the FX

market shows a very di�erent signature, a double-U shape pattern [8, 9, 49, 107, 108],

where peaks occur at 8am and 2pm GMT (see Figure 4.1). It is generally assumed that

the reason for the di�erent seasonality between the equity and the FX markets is the

overlapping trading sessions around the globe. Supposing the assumption to be correct,

the literature does not report any empirical evidence on the shape of the activity of any

session.

Exploring previous empirical studies using high frequency FX data, such as [49,

51, 107, 108, 185], we �nd that each study focuses only on the pattern of one or few

currencies, where some currencies may di�er in their properties in the di�erent trading

sessions. For instance, evidence is provided by [49] for seasonal heteroskedasticity in

volatility and quote frequency, showing a double U-shape for USD/DEM , USD/JPY

and USD/CHF. They argue that these patterns may be explained by the behaviour

of three partially overlapping main markets; America, Europe, and East Asia. Similar

results have been reported by [107] for the activity (measured by number of quote entries

and number of deals) in USD/JPY. Using the same explanation as [49] , they argue that

the double U-shape is due to high activities taking place at the opening of the market.

However, after adjusting for winter and daylight saving time of the three major markets

(Tokyo, London, NY), they �nd no U-shape intraday activity pattern in the USD/JPY

market. The activities are high during the opening hours but not the ending hours of

the three major markets, even during the closing hours of New York on Friday. Another

study carried out by [108] on USD/JPY and EUR/USD shows again double U-shape

for deals, price change and return volatility. Examining the Tokyo, London and New

York participants separately, they show that the U-shape of intra-day activities (deals

and price changes) and return volatility is con�rmed for Tokyo and London but not for
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New York participants.

Overall these previous studies decompose the well-known double U-shape pattern

into trading sessions. To the best of our knowledge, none has been able to empirically

demonstrate that the double U-shape pattern is indeed an overlap of single U-shape

patterns (characterizing single participants trading in di�erent currencies) amid traders'

behaviour in regulated exchanges.

In this chapter, by normalising for the di�erent time zones in which FX market

participants evolve, we show that the overlapping sessions assumption is indeed valid.

We also demonstrate that the FX intraday seasonality, once normalised, exhibits a

signature similar to the one measured in equities [2, 78, 85, 96, 109]. Using this �nding,

we have been also able to identify how traders manage their positions during the trading

day. The results reported in this chapter reveal important features of the FX market

dynamics.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 de�nes the market season-

ality and questions the reported FX market activity pattern in the literature. Section 4.3

addresses the time zone normalisation and the microscopic analysis of the individual

FX traders seasonal activity. Traders being excluded from the analysis are discussed in

section 4.4. Section 4.5 contrasts the aggregate original FX seasonality with the aggre-

gate time zone normalised one. In section 4.6, we decompose the FX traders' seasonal

activity in attempt to explain the trading pattern during the day. Main conclusions are

then given in section 4.7.

4.2 FX Market Activity Pattern

The FX Market activity exhibits seasonal patterns over various time scales: intraday,

day, week, even month. The activity can be measured in di�erent ways during a �xed

period of time, e.g. number of quotes, trading volume or trading value. Here we use an

alternative activity measure Ahi
as the hourly share of daily number of trades

Ahi
=

∑nd

d Nd
hi,hi+1∑nd

d Nd

(4.1)

where hi is the i
th (i = 0, 1, ..23) hour of the day, nd is the number of days over which

the activity is measured, Nd
hi,hi+1

is the number of executed trades on day d between
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hour hi and hi+1 and Nd is the total number of executed trades on day d. In what

follows, for the sake of simplicity, we refer to Ahi
as A when no particular time tranche

hi is considered.

To analyse the activty of the FX market, we use our unique high frequency transac-

tion data set supplied by OANDA Corp. As illustrated in the previous chapter, OANDA

is a one of the largest non-bank Futures Commission Merchants running over 20% of

the world's online spot FX transactions. It serves a wide range of traders, from novice

individual traders to corporations and �nancial institutions with exactly the same terms

and conditions, making our data set a good representative of the whole market. The ac-

tivity A of OANDA traders is shown in Figure 4.1(a) where we observe a double U-shape

pattern in agreement with the literature [49, 108]. A similar pattern can be observed

when computing the intraday tick seasonality of the FX market currency pairs, calcu-

lated the same way as in eq. 4.1 but measured using the hourly share of daily number

of price ticks. Figure 4.1(b) shows such a double U-shape pattern for EUR/USD and

EUR/CHF. In addition to conclusions already drawn in chapter 3, these graphs stress

that the present data set exhibit the same behaviour as the global market.
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Figure 4.1: Intraday seasonality patterns using di�erent activity measures. a) Hourly

share of daily number of trades A computed from trades placed at OANDA between

Jan 2007 and Mar 2009. b) Hourly share of daily number of ticks in (top) EUR/USD

and (down) EUR/CHF between January 2007 and December 2009.

4.3 FX Seasonality Normalisation

In this section, we develop a new procedure to normalise the time zones of FX seasonality.

The time window in Figure 4.1 is based on the actual timestamps (converted to GMT)

at which market participants from the di�erent world regions are trading. So, it may

be morning (i.e. beginning of a trading day) for one trader and night for another trader

(i.e. end of his/her trading day). This way, it becomes a complex task to contrast the

behaviour of di�erent traders as their activity is not aligned over the same time horizon,

as in the case of stock markets, which have one constant trading time window of 8 hours

a day.

Therefore, the objective is to de�ne a new trading time window that is independent
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of the world time zones and that allows for synchronizing traders' seasonal activity. This

means we cannot depend on the various physical timestamps of accounts' transactions.

Therefore, we develop a new event-based approach to align traders' activity along the

same trading time window. It is based on synchronizing the di�erent traders according

to their sleeping (inactive) hours. We explain below our approach in detail and the

consequent normalised FX seasonality.

4.3.1 Normalised Intraday Seasonality

We identify a trading time window by �rst computing the hourly share of daily number

of trades A, de�ned in eq. 4.1, for each of the 45,845 accounts over a speci�ed period

of time. Using this information, we de�ne the hours during which an account is asleep

(inactive) over the underlying period. Consequently, the activity period of this account

is also identi�ed. Accounts having the same number of sleeping hours are then grouped

together and go through a time zone shifting (normalisation) process, so that the trading

window (the �rst and the last hour of the active trading period) is identical for every

participant in the group. Following this, we explain how we de�ne accounts' sleeping

hours and how we normalise their trading time zones according to their sleeping groups.

We note that one hour with no trading activity is not enough to be elected as

a sleeping hour. Indeed it has to be consistent throughout the de�ned time period

and element of a series of n consecutive sleeping hours{s1, s2, ..sn}, where 3 ≤ n ≤
17. Accounts sleeping more than 17 hours a day are being ignored as non statistically

signi�cant, indeed in these accounts not enough trades were made. Accounts sleeping

for less than 3 hours are also not considered, due to the high possibility of them being

the hosts of algorithmic traders. The excluded accounts are discussed in section 4.4.

Similarly, we note that an hour with some trading activity is not enough to be de�ned

as an active hour. To reduce any possible noise, we apply a �lter given by:

Ahi
< r and Dhi

< s =

true Ahi
is set to zero

false Ahi
keeps its numeric value

(4.2)

Dhi=
nhi

nd

(4.2a)
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The account is considered inactive (zero activity) in the ith hour (hi), if the two

conditions of the �lter are satis�ed. The �rst condition checks if the account's hourly

share activity Ahi
is smaller than threshold r. The second conditional statement checks

if Dhi
, the percentage number of days an account has traded in hi is below threshold s.

Dhi
is de�ned in eq. 4.2a by the number of days nhi

, in which the account has traded in

hi relative to the total number of the account's active days nd. The thresholds values

(r = 1% and s = 2%) have been heuristically chosen with the objective of having the

minimal information loss. This way, we alleviate insigni�cant active hours, while making

sure that the small hourly share activity is not due to the account's short trading period.

De�ning the sleeping period for each account, we �nd 15 di�erent groups of accounts

where each group sleeps n hours during the day over di�erent time spans: monthly,

yearly, 2.25 years. As described in chapter 3, the number of accounts in OANDA is

not constant along the 27 months. As a result the number of accounts per sleeping

period di�ers according to the time span used. Moreover, the behaviour and the trading

frequency of traders can di�er from one period to another. This means, that a trader

might be in a sleeping mode for 17 hours a day during one month, and in another

month he/she can be inactive for only 7 hours. This con�rms the idea that in addition

to the time zones variant, traders' trading time preferences also play an important role.

Figure 4.2 shows the proportion of accounts in the di�erent sleeping groups for di�erent

time spans. An account can belong to one sleeping group in one time span and then

switch to another in a di�erent time span. The active trading period of an account can

be equal to or less than the de�ned time span.
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Figure 4.2: Percentage number of accounts per sleeping group over di�erent time spans:

monthly (Feb07, Feb08, Feb09), quarterly (Q2-2007, Q4-2008), yearly (2007, 2008), and

all years (Jan 07- Mar 09).

Having categorized the accounts into sleeping groups, we set up a procedure to shift

real trading time and align the traders in each group by their sleeping hours. This

is done by a time zone normalisation procedure explained in Algorithm 4.1. For each

sleeping group, we de�ne a reference sleeping time period during the day, according to

which the group accounts are shifted. An account's intraday activity can be shifted by

1 to 23 hours along the day, so that all participants in the same group start and �nish

trading at the same hour.
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Algorithm 4.1 Normalised Intraday Seasonality

Input:

D/ /database accounts' trades
Ac = (ac1, ..ack) //Distinct accounts in D
P //the time period (monthly, quarterly,yearly,..) over which to implement the algorithm
Output:

Normalised Intraday Seasonality

Begin

For each ac εAc do
//return the intraday seasonality array for each account's trades using eq. 4.1
A[]←getAccountIntradaySeasonality(ac,D,P );
//Apply �lter on each account intraday seasonality using eq. 4.2
For j ← 0 : 23

If (A[j] < 0.01 andDhj < 0.02) Then A[j] = 0;
End

//search for ac sleeping window of n successive sleeping hours,3 ≤ n ≤ 17
n←searchSleepingHours(A[]);
//group ac with other accounts sleeping n hours
joinSleepGrp(n,ac,A[]))

End

/* Normalize the the intraday seasonalities of the accounts in each sleeping group (SleepGrpn), with

n = {3, 4, .., 17}, to align them on the same trading time window/*

For n← 3 : 17

/*de�ne a reference sleeping time window Tn[] for SleepGrpn, to which the sleeping window
of each account in the group must be aligned*/
Tn[]← {hs, hs + 1, ..hs + n− 1} , where hs = starting sleeping hour,0 ≤ hs ≤ 23
//hs is �xed so that all traders start sleeping at the same hour. We choose hs = 22

For each ac εSleepGrpn do

Sleepac[]←getSleepingWindow(ac); //return the account ac sleeping window
IfSleepac[0] 6= hs
//calculate the hours lag (shift) btw Tn[] and Sleepac[]
Then shift←getLag(Tn[], Sleepac[]);

//normalise time zone of ac by shifting its intraday seasonality in the relevant group
Ā[]←normaliseAccountSeasonality(SleepGrpn,ac,shift);

End

End //end of for

End

The result of the normalisation process is illustrated in Figure 4.3 where we show

the intraday trading activity of a sample of 10 accounts from three di�erent sleeping
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groups: 17, 12 and 8 hours sleeping groups. Figure 4.3(a) shows accounts having the

same number of sleeping hours. Their di�erent sleeping time windows makes di�cult a

visual inspection of their similarity. Figure 4.3(b) shows the same accounts where the

time zone normalisation has been applied.
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Figure 4.3: Intraday activity of 10 sample accounts from three sleeping groups a) before

and b) after the shifting process. Before the shifting process, accounts belonging to

each sleeping group have the same number of sleeping hours but di�erent sleeping time

windows. After shifting (b) accounts of each sleeping group have the same sleeping time

horizon.

Aggregating shifted activities from each account in each sleeping group, we highlight

the main result of this chapter: accounting for the di�erent time zones, participants

of the over the counter FX market behave in a similar way as the equity market par-

ticipants. Figure 4.4 depicts that result, showing the normalised intraday seasonality

of the di�erent sleeping groups for the whole data set period (2.25 years). All curves

are centralised to 12.00 pm for illustration purposes. We do not observe the double

U-shape pattern of the FX intraday activity any more. Instead, traders exhibit a single
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4.3. FX Seasonality Normalisation

U-shape pattern with intensive trading activity peaks at the beginning and end of the

day. These peaks however are less visible for those accounts sleeping 3 to 5 hours. They

usually show a higher trading activity in the middle of their trading day. This intra-

day behaviour and the observed peaks are consistent over shorter time spans: yearly,

quarterly, monthly and even daily (Figure 4.5).

It is worth noting that the minimal period for observing these patterns is strongly

associated with the minimal period of observing the double U-shape seasonality of the

FX market. We �nd that at least one trading day covering all world sessions in FX, or

2 days in physical time, will show a double U-shape pattern or a single U-shape in case

of time zone normalisation (see Figure 4.6).

Our results of the FX traders' behaviour go in line with previous empirical studies

on security traders intraday activity. They show a relative intensive intraday trading

activity in the opening and closing hours and more quiet activity in the noon [2, 78, 85,

96, 109, 200].
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Figure 4.4: Time zone normalised FX intraday seasonality of the 15 sleeping groups

over the 2.25 years of the data set period. Each curve represents the aggregated shifted

intraday activities of all accounts in one sleeping group. Most of the sleeping groups

show a similar behaviour, where traders trade intensively at the beginning and end of

their trading days. A single U-shape can be observed in all groups except for traders

sleeping from 3 to 4 hours a day.
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Figure 4.5: Time zone normalised FX intraday seasonality of the 15 sleeping groups over

di�erent time spans: yearly, quarterly, monthly. Each curve represents the aggregated

shifted intraday activities of all accounts in one sleeping group. Most of the sleeping

groups show a similar behaviour, where traders trade intensively at the beginning and

end of their trading days. A single U-shape can be observed in all groups except for

traders sleeping from 3 to 4 hours a day.
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Figure 4.6: Minimal period to observing the intraday U-shape pattern. A period of one

day in physical time (top) does not show the camel-shape or the normalised U-shape

pattern. A minimum of two days period in physical time (down) is needed to observe

these patterns.

4.3.2 Normalised Intraweek Seasonality

Similar to the intraday seasonality de�ned in eq 4.1, the intraweek seasonality represents

the average number of all accounts' trades that occur in each hour of the week (wh =

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., 167) over a certain period of time. The week starts on Sunday (wh = 0 :

23) and ends on Saturday (wh = 144 : 167).

To normalise the time zones of FX traders' intraweek seasonality we use the �ndings

in section 4.3.1. We now have a priori knowledge about the trading activity behaviour

of the di�erent traders over di�erent periods. First, we know the sleeping group of each

account, and second we know the number of hours it has to be shifted to normalise

its intraday activity. Using this information, we shift the original timestamps of each

account's tick transactions (trades) by the required number of hours. After this time
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4.3. FX Seasonality Normalisation

zone normalisation (shifting) process, we calculate the intraweek seasonality of each

account. The normalisation of the intraweek traders' activities is described in details

in Algorithm 4.2. Figure 4.7 displays the aggregated traders' intraweek seasonality in

each sleeping group after time zone normalisation. Again, we observe two trading peaks

at the beginning and end of each day during the week, con�rming and validating the

results in the previous section. The low activity on Saturday and on Sunday is due

to the FX market operating hours described earlier, where FX trading starts Sunday

evening in Sydney and ends Friday evening in New York.
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Figure 4.7: Normalised FX intraweek seasonality over the 2.25 years of the data set

period. Each curve represents the aggregated shifted intraweek activities of all accounts

in one sleeping group. A single U-shape can be observed in most of the sleeping groups.

They show a similar behaviour, where traders trade intensively at the beginning and

end of their trading days, except for traders sleeping from 3 to 4 hours a day. Low

activity is observed on Saturday and Sunday due to the FX market operating hours.
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Algorithm 4.2 Normalised Intraweek Seasonality

Input:

D //database accounts' trades records
ShiftedAccounts = {SA|SA = (ac, shift, sleepingGrp)}/*extracted from Normalised Intraday Season-
ality. Each SA record contains information about Account Id (ac), the nb of hours the account must be
shifted to normalize its time zone (shift), and the sleeping group it belongs to (sleepingGrp).*/
P //the time period (monthly, quarterly,yearly,..) over which to implement the algorithm
Output:

Normalised Intraweek Seasonality

Begin

For each SAεShiftedAccounts do
Tradesac ← getAccountTrades(SA.ac,D,P ),
whereTradesac = {T |T = (id, timestamp,weekHour)}
/*weekHour has a no value and is computed after time zone normalization.
weekHour={0,1,..167} represents the hour of the week at which a trade is placed.*/

//shift all trades timestamps to normalize time zones
For each T εTradesac do
timestamp←shiftTradeTimestamp(T.timestamp,SA.shift);
/*compute the week hour after the shift. The shift takes place during the same

original day in which the transaction takes place.*/

SA.weekHour ← getHour(timestamp) + ((getWeekDay(T.timestamp)− 1) ∗ 24);
End

//calculate account's normalised intraweek seasonality using eq. 4.1
For wh← 0:167 //week hours

A[wh] =

nd∑
d

Nd
whi,whi+1∑nd
d Nd

End

End //end of for each

End

4.4 Traders Excluded From Time Zone Normalisation

As mentioned in the previous section, we have excluded accounts sleeping more than 17

hours or less than 3 hours. To identify the impact of these accounts, we analyse their

trading frequency, discussed earlier in chapter 3.

We generally �nd a strong relationship between the sleeping hours and the trading

frequency of the di�erent accounts. The lower the trading frequency of the accounts,

the more sleeping hours they show. Figure 4.8 shows the percentage number (density)

of the di�erent sleeping groups accounts in each trading frequency class over a one-
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4.4. Traders Excluded From Time Zone Normalisation

month trading period (January 2008). Class 'A' means high trading frequency, while

class 'L' represents low trading frequency. The ranges of the di�erent trading frequency

classes have been previously described in Table 3.3. Those accounts exhibiting higher

trading frequency sleep less than those accounts exhibiting low trading frequency. For

instance, Figure 4.8 shows that 92% of the high frequency trading accounts (class 'A')

belong to the '0SleepHrs' group in January 2008. The trading frequency class 'A',

de�ned earlier in 3.3, contains high frequency accounts trading more than 500 but

less than 1000 trades per day. However, the inverse relationship is not always true

as shown in Figure 4.9. Each sleeping group can have a variety of accounts belonging

to di�erent trading frequency classes. For the '0SleepHrs' group, for instance, we can

see other accounts of many other trading frequencies than class 'A' (Figure 4.9). This

relationship between accounts' sleeping hours and their trading frequencies is the same

across all months.

Relating this trading frequency to the accounts excluded from our analysis, we �nd

that those accounts sleeping more than 17 hours represent only5% of all accounts, having

very low trading frequency per day and trade for very short term periods; a couple of

days during the month. Hence, the analysis of their behaviour is statistically irrelevant

and ignored.

The second set of traders, sleeping less than 3 hours, has been also excluded from our

analysis. Despite the diverse trading frequency of the accounts sleeping zero to two hours

per day, they have been excluded due to their likelihood of being algorithmic traders.

Identifying algorithmic traders from traditional traders requires heavy computation, as

each algorithmic trading program has its own trading rules that need to be discovered.

Although the identi�cation of algorithmic traders is out of our research scope, however,

we can easily extract a considerable amount of algorithmic trading accounts after im-

plementing our 'Sleeping Hours' approach. We argue that traders having less than 3

sleeping hours during the day throughout the 2.25 years are algorithmic traders. The

percentage number of accounts trading for 6 to 27 months with either zero, one or two

sleeping hours during the day represent ∼ 46% of the total number of accounts in our

data set. Thus, the e�ect of algorithmic traders on the aggregate behaviour of the FX

market can be immense.
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Figure 4.8: Density of sleeping groups accounts in the di�erent trading frequency classes

over a one-month period (January 2008). The same pattern can be observed across all

months. The range of each trading frequency class (A,B..,L) is de�ned in Table 3.3. 'A'

means high trading frequency; 'L' means low trading frequency. Class 'AA' is not used

here, as it have been removed in the data set cleaning process in chapter 3.
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4.5. Aggregate Traders' Behaviour

Figure 4.9: Density of trading frequency classes accounts in the di�erent sleeping groups

over a one-month period (January 2008). Class 'L' dominates most of the sleeping

groups. The same pattern can be observed across all months

4.5 Aggregate Traders' Behaviour

So far we have examined the seasonal activity patterns of the individual accounts from

a microscopic perspective. We have categorized them into sleeping groups and we have

studied the time zone normalized FX intraday and intraweek seasonality of each group.

We show that they do not di�er from equity traders in terms of their U-shape trading

behaviour, with high trading intensity at the beginning and at the end of the day.

In this section, we study the aggregate intraday (intraweek) seasonality of all sleeping

groups accounts before and after time zone normalisation over the 2.25 years of the

data set period. The aggregate intraday trading pattern is computed as the average

seasonality (hourly share of activity A) of all sleeping groups intraday activities depicted

in Figure 4.4. The aggregate intraweek pattern is computed in the same way from

sleeping groups intraweek seasonalities illustrated in Figure 4.7. For the non-normalized

aggregate seasonality, we aggregate the sleeping groups accounts intraday (intraweek)

activities before time zone normalisation.

Figure 4.10 depicts the aggregate intraday and intraweek activity patterns of all sleep-
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4.5. Aggregate Traders' Behaviour

ing groups before and after time zone normalisation. Taking �rst the non-normalised

seasonalities, we can clearly see the double U-shape pattern for the intraday as well as for

each day of the intraweek aggregate seasonality. Saturday and Sunday in the intraweek

seasonality are exceptions and show low activity due to the FX market opening hours,

where FX trading starts on Sunday evening in Sydney and ends on Friday evening in

New York.

However, if we aggregate sleeping groups seasonalities after time zone normalisation,

we �nd a single U-shape pattern for both intraday and intraweek activities. Thus,

we empirically demonstrate that the double U-shape pattern is indeed an overlap of

single U-shape patterns characterizing single market participants trading in di�erent

currencies.
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Figure 4.10: Aggregate seasonality of all sleeping groups before and after time zone nor-

malisation over the 2.25 years of the data set period. Both a) intraday and b) intraweek

aggregate sleeping groups activity exhibt a double U-shape before and a single U-shape

after time zone normalisation. Saturday and Sunday in the intraweek seasonality are

exceptions due to the FX market opening hours.
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4.6 Decomposing Traders' Activity Patterns

In the previous chapter, we have tracked individual traders' activities from opening to

closing their positions to validate the data set quality. This required identifying when

each individual trader opens, manages or closes a position or just switches from one

position (long/short) to another one.

In this section, we decompose FX traders' intraday seasonality over the 2.25 years

into these four types of trades: opening, closing, managing and switching trades (de�ned

in section 3.4.3). We follow the same intraday FX seasonality normalisation procedure

explained in section 4.3.1 and described in Algorithm 4.1. The only di�erence here is

that we �rst di�erentiate between the types of trades of each account before calculating

the intraday seasonality and applying the time zone normalisation process. So, instead

of computing the seasonality of all trades placed by the individual account, we calculate

and normalise the seasonality of the account's opening, closing, managing and switching

trades separately.

The decomposition of the intraday activity into these four types is illustrated by

(Figure 4.11) revealing more information about traders' behaviour.

For all sleeping groups, we can observe the di�erent types of trades. Switching trades

however, represent the smallest percentage for all groups. As for the managing trades,

traders belonging to short sleeping groups (3-5 sleeping hours) seem to use them more

often. In these groups, opening, closing and managing trades move closely together,

indicating how traders in these groups must be closely monitoring and manipulating

their trading positions. This can also explain the relatively high trading frequency of

the accounts belonging to short sleeping groups. In contrast, traders with longer sleeping

hours rely more on opening and closing trade types.

Similar to the composed activity in Figure 4.4, we �nd intensive trading activity

(peaks) at the beginning and end of the trading day and a relatively lower activity in

the middle of the day for closing, opening and managing trades. However, this intensity

declines with accounts having shorter sleeping periods, and an opposite pattern appears,

where the highest trading intensity takes place in the middle of the day. Despite the

di�erent intensity of the trading activity between the short and long sleeping groups,

the pattern of the last trading hour is consistent for all traders. Traders go more for

closing their open positions rather than opening new ones at the end of the day.
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Figure 4.11: Intraday activity of closing, opening, managing and switching trades for

the 15 sleeping groups

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have conducted an empirical microscopic analysis of the activity of

FX traders. Using the data set produced in chapter 3, we have studied the intraday and

intraweek seasonalities of more than 45,000 individual accounts.

It is well known that FX and equity markets have di�erent seasonalities. The as-

sumption for these di�erent behaviours has been referred to the unique nature of the FX

market, where traders can access the market 24 hours a day from di�erent geographical

locations. This is very di�erent to the typical equity exchange that has speci�c opening

hours in a particular time zone.

We provide empirical evidence on the validity of this assumption. We normalize

traders' time zones by applying an event-based algorithm that disregards the trans-

actions physical time, and synchronize traders' seasonal activities according to their
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inactive (sleeping) hours during the day. We show that the well-accepted double U-

shape pattern of FX market intraday seasonality is mainly due to the di�erent time

zones market participants operate from. However, once normalised, a remarkable single

U-shape pattern reveals, similar to the one observed in equity markets, where traders

trade intensively at the beginning and end of the trading day. To the best of our knowl-

edge, no one has been able to empirically demonstrate that the double U-shape pattern

is indeed a result of an overlap of single U-shape patterns characterising the behaviour

of single participants operating from di�erent time zones. Similar results are shown for

the intraweek analysis.

Using this �nding, we further analyse the reason for the trading peaks at the be-

ginning and end of the trading day by decomposing traders' intraday activities into

opening, closing, managing and switching trades. We �nd that regardless of the number

of hours traders are inactive during the day, they all tend close their positions at the

end of the trading day. As for the peak at the beginning of the day, it is a result of both

opening and closing trades.

Possible future work can be exploring mathematical functions relating single with

double U-shaped seasonalities. Generally, adopting a bottom-up perspective where an

accurate modelling of traders, and thus their geographical location, are of primary im-

portance, we believe that the results reported here represent an additional step in the

quest of unravelling the dynamics of the FX market.
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Chapter 5

Deciphering FX Activity Along

Intrinsic Time

In this chapter, we conduct a microscopic analysis of FX market activity patterns
along price movements. Given the high frequency and discontinuous nature of FX
data, we use an intrinsic time scale for market activity synchronization. This time
scale is de�ned by exchange price turning points of a pre-speci�ed threshold. Using
this event-based time approach, we are able to decipher market activity during price
movement events of any given scale. We provide empirical evidence of diminishing
market liquidity at the end of the price movement, the overshoot period, for all cur-
rency pairs studied. We �nd that a price overshoot stops due to more participants
placing counter trend trades, a �nding that is valid across all magnitudes of price
movement events. We also �nd that this market liquidity pattern has an impact on
price ticks moves, which follow the same decaying pattern during overshoot periods.
The results in this study have been only enabled through utilizing the intrinsic time
scale. We show that intrinsic time is a powerful tool that can discover recurring
market behavioural patterns, which are otherwise hidden, if we use physical time
only

.

5.1 Introduction

As described earlier in chapter 2, the high frequency FX market is the world's most liquid

�nancial market with a daily volume of 1.4 trillion USD of spot transactions, representing

a microscopic transaction volume of 16.2 million transaction per second [20]. With this

second by second small transaction volume, any small imbalance in the buying or selling
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volume can trigger disproportionate price moves a�ecting the global FX market. In an

attempt to understand the impact of microscopic activity on the global FX price move,

in this chapter we conduct a microscopic analysis of FX traders' activity with price

movements. To carry out this study, we use the unique high frequency transaction data

set produced in chapter 3. Given the unevenly spaced nature of high frequency data,

we base our analysis on an event-based time scale, the so called intrinsic time, which is

determined by the price time series itself. The notion of time here is simply an index

that determines the position of an event occurrence within a set of asynchronous events

[112, 146].

Following the same de�nition of intrinsic time adopted by [31, 49, 87, 146, 151],

we use the directional change events approach. It focuses on exchange price turning

points at a pre-speci�ed �xed threshold of any size. A price overshoot (os) is usually

associated with each directional change event. An overshoot is a continuation of the

price movement in the same direction as the directional change event, but in excess of

the targeted threshold size. Hence, the total price move is composed of a dc section and

an os section.

One of the interesting stylized facts reported by [87], is the scaling law of the relation-

ship between the directional change and the overshoot sections of the total price move.

A directional change is followed by an overshoot of the same magnitude, making the

total move double the size of the directional-change threshold. Given this information,

[31] used the discovered scaling law as a metric for the dynamic market equilibrium in

terms of rates of price change. The market is o� equilibrium, once the overshoot exceeds

the expected size. Thus, the overshoot becomes an indicator of the balance of supply

and demand. By analysing the extent of market price deviation from its equilibrium, [31]

design the so called Scale of Market Quakes (SQM) measure. It quanti�es the impact

of price events in the FX market, occurring in response to news announcements.

Despite the work done by [31, 87], the overshoot period has not been explored in

depth yet; leaving many open questions about market behaviour during this period.

The literature does not report any empirical evidence on when or why a price overshoot

stops, and whether this can be related to a certain activity of market participants that

is consistent across all magnitudes of price events .

To approach this question, we decipher the overshoot period by synchronizing FX

traders' activity with price movement events of di�erent magnitudes across several cur-
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rency pairs. Our study reveals new results about FX market dynamics. We provide

empirical evidence of decaying market liquidity along the price movement event. Mar-

ket liquidity reaches its minimum at the end of the overshoot period, a �nding that is

valid across all scales and for all studied currency pairs. Both counter trend and with

trend traders decrease their activity at the end of the overshoot period of the price

movement event. However, counter trend trades (CTT) have a higher intensity relative

to with trend trades (WTT) at the end of the price move. Thus, we can claim that

a price overshoot period stops due to more participants placing counter trend trades,

representing a stabilizing force. In other words, given this diminishing market liquid-

ity, placing a small WTT order can drive the market far away in terms of fueling the

underlying price movement, and hence making its overshoot period longer.

We also provide empirical evidence for the strong impact of liquidity on the patterns

of price ticks changes along the intrinsic time scale. We �nd that price ticks follow the

same decaying pattern during the overshoot period. This is similar to recent �ndings

in equity markets [74, 183], which show that price changes are a�ected by liquidity

�uctuations, and not by the volume of orders, which has been a common conjecture

adopted in previous research [36, 47, 84].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the data set

used for this study. Section 5.3 de�nes the intrinsic time scale. Section 5.4 discusses

the discretisation of the internisic time scale into further events of smaller thresholds.

Section 5.5 describes the methodology of synchronizing market activity with intrin-

sic time, which is then implemented in section 5.6 to decipher FX market behaviour

during price overshoots. Section 5.7 relates price ticks patterns with market liquidity.

Section 5.8 highlights the main conclusions.

5.2 The Data Set

To analyse market activity along price movement events, we use two data sets. The �rst

is our unique high frequency transaction data set produced in chapter 3, which covers

the transaction history of more than 45,000 accounts, on an account level, trading on

the OANDA FX trading platform over a 2.25 year period.

The second are the price series which are used to compute the di�erent price move-

ment events to build an intrinsic time scale, along which we synchronize market activity.
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Thanks to OANDA, we have been provided access to the tick price series of four major

currency pairs in the FX market: EUR/USD, AUD/USD, GBP/USD and USD/JPY

spanning three years from June 2006 up to June 2009. However, since our transaction

data set covers only the time period from January 2007 to March 2009, we only focus

on the same time span for the price series. For each price series, we know the tick times-

tamp, the bid price (trader's sell rate) and the ask price (trader's buy rate). Figure 5.1

depicts the price series of the four currencies for a sample period of one month.
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Figure 5.1: Tick price series for the currency pairs: EUR/USD, AUD/USD, GBP/USD

and USD/JPY for a sample period of one month from 1-Feb-2007 to 28-Feb-2007.

In chapter 4, we show that both the hourly share of OANDA traders daily activity

and the hourly share of the daily number of price ticks go in line with the previous

literature [49, 108] and exhibit a double U-shape pattern. Peaks occur during the day

as a result of the overlapping trading sessions around the globe (Figure 4.1). Generally,
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with the conclusions already drawn in chapter 3 and chapter 4 that the data set is rep-

resentative of the FX market, we can con�rm that the results of this study describe the

real behaviour of the FX market.

5.3 Intrinsic Time

Time has been always a major topic of research in philosophy, physics and all other

disciplines of the natural sciences. The traditional notion of time is de�ned as �..a

universal clock ticking independently of matter and space, just tracking all processes in

the universe� [5]. However, the universe has di�erent systems, where each has its own

processes and events. The occurrence of these events is the cause for time motion,

making the system change from one state to another [5]. Using a global variable like

physical time, that has exactly the same value at any level of the system, can totally

distort the analysis of a dynamic stochastic discontinuous system like the high frequency

FX market. The presence of a large variety of traders sleeping at di�erent times, having

di�erent objectives and trading strategies causes a discontinuous �ow of physical time.

In other words, each clock tick of the uniformly progressing physical time does not

necessarily correspond to a transaction event in the �nancial market. Therefore, another

approach has been introduced by [146], in which the time scale in �nancial markets is

de�ned via events, the so called intrinsic time.

Using this convention, we use intrinsic time to discretise and understand the high

frequency FX market. Adopting the same de�nition introduced by [31, 49, 87, 93], we

de�ne intrinsic time in terms of price movement events.

An event represents the total price movement (TPM) between two extreme price

levels (extrema), expressed as a relative price jump of a pre-speci�ed threshold size. This

movement can be decomposed into a directional change section (dc), price reversion,

and an overshoot section (os). Algorithm 5.1 explains how directional change events

are identi�ed. A directional change occurs once the current price changes by a speci�ed

threshold 4xdc from the last extreme price level xext(extrema). The extrema is the last

high price in the up mode or the last low price in the down mode. Once a directional

change occurs, an overshoot is usually associated. It is a continuation of the price move

in the same upward or downward mode of the underlying dc, but one that exceeds the

speci�ed threshold 4xdc . The overshoot is determined as the di�erence between the
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5.3. Intrinsic Time

price level at which the last directional change xLastDc occurred and the current extrema

at which the new directional change occurs, i.e., the last high when in the up mode or

the last low when in the down mode. The last high and last low price levels are then

reset to the current price and the up/down mode swaps. To ensure the accuracy of our

algorithm, we do not use the mid price ((bid+ ask)/2) as the current price. Instead, we

use the inner price , which alternates between bid xbid and ask xask prices based on the

existing direction mode. Figure 5.2 illustrates the implementation of an intrinsic time

scale, de�ned by directional change events of 4xdc= 0.4% for the one month projection

of EUR/USD price sample depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Projection of a one month EUR/USD price sample and its associated price move-

ment events de�ned by a threshold of4xdc = 0.4% . Each price movement (TPM) is composed

of a directional change (dc) and an overshoot (os) section. The start of the dc section is denoted

by the red rectangle, while the start of the os section is denoted by the black ellipse. The price

of extreme price levels alternates between the bid and ask prices depending on the direction

mode. See Algorithm 5.1 for more details. The intrinsic time scale triggers with the start of

each directional change event (red rectangle), whereas the physical time ticks evenly across the

price curve independent of any scale or price pattern.
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Algorithm 5.1 Directional Change Events

Input:

//initialize variables

os← 0; dc← 0; 4x≥0 (�xed); mode is up ;

xext ← x0; xlastDc ← x0; //where x0 is the �rst price tick (bid or ask)

Output:

Directional change events dc and associated overshoots os

Begin

//look for new extrema xext

If (mode is up) Then

If xask < xext Then

xext←xask;
Else if (mode is down) Then

If xbid > xext Then

xext←xbid;
//look for a directional change tick dc. //xp is the inner price, where p is bid if mode is up or
ask otherwise

If ( ((mode is up) and (xp - xext)/xext ≥4x) or ((mode is down) and (xext-xp )/xext

≤-4x ) ) Then {

os←(xext-xlastDc)/xlastDc;

dc←(xp-x
ext)/xext;

If (mode is up) Then {

xlastDc←xask ; xext←xask; mode ←down;

}

Else if (mode is down) Then {

xlastDc←xbid ; xext←xbid ; mode ← up;

}

}

End

The directional change events approach was �rst introduced by [93], who discovered
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the scaling law of the �xed relationship between the average price move, or the so called

directional change event, and the time interval over which the price move is measured.

They related the number of the directional changes N(4xdc) to the directional change

sizes 4xdc

N(4xdc) =

(
4xdc
CN,dc

)EN,dc

(5.1)

where EN,dc and CN,dc are the scaling law parameters. According to this formula-

tion, time varies and the price move threshold is �xed. Hence the same proportional

relationship holds for di�erent time intervals ranging from intraday to yearly intervals,

indicating the close relationship between short and long term price moves. The work by

[93] was the �rst attempt to overcome the complexity of real time series, focusing only

on focal points by de�ning an activity-based time scale instead of using physical time.

Extending this directional event approach in [87] enabled the authors to unveil 12

new scaling laws holding across 13 exchange rates for up to three orders of scaling

magnitude; from intraday to inter-day and longer intervals. Generally, scaling laws have

always played a robust role in the natural sciences and have now become an important

research area in �nance. It is used to facilitate building up and calibrating time series

models, characterizing both the short and the long term stylized facts of price time

series.

However, the discovery of these scaling laws has only been enabled through the

utilization of intrinsic time, or the directional change event approach. It reduces the

complexity of time series by focusing on turning points and removing irrelevant details

of the stochastic price process. This way, intrinsic time adjusts with the discontinuous

nature of the FX market. Moreover, both seasonalities and nonlinearities [49, 107, 108,

138] in the FX market are handled and accounted for by this time scale transformation

[40, 94]. Finally, intrinsic time enables a close monitoring of market activity on any

given scale and maps how market participants view the market.

5.4 Discretising Intrinsic Time into Sub-clocks

In the previous section, we have de�ned an intrinsic time scale in terms of price move-

ment (directional change) events. A price movement event TPM , of any threshold size
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4xdc, is composed of a directional change dc and an overshoot os section. The number

of price movements (directional change) events composing the intrinsic time scale de-

pends on the threshold size4xdc. The larger the threshold size 4xdc of the directional
change, the fewer 4xdc events we �nd. This has been already empirically proven and

mathematically formulated (eq. 5.1) as a scaling law by [93] and con�rmed again by [87].

The latter shows that this scaling law between the count number of directional change

events and the threshold size 4xdc holds for tick-by-tick price series of 13 currency pairs
spanning �ve years.

Taking this into consideration, we have to decide on the most appropriate 4xdc to
build up our intrinsic time scale along which we can synchronize the market activity.

According to [87], an exchange rate usually exhibits a 10% to 20% movement within a

year. However, in order for this to occur, the length of the price curve coastline, which is

approximately the sum of all absolute price moves of a given threshold, can be extremely

long. For instance, [87] show that the coastline measures on average 6.4% per day given

an 0.05% threshold. Meanwhile, a price move of 0.6% is the mean maximal move that

can be observed within 24 hours, and it takes on average 220 days for a price move of

6.4% to be measured. This holds across the 13 currency pairs studied in [87], indicating

the importance of considering both extreme events as well as the various smaller events

preceding and leading to these extremes.

Given this information, using a relatively large or medium threshold size 4xdc to
build up our intrinsic time scale will hide information about smaller yet important

events. Similarly, using a very small threshold size will reveal a great deal of information

about price series behaviour even over short time periods. However, it can lead to a

blurred picture about the general price trend. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, where

we project a six day EUR/USD price sample onto two di�erent intrinsic time scales.

In Figure 5.3(a), the intrinsic time scale is de�ned by a threshold of 4xdc = 0.4%,

where the general price trend, with one upward and one downward price move, over the

speci�ed time span, is clearly revealed. Figure 5.3(c), in contrast, uses a much smaller

threshold size (4xdc = 0.05%) for the intrinsic time. It gives a better zoomed-in picture

of the price patterns, showing several upward and downward events. However, it gives

no information about the general trend of the price curve.
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Figure 5.3: Projection of a six day EUR/USD price sample and its associated price movement

events of di�erent thresholds. Top graph (a) depicts the bid and ask prices of EUR/USD

over a physical time span ranging from 06-02-2007 06:34:37 to 12-02-2007 12:16:21. Graph

(b) captures price movements in (a) over an intrinsic time scale de�ned by a threshold of

4xdc = 0.4%. It shows two directional change events (one upward and one downward).

Graph (c) captures price movements in (a) over an intrinsic time scale de�ned by much smaller

threshold of 4xdc = 0.05%. It provides more information, showing several upward and

downward price movement events. However, the general trend of the price series over the six

day period is not any more visible as it is in (b).
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Therefore, to bene�t from di�erent threshold sizes at the same time, we de�ne our

intrinsic time scale using an4xdc threshold that is further discretised into smaller events,

referred to as sub-clocks. A sub-clock can be of any threshold size4xsc, where 4xdc >
4xsc > 0. Sub-clock events are computed in exactly the same way as directional change

events in Algorithm 5.1. However, we call them sub-clocks as they are aligned with the

main total price movement event TPM .

Figure 5.4 shows how we discretise the �rst upward price movement event (TPM :

4xdc = 0.4%) depicted in Figure 5.3 into smaller sub-clocks of di�erent threshold sizes

of 4xsc (0.2 %, 0.1%, 0.05%). It is important to note that sub-clock events exhibit the

same scaling law of eq. 5.1. Hence, the smaller the threshold size of 4xsc, the more sub-

clock events we have during each price movement event. This is illustrated by Table 5.1,

which shows the total number of events in EUR/USD of threshold size4xdc = 0.4% and

the total number of associated sub-clocks over the whole data set period (2.25 years).

This way, we can carry out an in-depth analysis and derive rhythmic patterns of mar-

ket activity on a microscopic level. Moreover, we can synchronize the price movements

of di�erent thresholds 4xdc using the same sub-clock threshold size 4xsc.

Table 5.1: Total number of price movement events of4xdc = 0.4% and the total number

of associated sub-clocks that occurred over the data set period (2.25 years). For the sub-

clocks events, we use di�erent threshold sizes of 4xsc(0.2%, 0.1% and 0.05%)

4xdc Total nb of events 4xsc Total nb of sub-clocks

0.4% 1,762

0.2% 6,430

0.1% 22,068

0.05% 69,284
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Figure 5.4: Discretising the �rst TPM (upward move) of Figure 5.3(b) into smaller sub-clocks

of di�erent 4xsc thresholds. Graph (a) depicts the bid and ask prices of EUR/USD over the

physical time span, along which the �rst TMP 4xdc = 0.04% occurred. Graph (b) captures

the total price movement TPM (solid black curve) of threshold 4xdc = 0.4% and discretise

it into smaller sub-clocks of thresholds 4xsc (0.2%, 0.1%, 0.05%).

5.5 Synchronizing Market Activity with Intrinsic

Time

In this section, we explain the methodology for synchronizing market activity with

intrinsic time. We �rst de�ne market activity and classify it into counter trend and

with trend trades. We then describe how we synchronize market activity with the

discretised intrinsic time scale explained in the previous section.
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5.5.1 De�ning Market Activity

Since the Eighties, several economists have conducted a number of surveys to study the

behaviour of market participants in foreign exchange markets, showing that the majority

of traders do not rely only on fundamental information, but also on technical trading.

The literature provides a long stream of research studies and empirical evidence on the

reliance of FX traders on technical analysis and speculative behaviour, especially over

short and medium time horizons [4, 46, 81, 82, 98, 125, 132, 140, 141, 143, 148, 158,

176, 194].

In this chapter we de�ne market activity as the number of trades placed by either

contrarians or trend followers, the two major types of technical traders in the FX market.

Trend followers are those traders who buy when the price (dc event) goes up and sell

when the price (dc event) goes down, whereas contrarians buy when prices are low and

sell when they are high. However, since a trader might already be holding a long or a

short position in the underlying currency, the type of trade placed to follow or counter

the trend depends on the position being held. For instance, a trend following trader who

designates the trend as "up" does not necessarily imply that he/she should be holding a

long position. It does however mean that he/she should not be holding a short position.

In chapter 3, we have tracked OANDA traders' positions from opening to closure

for 2.25 years to validate the quality of the data. As explained earlier in section 3.2.3,

OANDA o�ers its traders the following di�erent types of trades to manage their positions

in the market:

� SellOrder (BuyOrder) trade: A SellOrder SO (BuyOrder BO) increases the

short (long) position while decreases the long (short) position.

� CloseTradeB (CloseTradeS) trade: A CloseTradeB CTB (CloseTradeS CTS)

decreases a long (short) position by closing one previous open buy (sell) order of

the same size.

� ClosePositionB (ClosePositionS) trade: A ClosePositionB CPB (ClosePosi-

tionS CPS ) trade closes out the total open long (short) position of the account

in a certain currency pair.

Taking these trades types into consideration, we classify market activity into two groups:
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1. Counter Trend Trades (CTT) : If the price is moving up (dc>0), trade types

that increase the short position (SellOrder) or decrease the long position (Sel-

lOrder, CloseTradeB, ClosePositionB) are placed. If the price is moving down

(dc<0), trade types that increase the long position (BuyOrder) or decrease the

short position (BuyOrder,CloseTradeS,ClosePositionS) are placed.

CTT =

SO ∪ CTB ∪ CPB if dc > 0

BO ∪ CTS ∪ CPS if dc < 0

2. With Trend Trades (WTT) : If the price is moving up (dc>0), trade types that

increase the long position (BuyOrder) or decrease the short position (BuyOrder,

CloseTradeS, ClosePositionS) are placed. If the price is moving down (dc<0), trade

types that increase the short position (SellOrder) or decrease the long position

(SellOrder, CloseTradeB, ClosePositionB) are placed.

WTT =

BO ∪ CTS ∪ CPS if dc > 0

SO ∪ CTB ∪ CPB if dc < 0

5.5.2 Synchronization Methodology of Market Activity

To analyse traders' behaviour along price movements, we need to synchronize their

activity with each sub-clock of each price movement event of a given scale. As de�ned

in the previous section, traders' activity is classi�ed into either counter trend or with

trend trades. So, for each sub-clock we count the number of CTT/WTT placed by

traders, searching for any signi�cant behavioural patterns along the sub-clocks of each

total price movement event (TPM). This way, we can also di�erentiate between traders'

activity during the directional change and the overshoot sections of TPM .

However, sub-clocks are not necessarily synchronized with the starting and ending

points of the dc and os sections of the total price movement TPM . This is illustrated

by Figure 5.5, which depicts only one TPM of 4xdc = 0.4% . This is the same price

movement event used in Figure 5.4. The price move is discretised into smaller sub-clocks

of 4xsc = 0.1%, where each sub-clock can have one of the following locations within the

TPM :

� Within the dc section of the TPM , such as SCt1−t2 in Figure 5.5.
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� Between the dc section and the os section of the TPM , such as SCt7−t8 in

Figure 5.5. As illustrated, the part of the sub-clock that takes place in the dc

section is from t7 to t8, whereas the part that takes place in the os section is from

t8 to t9.

� Within the os section of the TPM , such as SCt13−t14 in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Synchronizing sub-clocks with dc and os sections of the total price movement

(TPM). This graph captures one TPM (4xdc = 0.4%) of the EUR/USD price series for a

period of three days. This is the same TPM depicted in Figure 5.4. The TPM is decomposed

into a directional change dc (black solid line) and an overshoot os section (black dashed line).

Discretising this TPM into sub-clocks of 4xdc = 0.1%, we �nd that these sub-clocks are not

always exactly synchronized with the starting and ending ticks of the dc and os sections of the

TPM . The ticks of the intrinsic time scale represent the triggers of the TPM and its sub-clocks

events.
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For sub-clocks that take place totally within the dc or os section, we have no syn-

chronization problem. However, for those sub-clocks that transition within one price

movement, from the dc to the os section, we need to account for the right activity

proportion in each section of the price movement TPM . The following is an illustra-

tive example of how to compute the synchronized activity over the TPM depicted in

Figure 5.5. For simpli�cation we use the following notations:

NTPM for total TPM activity, which is either total CTT or total WTT.

Ndc for total activity of the dc section of TPM .

Nos for total activity of the os section of TPM .

nsct−t+1 for total activity of one sub-clock starting t and ending t+ 1, where t is the

timestamp at which the sub-clock event ticks, and t+ 1 is the timestamp at

which the following sub-clock event triggers.

NTPM=Ndc +Nos

Ndc =
6∑

t=1

nsct−t+1 + nsct7−t9 ·
t8 − t7
t9 − t7

Nos = nsct7−t9 ·
t9 − t8
t9 − t7

+
26∑
t=9

nsct−t+1

5.6 Deciphering Market Activity Along Intrinsic

Time

In the previous sections, we have explained how to de�ne a discretised intrinsic time

scale, using price movement and sub-clock events, and how to synchronize market ac-

tivity along this time scale. In this section, we decipher the FX market activity of our

unique high frequency data set along a discretised intrinsic time scale, de�ned by all

price movement events, of a given threshold, and their sub-clocks that occurred over the
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2.25 years of the data set period. We analyse the behaviour of counter and with trend

trades of our real transaction data set both during the directional change and the over-

shoot sections of the di�erent price movement events. Our analysis reveals new results

about FX market dynamics. We report new empirical evidence about market liquidity

behaviour during price overshoots that are valid across all magnitudes of price events.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst study that empirically demonstrates FX

activity behaviour during price overshoots.

5.6.1 Visualising FX Activity Patterns Along Intrinsic Time

To visualise FX activity patterns along the discretised intrinsic time, de�ned in section 5.4,

we need to plot the absolute count number of CTT andWTT that took place during each

sub-clock of each total price movement event TPM . If we plot such activity over the

physical timestamps at which the price movement events and their sub-clocks occurred,

no message will be conveyed about the activity pattern. This is illustrated by Figure 5.6,

which depicts the number of CTT/WTT over the 0.4% price movement events and their

relevant sub-clocks (0.2%, 0.1%, 0.05%) for the 2.25 year data set period.

Therefore, to detect possible market activity patterns, we manipulate the dimen-

sions along which the data are plotted. So, instead of plotting the activity over the

timestamps, at which the price movement events and their sub-clocks occurred, we now

use intrinsic time scale dimensions. As illustrated by Figure 5.7, we set the x dimension

for the price movement events (os and dc sections) , the y dimension for the sub-clocks

of each event, and the z dimension for the normalised activity number that takes place

at each sub-clock for each event. We normalise the activity by dividing the number of

CTT (WTT) of each event sub-clock EiSCj by the total number of CTT (WTT) that

occurred during the whole event Ei including both the directional change and overshoot

periods (see eq. 5.2 and 5.3). This way, we can visualise the activity share of each

sub-clock event relative to the total price movement activity.

NCTTEiSCj
=
CTTEiSCj

CTTEi

(5.2)

NWTTEiSCj
=
WTTEiSCj

WTTEi

(5.3)
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Figure 5.6: Number of a) counter and b) with trend trades over the 0.4% main price movement

events and its relevant sub-clocks (0.2%, 0.1%, 0.05%) for the 2.25 year data set period. The

time scale represents the physical timestamps at which each price movement (TPM) or sub-

clock (SC) event occurred.

Figure 5.7 is used here only for illustration purposes. It shows the pattern of nor-

malised counter trend trades (NCTT) along the 0.2% sub-clocks of the price movement

events 4xdc = 0.4%. Although, we base our discretisation analysis on a much smaller

sub-clock than the threshold used in Figure 5.7, yet we report here general properties

that apply on all price movement thresholds using whatever sub-clock, indicating new

features of FX market dynamics.

The most remarkable observation is the deminishing market liquidity along the vari-

ous 0.4% price movement events depicted by Figure 5.7. For all captured events, we can

clearly observe a decaying activity in the overshoot period, an important �nding that
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has not previously been reported in the literature.

However, it is important to note that even though each price movement is composed

of a dc section and an os section, it does not necessarily have sub-clock events of a

speci�ed threshold 4xsc during its overshoot period. This is due to the fact that each

price movement event can have a various number of sub-clocks. As mentioned earlier

in Table 5.1, a 2.25 year time span of EUR/USD has 1,762 directional change events of

4xdc = 0.4% that can be discretised into 6,430 sub-clocks of 4xsc = 0.2%. However,

these sub-clocks are not evenly distributed among the di�erent price movement events.

As shown in Figure 5.7, each price movement event can have from 1 to 27 sub-clocks.

So, in some cases, we have events with no sub-clocks during the overshoot period of the

main price movement event, i.e., a price move of 0.2% has not occurred along the os

section of the 0.4% main price movement.

Naturally, for those events with no sub-clocks during the overshoot period, we cannot

observe any diminishing market liquidity. To overcome this, we need to choose a very

small threshold size of for 4xsc, so that more sub-clock events can take place during

both the dc and os sections of the main total price movement event TPM .

Therefore, from this point onwards, we base our analysis on very small �xed size sub-

clock to account for all possible microscopic market activity patterns. We use a sub-clock

of 4xsc = 0.05% to discretise price movements of di�erent thresholds 4xdc(0.6%, 0.4%,

0.2%). This will be further illustrated and discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 5.7: Normalised number of counter trend trades (NCTT) over the 0.2% sub-clocks of

price movement events of threshold 4xdc = 0.4% for the whole data set period (2.25 years).

As each event has a variable number of sub-clocks during the dc and os periods, they have been

aligned on a �xed size window composed of two sections. The size of the �rst window section

is the max nb of sub-clocks during the dc period. The size of the second window section is the

max nb of sub-clocks during the os period. The activity generally decays of the end of the os

period.

5.6.2 DiminishingMarket Liquidity During Overshoot Periods

In this section, we undertake an in-depth analysis of the diminishing market liquidity

for the various currency pairs supplied by OANDA; EUR/USD, USD/JPY, AUD/USD

and GBP/USD. For each currency pair, we decipher the market activity along di�erent

intrinsic time scales of4xdc (0.6%, 0.4%, 0.2%), where each scale is discretised into sub-

clocks of 4xsc = 0.05%. Table 5.2 shows the total number of price movement events
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TPM of the di�erent thresholds and the associated total number of 0.05% sub-clock

events for each currency pair.

Table 5.2: Total number of price movement events and the associated sub-clocks of over

the whole data set period (2.25 years) for the currency pairs : EUR/USD, USD/JPY,

AUD/USD, GBP/USD. For the price movement (TPM) events, we use di�erent thresh-

old sizes 4xdc(0.6%, 0.4%, 0.2%). All price movements are discritzed into sub-clocks of

4xsc = 0.05%.

4xdc = 0.6% 4xdc = 0.4% 4xdc = 0.2%

EUR/USD
Total nb of TPM 780 1,762 6,472

Total nb of 0.05% sub-clocks 69,256 69,284 69,264

USD/JPY
Total nb of TPM 1,093 2,420 8,944

Total nb of 0.05% sub-clocks 91,654 91,650 91,604

AUD/USD
Total nb of TPM 2,150 4,548 14,866

Total nb of 0.05% sub-clocks 124,491 124,452 124,227

GBP/USD
Total nb of TPM 907 1,956 6,965

Total nb of 0.05% sub-clocks 64,426 64,426 64,380

As illustrated in Table 5.2, using a small sub-clock threshold of 0.05% generates

tens of thousands of sub-clock events, making its visualisation the same way as is done

in Figure 5.7 very complex. Therefore, we use 2D graphs to depict the pattern �ow

of market activity (NCTT/NWTT) over the di�erent sub-clocks. However, since, each

price movement event has a variable number of sub-clocks, we normalise the x-axis sub-

clock ticks, so that all price moves have the same starting and ending points, i.e. the

same number of sub-clocks. We apply Algorithm 5.2 for the sub-clock ticks (x-axis)

normalisation.
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Algorithm 5.2 Normalisation of Sub-clock Ticks
Input:

X = (sc1, sc2, ..., scn) //Vector of sub-clocks activities for one event of 4xdc
maxCount

/* maxCount is the desired number of sub-clock ticks along which to normalise the market activity. We

set it as the maximum nb of the 0.05% sub-clocks that occurred for all events of a sepeci�c 4xdc*/
Output:

S //Normalized vector of sub-clocks activities of one event of 4xdcof length maxCount

Begin

count← length(X); //number of sub-clocks in vector X

f ← count/maxCount;

r ← 0; S ← []; //initialize variables

For j ← 1 : maxCount

v←Xj+r;

s← f ∗ v; //compute the fractional activity of the relevant subclock

S ← [S; s];

r ← v − s; //remaining activity that will be added to following sub-clock

End

End

Normalising the sub-clock ticks and depicting the FX activity �ow over price move-

ment events spanning 2.25 years, we observe a consistent behaviour for all directional

change thresholds across the di�erent currency pairs. Both counter and with trend

traders show high trading intensity at the beginning of the price move. They then

decrease their activity gradually as the price move continues, whereas the minimum

activity is at the end of the overshoot period. Figures 5.8- 5.11 show the diminishing

market liquidity (NCTT/NWTT) over the sub-clocks of the di�erent directional change

events for EUR/USD, USD/JPY, AUD/USD and GBP/USD respectively.

By this analysis, we provide empirical evidence of new FX market dynamics during

price overshoots that are valid across all magnitudes of the price movement events of

the di�erent currency pairs.
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Figure 5.8: EUR/USD normalised counter and with trend trades over the 0.05% sub-clocks

of di�erent price movement events ( 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The blue

dots represent the normalised activity of each sub-clock in each price movement event. Refer

to Table 5.2 for the number of events of each threshold 4xdc and the associated number of

sub-clocks. The solid red line is a simple average of the activity in each sub-clock tick of the

x-axis. A deminishing market liquidity is observable for both NCTT and NWTT during the

overshoot period of all price movements.
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Figure 5.9: USD/JPY normalised counter and with trend trades over the 0.05% sub-clocks

of di�erent price movement events ( 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The blue

dots represent the normalised activity of each sub-clock in each price movement event. Refer

to Table 5.2 for the number of events of each threshold 4xdc and the associated number of

sub-clocks. The solid red line is a simple average of the activity in each sub-clock tick of the

x-axis. A diminishing market liquidity is observable for both NCTT and NWTT during the

overshoot period of all price movements.
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Figure 5.10: AUD_USD normalised counter and with trend trades over the 0.05% sub-clocks

of di�erent price movement events ( 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The blue

dots represent the normalised activity of each sub-clock in each price movement event. Refer

to Table 5.2 for the number of events of each threshold 4xdc and the associated number of

sub-clocks. The solid red line is a simple average of the activity in each sub-clock tick of the

x-axis. A diminishing market liquidity is observable for both NCTT and NWTT during the

overshoot period of all price movements.
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Figure 5.11: GBP/USD normalised counter and with trend trades over the 0.05% sub-clocks

of di�erent price movement events ( 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The blue

dots represent the normalised activity of each sub-clock in each price movement event. Refer

to Table 5.2 for the number of events of each threshold 4xdc and the associated number of

sub-clocks. The solid red line is a simple average of the activity in each sub-clock tick of the

x-axis. A diminishing market liquidity is observable for both NCTT and NWTT during the

overshoot period of all price movements.
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5.6.3 Further Deciphering of the Overshoot Period

In this section, we further decipher the overshoot period in attempt to explain the reason

behind its stoppage. As shown in the previous section, both NCTT and NWTT behave

similarly over the discretised price movement events and reach their minimum during

the overshoot period. Despite this very similar pattern �ow, we �nd that the intensity

of NCTT and NWTT di�ers along the sub-clocks of each price movement event. This

is revealed by analysing the cumulative di�erence between NCTT and NWTT over the

di�erent sub-clocks (eq. 5.4). For each event sub-clock EiSCj, we cumulate the di�erence

between NCTT and NWTT of all sub-clocks preceding sub-clock SCj of the same event

Ei.

The results of the cumulative di�erence between NCTT and NWTT for all studied

currency pairs over the sub-clocks of the di�erent price movements are depicted in

Figure 5.12. We �nd that with trend trades usually exceed counter trend ones at the

beginning of the price movement. This behaviour then reverses, and counter trend

trades become much more intense relative to with trend trades. As the price movement

continues, both NCTT and NWTT decrease, as shown in the previous section, but still

with the superiority of NCTT over NWTT. This �nding is consistent across all scales

for all currency pairs, indicating that price overshoots stop due to more participants

placing counter trend trades. This means that, with this diminishing market liquidity,

a small with trend order at the end of the price move can stimulate the underlying price

trend.

Given this important information about FX traders' behaviour during overshoot

periods, we do not only visualise the general trend of the FX market movement but also

the small events (sub-clocks) leading to this movement.

CumDi�EiSCj
=

j∑
k=0

NCTTEiSCk
−NWTTEiSCk

(5.4)
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative di�erence between NCTT and NWTT over the normalised 0.05%

sub-clocks of di�erent price movement events spanning 2.25 years. Each row represents the

cumulative di�erence between NCTT and NWTT for a certain currency pair over the following

price movement events thresholds: (1stcol: 4xdc = 0.2%, 2ndcol: 4xdc = 0.4%, 3rdcol: 4xdc =

0.6%).

5.7 Market Liquidity and Price Tick Patterns

One of the well-known stylized facts with regard to �nancial time series is the heavy

tailed empirical distribution of price changes in both stock and foreign exchange markets.

A great deal of supporting evidence can be found in [49, 91, 100, 127, 135, 147], where
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all researchers agree that price returns are fat tailed over short time horizons, with a

higher probability of extreme events than in a Gaussian random walk model.

Several theories have been developed for explaining this statistical regularity. The

most widely accepted theory is the strong role of trading volume �uctuations in de-

termining asset price changes [36, 47, 84]. However, this theory has been criticized in

a comprehensive empirical study by [74] showing that trading volume is not the key

factor. According to [74], heavy tailed returns can be observed on a microscopic time

scale and the size of price changes is not a�ected by the volume of orders. In [74], price

changes are associated with liquidity �uctuations, in other words, the market's ability

to ful�l new market orders. This view is also supported by [183], where an agent based

model of a double-auction market is set up to simulate liquidity �uctuations through

the emergence of order book gaps. They show that liquidity changes are the main cause

for large price changes or heavy tailed return distributions.

In this section, we check the impact of market liquidity on price changes, but on

a micrsocopic level. We measure price changes by price ticks moves pattern over the

di�erent sub-clocks. A price tick move is generally calculated as the di�erence between

the mid price from one tick and the next. A tick is a bid/ask pair, whereas the mid

price m is the average price ((bid + ask)/2). Since a sub-clock can have n price ticks,

then a sub-clock price move SPV represents the total number of price moves between

the di�erent n ticks in the sub-clock (eq. 5.5).

SPV =
n∑

k=0

|mk −mk+1| (5.5)

Analysing the SPV pattern over the 0.05% sub-clocks of the di�erent intrinsic time

scales (4xdc: 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%), we �nd a consistent pattern of price changes, even on

this microscopic level. As depicted by Figures 5.13- 5.16, we �nd that the SPV pattern

over the di�erent sub-clocks follow the same decaying pattern of market liquidity for all

underlying currency pairs. The SPV decreases, the more we approach the end of the

overshoot period of the price movement event. This pattern suggests a strong association

between microscopic market liquidity and microscopic exchange rate price changes in

the FX market. This is in line with the stock market �ndings by [36, 74, 183], where

liquidity �uctuations are found to be the prime reason for price changes.
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Figure 5.13: EUR/USD price ticks moves (SPV ) over the normalised 0.05% sub-clocks of

di�erent price movement events (0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The solid red

line is a simple average of SPV in each sub-clock tick of the x-axis. SPV decreases the more

it approaches the overshoot period.

Figure 5.14: AUD/USD price ticks moves (SPV ) over the normalised 0.05% sub-clocks of

di�erent price movement events (0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The solid red

line is a simple average of SPV in each sub-clock tick of the x-axis. SPV decreases the more

it approaches the overshoot period.
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Figure 5.15: USD/JPY price ticks moves (SPV ) over the normalised 0.05% sub-clocks of

di�erent price movement events (0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The solid red

line is a simple average of SPV in each sub-clock tick of the x-axis. SPV decreases the more

it approaches the overshoot period.

Figure 5.16: GBP/USD price ticks moves (SPV ) over the normalised 0.05% sub-clocks of

di�erent price movement events (0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6% ) spanning 2.25 years. The solid red

line is a simple average of SPV in each sub-clock tick of the x-axis. SPV decreases the more

it approaches the overshoot period.
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5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we carry out the �rst study of its kind that synchronizes and deciphers

FX market activity along price movement events, and in particular the price overshoot

period. A price overshoot is of special importance as it measures the excess price move

of a given threshold. The longer the overshoot, the higher the imbalance in the market

for the speci�ed threshold.

The results of this study have been only enabled by utilizing the intrinsic time scale.

The concept of intrinsic time samples the tick price data at points, where there is a

price action (movement) of a given threshold, and zooms into the market behaviour

between these focal points. The approach yields valuable microscopic insight in how

FX market activity changes as the price movement progresses. We discover that market

activity declines as the price overshoots. This diminishing market liquidity has in turn

a strong impact on price ticks changes, which follow the same decaying pattern during

price overshoots.

We �nd that a price overshoot stops due to more market participants placing counter

trend trades acting against the market force. This discovery indicates that already small

imbalances of market activity in large overshoots can alter the price trajectory. Having

this valuable information, we can also identify when the market would be vulnerable to

the placement of large orders, and the impact of opening counter trend or with trend

positions on price overshoots, and hence on the global FX market price move.
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Chapter 6

Formalisation of Market Dynamics

To understand �nancial markets and prevent crisis we need to analyse market
microstructure. This chapter introduces market-calculus, as a new approach, to
formalise market dynamics. We de�ne calculus to analyse market processes and
feedback loops like cascading margin calls, which exist in both FX and stock markets,
in the context of a simple double auction market model. The objective to get a better
understanding of risk scenarios, not to forecast exogenous order �ow. The price
trajectory is determined by the present market state and new orders arriving in
the market. By studying the market microstructure, we can compute the impact
of orders of any size, or how big a sell order has to be to cause the market to
fall by a certain percentage. Using this formalism reduces ambiguity and enables
rigorous reasoning. An algorithm for risk assessment is proposed and implemented
in a double auction demo simulator that is based on the same calculus logic. The
demo simulator demonstrates the potentiality of the market-calculus approach in
understanding market microstructure. Real markets are more complex than the
models presented here, but this chapter is a step towards building a solid foundation
for studying market models.

6.1 Introduction

For many years, researchers have adopted various approaches, trying to understand the

market behaviour and its dynamics with an ultimate goal of avoiding or reducing losses,

enhancing market performance, and most important providing early warning signals

for crashes, especially after the last world crisis [41]. According to [165], this can be

only achieved by digging deeper into �nancial markets and tracking the tick-by-tick

data generated from the interaction of market participants. This means looking at and

analysing every single price movement and every single observable action (placing an
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order) by each trader in relation to his/her open positions and trading margin [195].

A margin is the minimum amount required to be deposited and held by the investor

relative to the total value of his/her trades. Given that this collateral is maintained,

a margin trader can open positions larger than his/her actual balance. In contrast to

other �nancial markets, the FX market can increase its traders' purchasing power up

to 50 times the underlying capital or even more [156]. This is always attractive as long

as the trader makes pro�ts. However, once the account balance depresses below the

speci�ed margin requirement, a margin call is triggered, which closes out the trader's

open position by force. This in turn can have a great impact on the market movement,

since many traders may be trapped in the same situation.

Therefore, in this chapter we study the impact of orders on the market state and on

price movement, when associated with margin trading, an important aspect that has

not been discussed in the literature.

As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, OANDA tries to achieve an open transparent

market by publishing the underlying market open short and long positions to help

traders judge the depth of the market for a given currency pair. A 24-hour summary of

open positions held by OANDA's clients on any given day, shows that many traders incur

losses by getting trapped on the wrong side of the market move. This is illustrated in

Figure 6.1, which depicts the summary of OANDA's traders' open positions on December

13, 2012. We can clearly observe that traders get locked into counter trend positions,

and herding behaviour comes about. When the market price moves up, a large number

of traders get locked into a short position against the current trend, and when the

market price moves down, a large number of traders are long against the falling price,

hence end up making losses as shown in Figure 6.1. With such an imbalance, any small

'random price spike', for whatever reason, can trigger margin calls to close out losing

positions of many traders. For instance, if a trader was short and the price moves up

to an extent that a margin call is triggered, then the trader's short position is closed

by buying the underlying traded currency, which increases the price imbalance. Thus,

with many traders locked into losses as depicted in Figure 6.1, several market buy (sell)

orders will take place to close out the counter trend losing positions. This in turn will

amplify the price move, triggering further margin calls and close-outs [167]. According

to [165, 167] cascading margin calls can cause dangerous price moves.

To understand these market dynamics and prevent possible crisis, we study the
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market microstructure using a new microscopic event-based approach. In this chapter,

we introduce market-calculus as a new approach for de�ning and formalising market

mechanisms in a scienti�c way. It is based on the observation that every mechanism in

a market is by design [195]. Consequently, the market clearance process of new orders

placed into the market can be written down and formalised. The usage of formal logic

reduces ambiguity and enables rigorous reasoning and studying of micro-behaviour.

To illustrate the potential of the market-calculus approach, we use a simpli�ed ver-

sion of the popular double-auction market model. The FX market maker model cannot

be used in this scope due to its complexity and the lack of knowledge of this model in

the literature. Yet, the concept of cascading margin calls and its impact on market price

is the same. By formalising the market mechanism using market-calculus, we are able

to compute the impact of any placed order and the percentage by which the market

would fall, when placing a sell order of a speci�c size. We also propose an algorithm for

assessing market risk. Having this de�nite formalisation, we then implement a double

auction demo simulator that demonstrates market clearance dynamics, feedback loops

and market risk assessment.

Real markets are more complex than the market models presented in this chapter.

Yet, we demonstrate how a new approach like the market-calculus can build a solid

foundation for studying and formalising complex market models. The rest of this chapter

is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the market-calculus approach. Section 6.3

formalises the dynamics of a simple double auction market model. Using this formal

logic, we propose an algorithm for assessing market risk in section 6.3. The algorithm,

in addition to the formalised market clearance model are then simulated in section 6.5.

Conclusions are given in section 6.6.
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Figure 6.1: OANDA FX Open Positions: A 24-hour summary of a) non-cumulative and

b) cumulative open positions held by OANDA's clients on Dec 13, 2012 16:20 UTC. Each

graph quadrant shows whether positions are long or short and whether entry price points

are below or above the market price (horizontal green line) at the time the snapshot was

taken. Number of positions at each price level is shown as a percentage of the maximum

number of all open positions during the past 24 hours. The orange colour in the top

left and bottom right quadrants indicates traders with pro�table open positions. The

blue colour in the top right and bottom left quadrants indicates traders with losing open

positions. Source: www.fxtrade.OANDA.com

6.2 The Market-Calculus Approach

The fact that classical economics have not captured many of the complex �nancial

markets dynamics (e.g. see [164, 189]), has opened the gate for other various research

approaches. One novel approach to market studies is based on actual observations of how

market participants behave [189, 190], with the attempt to model the micro-behaviour

of markets and discover general dynamics [1, 87].

Following the same methodology, we introduce a new event-based approach, the
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market calculus, in which we closely look at every single action by the trader and study

its e�ect on both the trader and the whole market. This approach is still in its infancy.

We look at simple market models, and attempt to de�ne the market dynamics formally.

The intended contribution of this chapter is not in modelling micro-behaviour, but in

formalising such models and analysing their properties, to examine what can be usefully

inferred from market information.

In the de�ned calculus, the world is described by states, which are changed by

events. In this chapter, we limit our attention to buy and sell events initiated by mar-

ket participants. Even though the behaviour of market participants may in general be

unpredictable, certain inferences can be made. Given a set of buy and sell orders, the

calculus can de�ne state transitions. We can make an analogy with weather forecasts,

where we may not know the long term weather changes, but we can predict the imme-

diate future given the current state; e.g. air �ows from high pressure to low pressure

regions.

Event calculus is useful for reasoning [45, 114, 145]. Shanahan states: �The event

calculus is a logical mechanism that infers what's true when given what happens when

and what actions do� [187]. Although we have not adopted conventional event calculus,

this chapter formalises the components relevant to the calculus of market transitions. It

highlights the fact that the consequences of an order, which are the only events consid-

ered in this chapter, can be complex: the consequences are dependent on the positions

and margins held by market participants. With this analysis, one can determine, for

example, how big orders need to be to cause market crashes.

This chapter formalises the obvious. But it is better to state the obvious with

mathematical rigor rather than ambiguity, which needs repeated clari�cation later in

our research. Besides, what is obvious to some may not be obvious to others. Stating

the obvious through a formal description enables us to study micro-behaviour rigorously.

6.3 Market Clearance Models

In this section, we formalise two models for market clearance in a double auction market.

The �rst model is a simplistic one and describes the calculus for ful�lling new orders

entered into the market. The second model extends the �rst one and describes the

calculus of the impact of any order on the market price with respect to traders' positions
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and margin constraints. Finally, we propose a general form for the calculus of any market

maker model. The latter is not implemented in the demo simulator in section 6.5.

6.3.1 Model 1: Simple Market Clearance

This model is de�ned under a double auction market.

State+Orders→ State

Where:

State = Queue_Pro�le = (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue)

Bid_Queue = ((order1, price1, volume1), (order2, price2, volume2),

. . . ,(ordern, pricebq, volumebq))

where price1 > price1 > . . . pricebq

O�er_Queue = ((order1, price1, volume1), (order2, price2, volume2),

. . . ,(ordern, pricebq, volumebq))

where price1 < price2 < . . . pricebq

The Bid_Queue comprises the bids to buy. The O�er_Queue comprises the o�ers

to sell. Buy (sell) orders having the same price are not merged.

Orders refer to a sequence of orders, where each order is either a bid or an o�er,

together with its volume.

Orders = (Order1, Order2, . . . , Ordern)

We assume that the orders are processed in sequence:

State+ (Order1, Order2, . . . , Ordern) → (State + Order1) + (Order2, . . . , Ordern)

For simplicity, we assume only two types of orders. A market order is to buy or sell at

the market price. A limit order is to buy a certain volume up to a price speci�ed, or

to sell a certain volume above a price speci�ed. For notional convenience, we write a

market buy order as a limit buy order with the price set at in�nity; a market sell order

sets its price to minus in�nity.

Order = (Order_No, Order_Type, Price, Volume)

Order_Type = bid | o�er

Order_No = Oi
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We de�ne a symbol Inf , which stands for both in�nity and minus in�nity. We write

a market buy order as (buy, Inf , Volume), a market sell order as (sell, Inf , Volume).

The calculus for clearance of a limit sell order can be de�ned below.

Let

Bid_Queue1 = ((O1, P1, V1), (O2, P2, V2) . . . )

O�er_Queue1 = ((O3, P3, V3), (O4 , P4, V4), . . . )

Limit_Order = (On, sell, Pn, Vn).

The calculus for a limit order is very simple. If the price of the sell order is less than

or equal to at least the bid order at the head of the bid queue, the limit order can

be fully or partially ful�lled. The sell order of volume Vn removes from the head of

the Bid_Queue (P1, V1) the minimum of Vn or V1. If Vn is greater than V1, then the

head of the Bid_Queue is removed. If the limit price is reached, clearing stops and the

remaining unful�lled sell order joins the o�er queue. If the limit price is not yet reached,

clearing continues with the remaining Bid_Queue until Vn is reduced to 0. If the price

of the limit sell order is larger than the �rst bid order in the bid queue, then the sell

limit order joins the o�er queue. This can be formalised as follows.

(((O1, P1, V1), (O2, P2, V2),. . . ), ((O3, P3, V3), (O3, P3, V3), . . . ))

+(On, sell, Pn, Vn) → (((O1, P1, V1), (O2, P2, V2),. . . ),

((O3, P3, V3), (O4 ,P4, V4), . . . ) ⊕ (On, sell, Pn, Vn))

if P1 < Pn

(((O1, P1, V1 −(min(V1, Vn)), (O2, P2, V2), . . . ), ((O3, P3, V3), (O4, P4, V4), . . . ))

+ (On, sell, Pn, Vn −(min(V1, Vn))); Transaction Price (TP ) = Pn is de�ned

if P1 ≥ Pn

The + operation is recursive whenP1 ≥ Pn, in which case transaction takes place; it

stops when P1 < Pn or Vn is reduced to 0. Here ⊕ is the queue joining operator which

simply put the orders in ascending order according to their prices1. Cleared orders are

removed from the bid queue:

1In functional programming convention, ⊕ is de�ned below:
((P1, V1), (P2, V2), . . . ) ⊕ (sell, P, V) →
((P, V), (P1, V1), (P2, V2), . . . ) if P < P1
((P1, V1), ((P2, V2), . . . )⊕ (sell, P, V))) if P ≥ P1
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((O1, P1, 0), (O2, P2, V2),. . . ) → ((O2, P2, V2), . . . )

In the above rule, we highlight Transaction Price (TP ) at the point where it is de�ned.

We shall refer to it later.

Limit buy orders are handled symmetrically.

In the calculus above, the clearing of a market order is exactly the same as the

limit order, except that market orders do not have limit prices and hence are always

completely ful�lled as long as there are buyers (sellers). They do not join the bid or

o�er queues. Generally, the handling of unmatched large market orders depends on the

order book con�guration of the trading system.

6.3.1.1 Example 1 for Model 1

With Model 1, the calculus for computing state transition is straight-forward. This

example shows the state change for a given market order.

State1.1 = (Bid_Queue1.1, O�er_Queue1.1)

Bid_Queue1.1 = ((O1, 1.60, 2500), (O2, 1.59, 2000), (O3, 1.58, 2500),

(O4, 1.57, 1500), (O5, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Queue1.1 = ((O6, 1.61, 3000), (O7, 1.62, 2000), (O8, 1.63, 1500))

Let

Order1.1 = (Order9, Order10, Order11), where

Order9= (O9, sell, Inf , 5000)

Order10= (O10, buy, 1.57, 1000)

Order11= (O11, buy, 1.62, 6000)

With Order9, which is a market order, the following transactions ensue:

2500 will be transacted at 1.60

This will result in the Bid_Queue being reduced to:

(O2, 1.59, 2000), (O3, 1.58, 2500), (O4, 1.57, 1500), (O5, 1.56, 4000))

Next, the following two transactions will take place:

2000 will be transacted at 1.59

500 will be transacted at 1.58
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The resulting state is:

State1.2 = (Bid_Queue1.2, O�er_Queue1.2)

Bid_Queue1.2 = ((O3, 1.58, 2000), (O4, 1.57, 1500), (O5, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Queue1.2 = O�er_Queue1.1

With Limit_Order10, the o�er queue is not changed as the price of the buy limit order is

less than the price of the head of the o�er queue. Since Limit_Order10 is not matched;

it is added to the bid queue.

The resulting state is:

State1.3 = (Bid_Queue1.3, O�er_Queue1.3)

Bid_Queue1.3 = ((O3, 1.58, 2000), (O4, 1.57, 1500), (O10, 1.57, 1000),

(O5, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Queue1.3 = O�er_Queue1.2

With Limit_Order11 (to buy 6000 with limit price 1.62), the o�er queue is changed.

Since the price 1.62 is greater than or equal to the �rst two orders in the o�er queue,

the following transactions will take place:

3000 will be transacted at 1.61

2000 will be transacted at 1.62

The remaining 1000 units will join the bid queue. Therefore, the resulting state is:

State1.4 = (Bid_Queue1.4, O�er_Queue1.4)

Bid_Queue1.4 = ((O11, 1.62, 1000), (O3, 1.58, 2000), (O4, 1.57, 1500),

(O10, 1.57, 1000), (O5, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Queue1.4 = ((O8, 1.63, 1500))

6.3.2 Model 2: Market Clearance when Positions and Margins

are considered

The market dynamics will change when traders trade with margins. A trader with

margin m, where 0<m≤1, will pay up only proportion m of the value that it trades. We

make the following assumptions in our analysis:

Assumption 2.1. For a trader with a short (long) position with margin m, its position

is closed automatically when the price rises (falls) by more than m.
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For example, a trader who trades with a margin of 4% will have its short position

closed automatically when the price rises by 4% or more.

Assumption 2.2. All consequences of an automatic position closure take place before

any new event occurs.

Today, market orders are cleared by computer programs, which will typically handle

one order at a time. A program must clearly specify how orders are processed even

if they reach the computer simultaneously with parallel hardware. A calculus can be

written down for every clearly de�ned clearing mechanism. Without loss of generality,

we assume in this chapter that the market clearing process cannot be interrupted. We

assume that the recursive application of the rule will not be interrupted before the

clearing mechanism handles new orders.

Assumption 2.32. We assume that a position cannot be adjusted and is only opened by

a market or limit order. Position closure takes place automatically through margin calls.

The relaxation of this assumption does not a�ect the generality of the results shown in

our chapter.

Assumption 2.4. We assume that the orders, positions and margins are available.

Under this model, the description of a state must include traders' position pro�les:

State = (Queue_Pro�le, Position_Pro�le)

Where:

Queue_Pro�le = (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue)

Position_Pro�le = {Position | Position = (Position_Code, Position_Type,

Volume, Value, Price, Margin)}

Position_No= P (Oi), where Oi is the Order_No of the order opening the position,

given Assumption 2.3

Position_Type = long | short

Value = the value of the order(s) against which the opening position order

has been matched. Given:

2In a real market, a position is constructed via a set of orders. It can be opened, adjusted and
closed by market and limit orders. Position closure takes place as a result of either a margin call or the
trader's decision.
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Bid_Queue = ((O1, P1, V1), (O2, P2, V2), .., (On−1, Pn−1, Vn−1))

Order= (On, sell, Inf , V n)

P (On)Value = (P1× min(V1,Vn)) + (P2 × min(V2, (Vn - min(Vn,V2)))+...

+ (Pn−1× min(Vn−1,Vn - min(. . . .)))

Price= Unit Price= Value/Volume

The clearance calculus is exactly the same as in Model 1, except that new events, namely

new orders, can be triggered by state transitions.

The last transaction price (TP ) is de�ned by the order clearing rule described in

Model 1. TP may trigger margin calls, which force some positions to be closed. The

margin-triggered set of new orders is NO:

NO = {(Oi, buy, Inf , V ) | (P (Oi), short, Vol, Val, P, m) ε Position_Pro�le

such that

PÖ (1+m) < TP} ∪ {(Oi, sell, Inf , V ) | (P (Oi), long, Vol, Val P, m)ε

Position_Pro�le such that P× (1−m) > TP}

Orders = Orders + NO

Here we make no assumption on how the set of new orders (NO) join the Orders queue;

i.e. the �+� operator between orders is yet to be de�ned. This is left to future re�nement

of the model.

6.3.2.1 Example 2 for Model 2: The e�ect of margin constraints

The following example shows the state transitions and how new events (which are limited

to market orders in this model) are triggered.

Let

State2.1 = ((Bid_Queue 2.1, O�er_Queue 2.1), Positions 2.1)

BidQueue2.1 = ((O4, 1.60, 2500), (O5, 1.59, 2000), (O6, 1.58, 2500),

(O7, 1.57, 1500), (O8, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Queue2.1= ((O9, 1.61, 3000), (O10, 1.62, 2000), (O11, 1.63, 1500))

Positions2.1 = ((P (O1), long, 4000, 6600, 1.65, 4%),

(P (O2), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 4%),

(P (O3), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 5%))
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For illustration purposes let us assume the following:

1. The position pro�le (Positions2.1) represents the current positions in the market

created from previous orders.

2. Any new position in the market has a margin of 4%

3. Only one market order in the queue: Order2.1 = ((O12, sell, Inf , 5000))

This is the same order that we used in Example 1. When it is cleared, as explained

above, the bid queue will be changed. The state will be changed to:

State2.2 = (Bid_Queue2.2, O�er_Queue2.2, Positions2.2)

Bid_Queue2.2 = ((O6, 1.58, 2000), (O7, 1.57, 1500), (O8, 1.56, 4000))

O�er_Quene2.2 = O�er_Queue2.1

Positions2.2 = ((P (O1), long, 4000, 6600, 1.65 4%),

(P (O2), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 4%),

(P (O3), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 5%),

(P (O4), long, 2500, 4000, 1.60, 4%),

(P (O5), long, 2000, 3180, 1.59, 4%),

(P (O6), long, 500, 790, 1.58, 4%),

(P (O12), short, 5000, 7970, 1.594, 4%))

Where:

P (O12) Value = (1.6×2500)+(1.59×2000)+(1.58×500)= 7970

LastTP= 1.58 (the price of the last matched order in the Queue_Pro�le)

At this point, the bid queue and the position P (O1) together will trigger a new market

order. This is because 1.65Ö(1−4%) = 1.584, which is above the last transaction price,

which was 1.580. Therefore, the margin is exceeded, and this position must be closed

(Assumption 2.1). That means the order queue will be changed to:

Order 2.2 = ((O13, sell, Inf , 4000))

The following transactions take place:

2000 will be transacted at 1.58

1500 will be transacted at 1.57

500 will be transacted at 1.56
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This will change the state to:

State 2.3 = ((Bid_Queue2.3, O�er_Queue2.3), Positions2.3)

Bid_Queue2.3 = ((O8, 1.56, 3500))

O�er_Quene2.3 = O�er_Queue2.2

Positions2.3 = ((P(O2), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 4%),

(P(O3), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 5%),

(P(O4), long, 2500, 4000, 1.60, 4%),

(P(O5), long, 2000, 3180, 1.59, 4%),

(P(O6), long, 2500, 3950, 1.58, 4%),

(P(O12), short, 5000, 7970, 1.594, 4%),

(P(O7), long, 1500, 2355, 1.57, 4%),

(P(O8), long, 500, 780, 1.56, 4%))

Where:

LastTP= 1.56

Note that order O6 has opened a new position P (O6) in State2.2. However, it was

only partially matched. In State2.3, O6 is fully matched. Thus, we do not open a new

position but we update the already opened position P (O6).

The long position P (O2) must be closed when the last transaction price (1.56 in this

case) falls below its margin, which is 1.64Ö(1−4%) = 1.574. This means the order queue

will be updated by the new market order:

Order2.3 = (O14, sell, Inf , 2000)

When the order (sell, Inf , 2000) is matched, 2000 will be transacted at 1.56. This will

reduce the state to:

State 2.4 = ((Bid_Queue2.4, O�er_Queue2.4), Positions2.4)

Bid_Queue2.4 = ((O8, 1.56, 1500))

O�er_Queue2.4 = O�er_Queue2.3

Positions2.4 = ((P(O3), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 5%),

(P(O4), long, 2500, 4000, 1.60, 4%),

(P(O5), long, 2000, 3180, 1.59, 4%),

(P(O6), long, 2500, 3950, 1.58, 4%),

(P(O12),short, 5000, 7970, 1.594, 4%),

(P(O7), long, 1500, 2355, 1.57, 4%),
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(P(O8), long, 2500, 3900, 1.56, 4%))

Where:

LastTP= 1.56

Note that order O8 has opened a new position P (O8) in State2.3. However, O8 was only

partially matched. In State2.4, O8 is fully cleared. Thus, we update the already opened

position P (O8). The position P (O3) will only be closed when the last transaction price

falls below 1.64Ö(1−5%) = 1.558.

To summarize, a single market order of 5000 units led to the closure of two positions,

which led to a total clearance of 11000 units, and a drop of 2.5% (from ≥1.60 to 1.56)

in the market. It should be useful to compute, given a particular state of the market,

how big an order is needed to drop the price by, say, 10%.

Besides, what would happen if the (P(O3), long, 2000, 3280, 1.64, 5%) position has

a 4% margin, instead of 5%? This will mean that this position has to be closed, but

only 1500 of the 2000 will be bought (by the last bid in the queue); the remaining 500

units will not be cleared. The analysis of these properties goes beyond the scope of this

simple calculus

6.3.3 Market Making

The market maker is an aggregator who nets the �ow of buyers and sellers. His pro�t

is a reward for managing the uncertainty of this process. He manages the �ow by

dynamically skewing bid and ask prices. The market maker sets the �bid� and �ask�

price on a tick-by-tick basis. The bid price is the price at which the market maker o�ers

to buy; the ask price is the price at which the market maker o�ers to sell.

State = (Bid_price, Ask_price, MaxVol, Queue_Pro�le, Position_Pro�le)

Where:

Bid_price and Ask_price are the bid and ask prices quoted by the market maker;

MaxVol is the maximum volume that the market maker is willing to deal per order;

Queue_Pro�le and Position_Pro�le are the same as those de�ned in Model 2.

Here we assume that the clearing mechanism is completely automated. The key to the

clearing mechanism is in the way that the market maker updates its bid and ask prices.
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In this research scope, we make no assumption on f, which could vary from market

maker to market maker; f should be a complex function.

Let Bid_price and Ask_price be the bid and ask prices in the current state, and

Bid_price' and Ask_price' be the bid and ask prices in the next state. We generalize

that the market maker sets the Bid_price' and Ask_price' with a function f, with-

out specifying exactly what f is. f is a function that involves Bid_price, Ask_price,

Queue_Pro�le, Position_Pro�le and many other factors, which may include the mar-

ket maker's own position, bid and ask prices by the other market makers, the balance

of payment between countries, interest rates, news and other economic indicators of the

countries involved.

(Bid_price, Ask_price, MaxVol, (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue), Positions)

+(sell, P, V)→
(Bid_price', Ask_price', MaxVol, (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue), Positions)

if P ≤ Bid_price & V ≤ MaxVol

(Bid_price', Ask_price', MaxVol, (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue), Positions)

+ (sell, P, V−MaxVol)

if P ≤ Bid_price & V > MaxVol

(Bid_price', Ask_price', MaxVol, (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue ⊕
(sell, P, V)), Positions)

if P > Bid_price

The queue joining operator ⊕ is de�ned in the Model 1 section. For any well speci�ed

f, we should be able to formalise market making.

6.4 Assessing Market Risk

In this section, we propose two methods for assessing market risk and stability given

the formal logic described above. The �rst method evaluates market fragility at any

point of time by computing the consequential closure and the resulting price drop of

any potential sell order placed into the underlying market state. The second method

assesses market stability by measuring market liquidity, in other words, the extent to

which the market can absorb a new order.
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6.4.1 Consequential Closure

One can compute the consequential closure with respect to margin constraints. By doing

so, one can evaluate the �nal state of any given event. For example, one would be able

to say that �a market order to sell 6 million will lead to a price drop of 4%�. One may

also compute the condition for minimum price changes, e.g. �What is the minimum

size of a market sell order to lead to a price drop of r%?� Answering questions like this

would help to assess the stability of the market and value at risk. It could provide early

warnings.

An algorithm as outlined below returns the volume of a market sell order that would

lead the price to drop to or below price Pdrop. This function traverses the bid queue and

examines the e�ect of hypothetical market sell orders on the underlying market state,

with respect to traders' positions and their margin constraints. The function takes three

inputs; the Queue_Pro�le and the Positions_Pro�le of the underlying market state and

the desired Pdrop. In each iteration of the function, a new market sell order is placed to

walk through the bid queue until Pdrop is reached.

The market sell order is fed into to the procedure closure (Queue_Pro�le, Posi-

tion_Pro�le, Order). The only variable input to closure is the market order, as it has a

di�erent volume in each iteration. The procedure computes the resulting Queue_Pro�le'

after consequential closure is maintained using the calculus shown in the Model 2 Sec-

tion3. This involves matching the market sell order with the bid queue; updating the

market positions pro�le; updating and sorting the queue pro�le; checking for margin

calls and its consequential forced positions closures, while keeping record of the last

transaction price.

3Strictly speaking, the termination condition P1' ≤ Pdrop should be replaced by LTP ≤ Pdrop, where
LTP is the Last transaction price which could be returned by the closure function. This is simpli�ed
for clarity. When the head of the queue in Queue_Pro�le' is below Pdrop, any market order to sell will
drop the price below Pdrop. Therefore, the Volume returned is correct, which is our justi�cation for the
compromise.
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Algorithm 6.1 Market Risk Assessment

Function MinDrop(Queue_Pro�le, Position_Pro�le, Pdrop)

Begin

/* Let Queue_Pro�le = (Bid_Queue, O�er_Queue)

If Bid_Queue is not empty, let it be ((P1, V1), (P2, V2), . . . , (Pbq, Vbq)) */

i � 1; Volume � 0;

Bid_Queue' � Bid_Queue;

// Bid_Queue' is a working structure; if it is not empty, then let its head be (P1', V1')

While P1' > Pdrop and Bid_Queue' is not empty

If (V i ≤ V1') // Vi is the volume at index i of Bid_Queue

Then {Volume � Volume + Vi; i � i + 1}

Else Volume� Volume + V1'; //See if incrementing Volume by V1' makes any di�erence

Queue_Pro�le' � closure(Queue_Pro�le, Position_Pro�le, (o�er, Inf , Volume));

(P1', V1') � Head of the bid queue in Queue_Pro�le'

End While

If P1' > Pdrop Then report that Pdrop cannot be reached in this market as Bid_Queue
is exhausted

Return Volume;

End

The Queue_Pro�le' is a working structure, which is discarded on exit. It is used to

de�ne the potential price P ′1 (head of the bid queue in Queue_Pro�le'), the market would

reach after executing the market sell order. If P ′1>Pdrop, the colure procedure is called

again to evaluate the impact of a bigger market sell order. The algorithm increments i

(which has the e�ect of increasing volume) until enough volume is accumulated to see the

price drop to Pdrop. The function will terminate when Pdrop is reached or when the bid

queue is completely cleared. Once terminated, the function returns the Volume required

to reach Pdrop, giving a preview of the potential multiplied e�ect on the underlying

market once a market sell order of a speci�c volume is placed.
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If the market does not have enough depth, all the buy orders will be exhausted before

Pdrop is reached. Otherwise, there exists a minimum k such that, for all the orders (Pi,

Vi) at the front of the Bid_Queue, Pdrop ≤ Pi and Volume ≤ V1+V2+...+Vk. In the

worst case, Function MinDrop has to go through all such (Pi, Vi)s
4 . Volume increases

monotonically in Function MinDrop. Therefore this function must terminate.

Let M be the list of positions in the Position_Pro�le which margin calls are above

Pdrop. In the worst case, the procedure has to go through all of them. So each cycle of

the �While� loop will have complexity of |M |. Each �Then� part in each cycle of the

�While� loop would increase Volume to include one (Pi, V i) pair. It is more complex to

analyse the number of times that the �Else� part could be entered. In the worst case,

each of the positions could bring the loop into the �Else� part through a margin call.

Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is bounded by O(k × |M |2).

6.4.2 Market Liquidity

Coherent measures of risk have been proposed by [13]. This was scrutinized by [1], for

not taking full consideration of liquidity risk. [1] introduced the marginal supply-demand

curves (MSDCs), which de�nes at any time instance the available prices of a given asset

in the market. The attractiveness of their formalism is that liquidity risk is measured

by market data; no assumptions are required. Figure 6.2 shows the MSDC in State2.1.

After clearing of Order2.1, the market loses a certain amount of liquidity in State2.2.

This is shown by MSDC in Figure 6.3. Like [1], we are looking at the microstructure of

illiquid markets, and free from hypotheses on the dynamics of the market.

4This is an upper-bound because any margin calls that might be triggered will absorb some of the
volume.
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Figure 6.2: The Marginal Supply-Demand Curve de�ned by the Queue_Pro�le at

State2.1

Figure 6.3: The Marginal Supply-Demand Curve de�ned by the Queue_Pro�le at

State2.2

The work by [1] is based on the concept of mark-to-market. When position and

margin information are not considered (Model 1 in section 6.3.1 ), the shape of the MSDC

curve depends on queue pro�les alone. When position and margin information are

available, the mark-to-market values are changed. In fact, the shape of the MSDC could

be changed by the orders processing procedure of Model 2 explained in section 6.3.2.

Therefore, this study complements the work done by [1].
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The queue pro�le de�nes how liquid an asset is at any given time. Liquidity of

an asset is therefore determined by how steep one ascends or descends in the MSDC.

Following the above example, suppose at State2.1, two traders bid 1.60 for 500 shares,

and 1.59 for another 500 shares. Although the highest bid price is still 1.60, the new

MSDC is actually steeper than the one shown in Figure 6.2. This means, to sell over

1000 shares in this market (as opposed to the market shown in Figure 6.2) , the seller

must be prepared to accept lower bids.

Unfortunately, the ordinary investors/traders who have no access to order books have

no means of fully assessing their liquidity risk 5. Therefore, market making provides

investors/traders with market liquidity up to a certain limit (MaxVol in section 6.3.3 of

the market making model). It also o�ers transparency in market liquidity. The MSDC

under market making is shown in Figure 6.4.

It is worth noting the obvious that, as a Queue Pro�le does not have to be symmetric,

an asset could be highly liquid when one wants to buy, but illiquid when one wants to

sell (and vice versa).

Figure 6.4: The Marginal Supply-Demand Curve de�ned by the Queue Pro�le at

State2.3

5OANDA provides information on trader positions. This could help conjecturing (with low con�-
dence) marginal supply and demands (because eventually those in long positions have to sell, and those
in short positions have to buy).
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6.5 Simulating Clearance Models and Market Risk

Assessment

In this section, we build a simulated market that is an exact implementation of the

calculus described earlier. We brie�y introduce the simulator and one simple compre-

hensive experiment to illustrate its features. The simulator is named CDAM (Calculus

Double Auction Market) and is available online6.

6.5.1 CDAM Description

CDAM is a laboratory for demonstrating the clearance mechanism in a double auction

market; monitoring and analysing the di�erent market state transitions at any point of

time; explaining the consequences of new orders coming into the market; and assessing

market risk and fragility through examining the consequences of potential orders of

any size. The purpose is to demonstrate the potentiality of this new market-calculus

approach in understanding the market microstructure. Figure 6.5 depicts a snapshot of

this demo simulator.

CDAM provides all relevant information of the formalised market clearance mecha-

nism presented in the previous sections. This includes the basic components describing

the market state:

� The order book (Queue_Pro�le) which is composed of the bid and o�er queues.

The setup of the order book is discussed further in section 6.5.2.

� The market positions (Position_Pro�le) which include information about the po-

sition code (number), type, volume, value, unit price and trading margin.

� A graph depicting the transaction prices, at which the orders are executed, to

monitor the market price movement. The graph also depicts the di�erent bid and

o�er (ask) prices of the order book.

6CDAM URL: http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/CSP/demos/eventcalcsim/
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Figure 6.5: Screenshot of the double-auction market simulator CDAM. Available online

at: http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/CSP/demos/eventcalcsim/

The user can monitor and analyse the di�erent market state transitions at any point

of time by running (starting/restarting), stopping and resuming the simulator. Stopping

and resuming the simulator market clearance allows for understanding step-by-step the

transition of the market from one state to another. When stopping the simulation run,

the user can also observe what would happen to the underlying market state under

hypothetical large orders. A step-by-step description of the market transition from one

state to another be viewed in the �Market Log� of CDAM.

The user can evaluate the market risk through the fragility and liquidity graphs

described in section 6.5.3. The user can also query the minimum size of a market sell

order that would lead to a price drop of r%, which is further discussed in section 6.5.3.
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6.5.2 CDAM Order Book Setup

Before running the simulator, the user has to setup �rst the market order book, by

selecting one of the following three simulation modes available in CDAM:

� The built-in sample order book of CDAM.

� An order book built by an arti�cial stream of orders.

� A custom-de�ned order book, where a batch of orders are entered by the user as

a script �le.

Each of these simulation modes requires some input parameters to make this demo-

market as customizable as possible. It is important to note that in parallel to these

simulation modes, the user can manually place limit and market orders at any point of

time.

As mentioned in the calculus above, we assume that a trader can only open and

close but not adjust his/her position (Assumption 2.3 in section 6.3.2). Hence, each

order entered into the market is handled as a new trader. If the order is executed, a

position is opened for this trader and is coded by the opening order number. Following

Assumption 2.1 and Assumption 2.2 in section 6.3.2, positions closure take place through

margin calls and all consequences of an automatic position closure take place before any

new event occurs.

1. Parameters of Built-In Market:

This market includes four built-in scenarios to be run on the market.

The �Default Scenario� represents a simple list of limit orders (buys and sells) to

be executed on the market. Matched buys and sells do not join the order book and

create market positions. Unmatched (full or partially) limit orders join the order

book, which is sorted according to a price priority basis as explained in section 6.3.

The three other scenarios analyse the e�ect of placing a large order on the market

dynamics and fragility.

Only two parameters are needed for this market; the scenario to run and the

margin of traders entered into the market.
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2. Parameters of Arti�cial Orders' Stream Market:

In this mode, the simulator generates a stream of arti�cial limit orders (buys and

sells) to build the order book. This stream of limit orders is generated using the

following parameters:

� Number of Orders/Traders: Unlike many other market models, we do not �x

the number of traders. In each simulation run, the user can choose any value

for the total number of traders that will be automatically entered into the

market. These traders will place limit orders, buys (bids) and sells (o�ers),

to constitute the market order book. As for market orders, they can be either

manually entered by the user or automatically forced through margin calls.

� Probability of Buy Orders: This determines if with equal or di�erent proba-

bilities a new trader is a buyer or a seller. With probability qbuy the trader

places a limit order to buy and with probability 1- qbuy he places a sell limit

order.

� Size of Order: The size of order is generated from a probability distribution

of two input parameters mean µsize and standard deviation σsize.

� Price of Limit Order: Each order price is determined by simply o�setting the

last transaction price (LTP) by a random number ∆. This positive random

number is drawn each time from the same probability distribution P (∆). To

make sure that the market is liquid enough, we do not allow for the price

ranges of limit buy and sell orders to overlap for 50% of the total orders.

After that, we allow for overlapping to observe some executed transactions

on the market. To avoid overlapping in the beginning, we set the limit order

(buy/sell) price as follows:

A new sell order (o�er) is placed above the current market price (LTP + ∆),

while a new buy order (bid) is below the market price by (LTP −∆). This

way there is always a positive gap between the highest bid at the head of

bid queue and the lowest o�er at the head of the o�er queue. In the case of

overlapping, we make a slight modi�cation by signing ∆. Each time a new

order is generated, the sign of ∆ is o�set and the price of both bid and o�er

orders is computed by (LTP + ∆).
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Input parameters entered by the user to determine the price are: initialPrice

of �rst bid/o�er entered into the market; and mean of ∆ µ4 and standard

deviationσ4of the probability distribution P (∆).

� Margin: Each order entered into the market represents a new trader, having

a speci�c margin. This parameter sets a default margin, unless changed by

user, for any new trader entering the market.

3. Parameters of Custom Market:

The custom market is mainly designed for developing market scenarios that the

user would like to analyse. Using a very simple script, the user can write a text

�le containing a batch of limit and market orders that can be executed on the

market. To run the custom market the following parameters (script commands)

are required: type of order (limit/market), price of limit order, size of order and

margin of trader. The user can also add a �STOP� command at any point of the

�le to force the simulator to pause there. The simulator can then be resumed from

the application interface to execute the remaining orders in the �le. For future

work, given that we have access to real market data, we can enhance this custom

market module to rebuild a real market order book.

6.5.3 CDAM Features

In this section, we describe the main features of CDAM and demonstrate how the

simulation of the market-calculus model facilitates the understanding of the dynamic

market micro-behaviour.

1. Simulation of Market Clearance and State Transitions

The clearance in CDAM applies the same rules of the market-calculus model pre-

sented in section 6.2. Each time a new limit or market order is placed, a se-

quence of updates of the order book (Queue_Pro�le), the market positions (Po-

sition_Pro�le), the last market transaction price (LTP), the market liquidity and

the market fragility is carried out. The latter two are further explained in the

coming section. This update process can be repeated over and over in case mar-

gin calls are triggered, which would force further market orders to close out open
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market positions. The following code fragment shows the di�erent functions called

whenever a new limit order LO is entered into the market.

procedure addLimitOrder(LO) \\LO = (Order_No,

Order_Type, Price, Volume)

begin

if (Order_Type==�sell�)

/*traverses bid queue to match the limit sell order and

to open the relevant market positions. The last

transaction price LTP is returned .*/

LTP=matchLimitSellToBidQueue(LO);

else if (Order_Type==�buy�)

/*traverses o�er queue to match the limit buy order

and to open the relevant market positions. The last

transaction price LTP is returned .*/

LTP=matchLimitBuyToO�erQueue(LO);
updateBids(); //sorts Bids
updateO�ers(); //sorts O�ers
updateLiquidity();
updateMarketFragility()
checkMarginCalls(LTP);

end

Once this update process is executed and margin constraints are considered with

every new order, a new market state transition takes place. The consequences

of the new order on the order book, market price and traders' positions can be

clearly visualised on CDAM .

In case of entering many orders into the market through running one of the simu-

lation modes discussed above, the di�erent market state transitions can be traced

through stopping and resuming the simulator. For instance, assume a simulation

run of 1000 traders in

the arti�cial orders' stream mode. The user can choose to stop and resume this run

at any point of time to analyse the market transition from one state to another.

To analyse the extent to which the underlying market state (stopping point) would

change under certain conditions, the user can manually enter one or more orders

and watch their e�ect on the underlying market state. The original simulation run

of the arti�cial orders' stream can be then resumed, which will be appended to the

last manually entered order. The visualization and the ability of analysing each
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of the di�erent market state transitions under di�erent conditions enables precise

studying and understanding of the �nancial market micro-behaviour.

2. Simulation of Market Risk Assessment

� Market Liquidity

As mentioned earlier in section 6.4.2 , [1] introduced a recent interesting quantita-

tive approach for assessing market liquidity, that requires no assumptions. They

use marginal supply-demand curves (MSDCs) to summarize all market informa-

tion (bids and o�ers prices) of an asset at any given time. The same idea is used

here, since the Queue_Pro�le (bid and o�er queues) can de�ne the liquidity of an

asset at any point of time.

In real life, investors have no access to the order book and hence no means for

assessing their liquidity risk. However, the extent of market transparency, the

ability of market participants to observe information about the trading process,

has been always one of the strong debatable issues. Since in CDAM, all data

is available, market liquidity is constantly shown. It is continuously updated

after processing every new order placed into the market. As shown in Figure 6.8

liquidity curves summarize the total available units at each di�erent price level

for both sides, bids and o�ers. Similar to the order book, bid prices are ordered

ascending-wise, whereas prices on the o�ers side have a descending order. Having

this information available on the spot, allows for analysing market stability, in

terms of the extent to which the market can absorb more orders at any point of

time.

� Market Fragility

With CDAM we can examine the e�ects of hypothetical orders at any point of

the simulation run, in order to evaluate how fragile the underlying market state is.

Market fragility helps assessing the stability and the risk of the current market with

respect to the current order book, traders' positions and their margin constraints.

In CDAM, we examine market fragility using the �Fragility Curve� feature (Figures

6.7 and 6.8). It can answer questions like �What is the minimum size of a market
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sell order to lead to a price drop of r%?�. The price drop is the potential change

of the market price relative to the last transaction price (LTP).

To generate the �Fragility Curve�, we clone the underlying current market state

(Position_Pro�le, Queue_Pro�le, LTP) into a new one. The analysis of the mar-

ket fragility is then performed on this cloned state. To assess the market fragility,

we traverse the order book (Queue _Pro�le) of the cloned market version by ex-

ecuting �potential� market sell orders. Each �potential� market sell order placed,

has the same size as the underlying head of the bid queue of the cloned market.

The clearing mechanism is exactly the same. Once a market sell order is placed, we

process the cloned market state transition by updating its market positions (Po-

sitions_Pro�le), order book (Queue_Pro�le), execution price of sell order (LTP),

and check for margin calls. All consequences of clearing the head of the bid queue

of the cloned market take place before any potential market sell order is placed to

clear the new head of the bid queue of the cloned market.

The transaction price at which each �potential� market sell order has been executed

in the cloned market is then compared with the actual market last transaction

price (LTP) to compute the percentage change (drop). The �Fragility Curve� is

then depicted by plotting each percentage price drop resulting from executing each

�potential� market sell order.

It is important to note that once the actual market state changes as a result of

any new event, the �Fragility Curve� is re-computed and re-plotted on the spot

by cloning the new actual market state and by repeating the clearance of the new

BID_Queue of the cloned market.

In the following section, we carry out an experiment illustrating the usage of the

�Fragility Curve�. We show that market fragility can be used as an early warning

signal to prevent possible �nancial crisis. Even though the market-calculus model

used here is simple, however its precise and mathematical de�nition of the market

states has allowed for developing a mean for assessing market risk.
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6.5.4 Experiment

In this section, we present one inclusive experiment examining the consequences of

entering new orders into the market, the resulting state transitions and the associated

market risk and stability.

For illustration purposes, we use the simple built-in market of CDAM. As mentioned

earlier, this market has built-in scenarios for orders placement. We use the �Default

Scenario�, where every half a second a limit order (buy or sell) is entered into market.

For all traders we use a margin of 4%. The di�erent market state transitions can be

viewed at any point of time by stopping and resuming the market clearance. Table 6.1

lists all the limit orders entered into the market. They are sorted according to their

codes, indicating the sequence in which each sell/buy order has been entered into the

market.

Table 6.1: Limit Orders of the built-in market of CDAM

Limit Sell Orders Limit Buy Orders

Code Price Units Code Price Units

1 1.8 2000 2 1.69 2000

5 1.78 2500 8 1.68 3000

12 1.76 8000 16 1.7 1000

21 1.79 2000 26 1.71 2000

32 1.82 3000 38 1.72 3000

45 1.83 2000 52 1.73 2000

60 1.86 3000 68 1.74 4000

77 1.783 2000 86 1.67 4000

96 1.75 5000 106 1.712 1000

113 1.73 3000 128 1.75 6000

141 1.77 1000 154 1.76 5000

167 1.84 2000 180 1.66 2000

193 1.85 1000 206 1.65 3000

Once each limit order is entered into the market, it joins the order book (Queue_Pro�le),

in case not matched with any previously entered order. The order book is then sorted
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according to a price time priority basis, where the lowest o�er is at the head of the

O�er_Queue, and the highest bid is at the head of the Bid_Queue. Once an order is

fully or partially ful�lled, the market order book, positions, price graph, fragility and

liquidity are updated.

In this case here, all limit orders placed in the �Default Scenario� join the order book

and are not executed up till order code: O(106). In this experiment, we shall present

the main market states since entering the buy order O(106). The details of the market

states can be also viewed in the CDAM �Market Log�, when running the simulator.

1. State1.1

In this state, the market is stopped right after entering o�er order O(106). At

this point, no orders have been executed (ful�lled) yet. As a result, there are no

open positions on the market and the current market state shows the following

Queue_Pro�le (order book) along with the bid/o�er (ask) price curves (Figure 6.6

).

O�er_Queue1.1:

[96 1.75 5000 12 1.76 3000, 5 1.78 2500, 77 1.783 2000,

21 1.79 2000, 1 1.8 2000, 32 1.82 3000, 45 1.83 2000,

60 1.86 3000 ]

Bid_Queue1.1:

[68 1.74 4000 52 1.73 2000, 38 1.72 3000, 106 1.712 1000,

26 1.71 2000, 16 1.7 1000, 2 1.69 2000, 8 1.68 3000,

86 1.67 4000]
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Figure 6.6: Bid and ask (o�er) prices of the order book at State1.1. Since both price

curves do not overlap, no orders are executed.

2. State1.2

Resuming the simulation run to allow for the remaining limit buy and sell orders

(O(113)-O(206)) to enter and execute, State 1.2 comes to place. At this point,

several orders have been executed resulting in several open market positions. How-

ever, no margin calls have been triggered. The market state after placing the last

buy order O(206) is shown below:

Bid_Queue1.2:

[128 1.75 1000, 68 1.74 1000, 52 1.73 2000, 38 1.72 3000,

106 1.712 1000, 26 1.71 2000, 16 1.7 1000, 2 1.69 2000,

8 1.68 3000, 86 1.67 4000 180 1.66 2000 206 1.65 3000]

O�er_Queue1.2:

[12 1.76 3000, 141 1.77 1000 5 1.78 2500, 77 1.783 2000,

21 1.79 2000, 1 1.8 2000, 32 1.82 3000, 45 1.83 2000,

167 1.84 2000, 193 1.85 1000 60 1.86 3000 ]

Positions_Pro�le1.2:

[12 Short 5000 8800 1.76 0.04, 68 Long 3000 5220 1.74 0.04,

96 Short 5000 8750 1.75 0.04, 113 Short 3000 5220 1.74 0.04,

128 Long 5000 8750 1.75 0.04, 154 Long 5000 8800 1.76 0.04]

Last Transaction Price (LTP): 1.76
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The transaction prices, at which these orders have been executed, can be observed

from the transaction price red curve in Figure 6.7(a). Examining the stability of

the current state through the �Fragility Curve� (Figure 6.7(b)), we �nd that the

market becomes very fragile and a sudden price drop can appear, once a sell order

of size >13000 units is placed. To test this, we �rst place a market order of size

13000 units and observe the new state transition (State 1.3).

Figure 6.7: Market prices (a) and market fragility (b) at State1.2

1. State1.3

State1.3 comes to place through the execution of the market sell order (221, sell,

Inf, 13000). The current order book (Queue_Pro�le) and market positions (Posi-

tion_Pro�le) are described below.

Bid_Queue1.3:

[8 1.68 3000, 86 1.67 4000, 180 1.66 2000, 206 1.65 3000]

O�er_Queue1.3:

[12 1.76 3000, 141 1.77 1000, 5 1.78 2500, 77 1.783 2000,

21 1.79 2000, 1 1.8 2000, 32 1.82 3000, 45 1.83 2000,

167 1.84 2000, 193 1.85 1000, 60 1.86 3000 ]
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Positions_Pro�le1.3:

[ 2 Long 2000 3380 1.69 0.04, 12 Short 5000 8800 1.76 0.04,

16 Long 1000 1700 1.7 0.04, 26 Long 2000 3420 1.71 0.04,

38 Long 3000 5160 1.72 0.04, 52 Long 2000 3460 1.73 0.04,

68 Long 4000 6960 1.74 0.04, 96 Short 5000 8750 1.75 0.04,

106 Long 1000 1712 1.712 0.04, 113 Short 3000 5220 1.74 0.04,

128 Long 6000 10500 1.75 0.04, 154 Long 5000 8800 1.76 0.04,

221 Short 13000 22322 1.717 0.04]

LTP: 1.69

As shown in Figure 6.8(a), the market is now extremely unstable. After clearing

the market sell order, the market has lost a great amount of liquidity. The market

is now more liquid for buyers than for sellers. Also, the spread (0.08) between the

best bid (1.68) and the best o�er (1.76) is very high. This means, to execute more

sell orders, the seller must accept lower bids.

As for the market fragility in Figure 6.8(b), placing an order of a minimum of one

unit would cause a price drop of >2%. The only explanation for this potential

behaviour is that a martingale of margin calls will occur. To test, if the market

behaves as anticipated by the fragility curve, we place a market order of one unit

to State1.3 and check for margin calls. This would lead to a new state transition

(State1.4).
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Figure 6.8: Market liquidity (a) and market fragility (b) State1.3

2. State1.4

Placing the one unit market order (228, sell, Inf, 1) to State1.3 leads to the fol-

lowing state transition (State 1.4):

O�er_Queue1.4= O�er_Queue1.3

Bid_Queue1.4:

[8 1.68 2999, 86 1.67 4000, 180 1.66 2000, 206 1.65 3000]

Positions_Pro�le1.4:

[ 2 Long 2000 3380 1.69 0.04, 12 Short 5000 8800 1.76 0.04,

16 Long 1000 1700 1.7 0.04, 26 Long 2000 3420 1.71 0.04,

38 Long 3000 5160 1.72 0.04, 52 Long 2000 3460 1.73 0.04,

68 Long 4000 6960 1.74 0.04, 96 Short 5000 8750 1.75 0.04,

106 Long 1000 1712 1.712 0.04, 113 Short 3000 5220 1.74 0.04,

128 Long 6000 10500 1.75 0.04, 154 Long 5000 8800 1.76 0.04,

221 Short 13000 22322 1.717 0.04 8 Long 1 1.68 1.68 0.04,

228 Short 1 1.68 1.68 0.04]

LTP: 1.68
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Checking the margin constraints of the di�erent traders' positions, we �nd that

a margin call is triggered to close position P(154), as 1.76 × (1 − 0.04) = 1.689

is greater than 1.68, the last transaction price in State1.4 (see margin rule in

section 6.3.2). As a result, a market sell order is automatically placed to force

closure of position P(154), leading to State1.5

3. State1.5

To close P(154) a market sell order (235, sell, Inf, 5000) is automatically placed,

which leads to the following state transition:

O�er_Queue1.5= O�er_Queue1.4

Bid_Queue1.5:

[86 1.67 1999, 180 1.66 2000, 206 1.65 3000]

Positions_Pro�le 1.5:

[ 2 Long 2000 3380 1.69 0.04, 12 Short 5000 8800 1.76 0.04,

16 Long 1000 1700 1.7 0.04, 26 Long 2000 3420 1.71 0.04,

38 Long 3000 5160 1.72 0.04, 52 Long 2000 3460 1.73 0.04,

68 Long 4000 6960 1.74 0.04, 96 Short 5000 8750 1.75 0.04,

106 Long 1000 1712 1.712 0.04, 113 Short 3000 5220 1.74 0.04,

128 Long 6000 10500 1.75 0.04, 221 Short 13000 22322 1.717 0.04,

8 Long 1 1.68 1.68 0.04, 228 Short 1 1.68 1.68 0.04]

LTP 1.67

Checking for margin calls, we �nd that two further positions, P(68) and P(128),

have to be closed, as both positions violate the margin constraints. For P(68)

1.74× (1−0.04) = 1.6704 is greater than LTP. For P(128) 1.75× (1−0.04) = 1.68

is greater than LTP.

This automatically forces the placement of two market sell orders of size 4000 and

6000 to close both positions (P(68) and P(128)) respectively. This in turn leads

to a further price drop, which causes further margin calls and positions closure.

In this experiment the martingale of margin calls and the resulting forced market

orders clear the bid queue. However, real markets are much more liquid and will

absorb the market orders. However, the consequences are the same; a dramatic
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price decline. The price drop can be clearly seen in Figure 6.9, which agrees with

what has been spotted by the �Fragility Curve� in State1.3. Thus, the �Fragility

Curve� can be a very useful mean to assess the market risk and stability or even

provide early signals for potential market crisis.

Figure 6.9: Dramatic price drop resulting from margin calls after State1.3

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced the �rst microscopic approach, a market-calculus, for

formalising market dynamics. We have de�ned a calculus for mathematically describing

state changes in a market as a consequence of new orders being posted. We base our

analysis on simple market models. This is no attempt to predict what new exogenous

orders will arrive. The aim is to formalise processes in the market so that we can study

their dynamics and properties scienti�cally.

To illustrate the potential of this approach, we have implemented a demo market

simulator (CDAM) that is an exact application of the de�ned market-calculus model.

We show that even with the simple calculus de�ned, we can analyse feedback loops like

cascading margin calls, and ask important questions such as �how big a sell order would

push the price down by r%?�. This research also supports Acerbi and Scandolo's call

[1] to measure liquidity risks with market data.

We acknowledge the fact that state changes in real markets are far more complex

than what is described in this chapter. It is up to the participants, including governing

bodies, market makers and traders, to de�ne the rules in an unambiguous mathematical
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and mechanical way. The aim is to create markets with properties that can be studied

formally as well as extensively in simulations and validated empirically. Eliminating

black boxes and laying the foundations for extensive scienti�c analysis may be the best

way to ensure stability and prevent �nancial crises.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter provides a summary of the thesis, points out its contributions, and

discusses possible future research work.

7.1 Summary

As implied by the thesis title, this research work conducts a microscopic analysis of FX

market behaviour and dynamics using event-based approaches. Surveying the literature

in chapter 2, reveals that researchers have adopted various approaches to understanding

market behaviour and its dynamics. Di�erent aspects of the FX market have been

explained either through behavioural �nance studies of traders' psychological biases, or

micro-structural studies of order �ow, or agent-based modelling and simulation of FX

market stylized facts. However, many market phenomena have not yet been explained.

We believe that the study of traders' tick-by-tick transactions and the analysis of their

micro-behaviour would unveil many of the market dynamics and provide an insight into

the collective macro-behaviour.

Having this convention, we carry out in this thesis three micro-behavioural studies

aiming to understand some of the features of the FX market dynamics. In all studies

an event-based analysis of traders' micro-behaviour is carried out and general inferences

about market behaviour are made.

The �rst two studies, presented in chapters 4 and 5, are empirical research based on

tracking and analysing a unique high frequency data set of FX traders' real transactions.

It covers more than 140 million tick transactions carried out by more than 45,000 FX

traders, on an account level, on the online OANDA FX trading platform for over two
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years. The uniqueness of the data set is owing to the fact that there is no platform

except for OANDA that stores the details of traders' transactions and their positions'

history over several years, representing the worldwide exposure of traders in FX.

The production process of the data set is described in detail in chapter 3. To the best

of our knowledge, we have produced the biggest set of high frequency data ever. We

have thoroughly explored the structure of our data set and the unique properties of the

OANDA platform. Taking this into account, we have produced a high frequency trans-

action data set clean from any erroneous or misleading observations that could a�ect

the research validity. We have also validated the quality of data by tracking individual

traders' activities from opening to closing their positions, con�rming the consistency of

the accounts' trades and the reliability of any forthcoming results. Moreover, we have

provided empirical evidence that the data set is representative of the whole market.

Having produced such an invaluable data set, the �rst empirical study is carried out

in chapter 4, which revisits the FX market seasonal activity from a microscopic perspec-

tive. It examines whether the unique double U-shape signature of the FX market is due

to the overlapping world trading sessions that allow FX traders to trade 24hrs/5days a

week from any geographical location. In an attempt to answer this question, an event-

based procedure is carried out to normalise the time zones of the di�erent traders. The

procedure is mainly based on tracking the intraday seasonal activity of each individual

account in the data set and identifying its sleeping (inactive) hours during the day over

the whole data set period and other time spans. Traders having the same number of

sleeping hours are then grouped together and synchronized over one trading time win-

dow. The aggregation of the normalised seasonal activities of all traders produces a

single U-shape pattern, akin to the ones observed in equity markets, where traders are

more active at the beginning and at the end of the trading day. Using the �ndings of

this empirical study, we have been also able to identify traders' preferences regarding

their positions' management during the trading day.

Similar to chapter 4, chapter 5 also studies the micro-behaviour of traders by tracking

their tick activity, but this time along price movements. Given the high frequency and

discontinuous nature of FX tick data, we use intrinsic time, an event-based approach

to synchronize market activity with price movements. To de�ne an intrinsic time scale,

we adopt the directional change event approach, which focuses on price turning points

of a pre-speci�ed threshold. In this chapter we de�ne the price movement events for
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three thresholds for all currency pairs studied. To allow for a more in-depth analysis, we

discretise the di�erent price movement events into further smaller sub-clocks. We then

synchronize traders' tick activity of the produced data set in chapter 3 along the sub-

clocks of the di�erent directional change events thresholds. Adopting this microscopic

approach, we are able to decipher market activity during both sections, the directional

change and the overshoot periods, of the di�erent price movement events. We provide

empirical evidence for diminishing market liquidity at the end of the overshoot period

for all studied currency pairs. We �nd that the price overshoot stops due to more

participants placing counter trend trades. We also provide empirical evidence that this

market liquidity pattern has an impact on price ticks moves, which follow the same

decaying pattern during overshoot periods. The �ndings in this study are valid across

all magnitudes of price events.

The third microscopic event-based study is carried out in chapter 6. We de�ne

market-calculus to formalise market mechanisms and analyse market dynamics and feed-

back loops like cascading margin calls, which exist in both FX and equity markets. Due

to the lack of knowledge of the FX market maker model in the literature, this chapter

illustrates the potential of this calculus in the context of a simple double-auction mar-

ket model. The price trajectory is determined by the present market state - including

market order book, traders' positions and margin constraints - and new orders arriving

in the market. We look closely at every single action by the trader and study its e�ect

on the market. The objective of this exercise is to reduce ambiguity and get a better

understanding of risk scenarios, not to forecast exogenous order �ow. Given this formal-

ism, we can compute the impact of orders of any size. We can also compute how big an

order needs to be to cause a market crash. Finally, we build a demo simulator (CDAM),

based on the same calculus logic, to demonstrate the potentiality of the market-calculus

approach in understanding market microstructure. CDAM is a laboratory for demon-

strating the clearance mechanism in a double auction market; monitoring and analysing

the di�erent market state transitions at any point of time; explaining the consequences

of new orders coming into the market; and assessing market risk and fragility through

examining the consequences of potential large orders.
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7.2. Contributions

7.2 Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. We have produced a data set in high frequency �nance, storing the full transaction

history of more than 45,000 traders on an account level on FX for 2.25 years. As

far as we know, this is by far the largest data set of the kind available. Accounting

for the complexity of the high frequency data and for the unique properties of the

data set dictated by the speci�c environment of the OANDA platform, we have

cleaned the data set from any observations that are not reliable in terms of actual

market activity. We have also validated the quality of the data and have proved

the representativeness of the data of the global FX market. The production of such

a unique and invaluable HF data set is a major contribution for future research

exploring the FX market microscopic behaviour.

2. We have demonstrated that the well-known double U-shape pattern is in fact

composed of many single U-shape trading signatures. This has been achieved by

developing an algorithm for normalising traders' time zones. To the best of our

knowledge, no one has been able to empirically demonstrate that the double U-

shape pattern is indeed an overlap of single U-shape patterns (characterising single

participants) amid traders' behaviour in regulated exchanges. Given these results,

we have also been able to identify how traders manage their positions during the

day, with positions closures being the main cause for the trading intensity at the

end of the trading day.

3. We have provided empirical evidence for decaying market liquidity and price ticks

moves during price overshoots. We have also found that a price overshoot stops due

to more market participants placing counter trend trades acting against the market

force. This discovery indicates that already small imbalances of market activity in

large overshoots can alter the price trajectory. To our knowledge, this is the �rst

study that deciphers FX market activity during overshoot periods. This study

is also the �rst of its kind that uses intrinsic time scale, de�ned by directional

change events, for synchronizing market activity. We show that intrinsic time

is a powerful tool that enables us to discover recurring market patterns, which

otherwise are hidden if we use only physical time.
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7.3. Future Work

4. We have also introduced the �rst microscopic approach, a market-calculus, for

formalising market dynamics. The aim is to formalise processes in the market so

that we can study their dynamics and properties scienti�cally. In this calculus,

we de�ne the di�erent market states mathematically and demonstrate the conse-

quences of placing an order into the market. With this formalism, feedback loops

like cascading margin calls are analysed and questions like �how big a sell order

has to be to cause the market to fall by a certain percentage� can be answered.

Despite the infancy of this approach and the simple models used, it eliminates

black boxes and lays a solid foundation for extensive scienti�c analysis of com-

plex market models. The calculus would also enable us to study market dynamics

through simulation. In practice, it can help us to provide early warnings of market

crashes.

7.3 Future Work

This thesis adopts a new approach for understanding the FX market behaviour. Akin

to physics and other natural sciences, where �ndings are generalized from observations,

we study market dynamics through observing and analysing traders' micro-behaviour.

Given a rich data set, like the one that we have created in this research, there is a

wide range of microscopic studies that can be carried out for future work. For instance,

many of the market dynamics can be explained by tracking traders' positions and their

pro�tability. De�ning the pro�t/loss thresholds at which traders choose to close their

positions, and their trading reaction towards losing positions, can infer much information

about the general market movement. Moreover, the positions' information, together

with the price level at which the positions were opened, can indicate which groups of

traders are most likely to run into losses and may be forced to close out their positions

through margin calls. The danger of cascading margin calls in accelerating price moves

have been already demonstrated in chapter 6. However, a further step would be creating

a dynamic positions map, which would function like �weather maps� for the FX market.

The map will indicate the market direction, given information about market price level,

traders' positions and probability of cascading margin calls. The ultimate goal would

be building a �nancial forecasting and market crisis warning system.
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